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Table 9.1: A14 gazetteer
Note: Information in the gazetteer includes data provided by the Cambridgeshire Historic
Environment Record and taken from the National Heritage List. This has been collated from a
number of sources, including antiquarian references and personal communications; as a result
the gazetteer includes a number of items where there are questions in the notes, or
measurements are presented in Imperial units. The data is presented as provided and has not
been edited.
Asset number

3

Asset name

Bronze Age beaker fragments, Milton

Grid reference

TL 47000 62000

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

05532

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Fragments of a finger-pinched rusticated Bronze Age beaker were
discovered at Milton. Now in the CAAM. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

5

Asset name

Prehistoric and Roman features,
Cambridge Science Park

Grid reference

TL 46600 62100

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB17525

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

An evaluation recorded a range of features spanning the Late Bronze Age
to post medieval periods. The earliest features were located in the north
east part of the site, and consisted of a pit containing a single, and perhaps
residual, Neolithic flake, and a further pit containing small quantities of Late
Bronze Age/early Iron Age pottery. A small Romano-British ditch was also
recorded in this area. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

6

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Cambridge
Science Park

Grid reference

TL 46520 62060

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB17526

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

An evaluation recorded traces of a number of furrows across the site. The
spacing of the furrows and evidence from the Chesterton Inclosure map of
1840 indicate that the furrows appear to be aligned with field boundaries
from this time, dating the furrows to the post medieval period. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

7

Asset name

WW II vehicle depot, Trinity Farm,
Milton

Grid reference

TL 46520 62060

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB17527

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

A significant part of Trinity Farm was used as a tank storage and servicing
depot during WWII, recorded on a 1940 Luftwaffe and 1944 US Army Air
Force aerial photographs. Two individual buildings to the south of the camp
are of unknown function, but may have formed part of the camps aerial
defences. A complex of railway marshalling yards and storage sheds is
also shown to the west on a map of 1959, which in combination with the
depot were used to meet the demands of the Normandy landings. The
depot appears to have been abandoned after 1950 and the structures
gradually demolished. Several huts were still standing in a photograph from
1969, and the main roadways were still present at this time. [1]
An evaluation provided evidence, in the form of demolition material and the
recovery of vehicle parts, that the area was used as a wartime depot for the
storage and maintenance of armoured vehicles. The components
uncovered suggest that these were probably amphibious vehicles called
Landing Vehicles Tracked, and it is suggested that the depot could have
been constructed and utilised in preparation of the D-Day landings. The
depot was demolished at the end of the war. [2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

11

Asset name

Possible earthwork, Milton

Grid reference

TL 45650 62040

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

371914

HER reference

05608

Designation

None

Value

Negligible

Description

There is a large oblong camp on the southern side of the Roman road (RR
23b) at King's Hedges. It may be of Roman origin as Roman coins have
been found there, but is also attributed to William I. The enclosure is "738
yards long, 295 yards wide, and the bank 13 yards across" (Babington
appears to have written 'yards` where he intended 'feet`) The corners are
rectangular. There is no trace of any ditch.
"There is an earthwork here of doubtful age near Akeman Street which is
perhaps to be identified with 'Thistilburg'", mentioned in1277. Apparently
arbitrary selection of scarps - probably hedge banks and ridge and furrow.
Farrar's assessment of this site is confirmed. There is nothing here of any
archaeological significance. Published survey,1:2500, revised. [1]
There is a large oblong camp on the southern side of the Roman road (RR
23b) at King's Hedges. It may be of Roman origin as Roman coins have
been found there, but is also attributed to William I. The enclosure is "738
yards long, 295 yards wide, and the bank 13 yards across" (Babington
appears to have written 'yards` where he intended 'feet`) The corners are
rectangular. There is no trace of any ditch. "There is an earthwork here of
doubtful age near Akeman Street which is perhaps to be identified with
'Thistilburg`," mentioned in 1277. Apparently arbitrary selection of scarps probably hedgebanks and rig-and-furrow. Farrar's assessment of this site is
confirmed. There is nothing here of any archaeological significance.
Published survey, 1:2500, revised. [2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] English Heritage Archive
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Asset number

12

Asset name

Roman cremation, Kings Hedges
Farm, Impington

Grid reference

TL 45569 61884

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

CB15697

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Nine hectares needed for Cambridge Regional College were trenched to
determine whether Iron Age or Roman sites at Arbury and Arbury Camp
extended to this area. Little was found, apart from a Roman cremation and
six Roman vessels, all in one small area of ditch adjacent to the Roman
road. No traces of Kings Hedges camp were located.
An evaluation comprising desk-top assessment and trial trenching was
carried out on an area of some nine hectares, located at Kings Hedges
Farm, Milton. Excavations revealed a Romano-British cremation of mid-1st
century date with six associated pottery vessels. The cremated bone and
pottery were located in the top fill of a shallow pit or hollow. The bone was
located in a very discrete cluster, suggesting that it may have been
contained within some kind of organic container or bag which has since
decayed. The pottery comprised a group of six vessels including a Terra
Nigra cup with a stamped footring base, a groove-rimmed platter, a small
jar, a Hofheim flagon with a ribbed handle and a narrow-necked jar, all of
which can be dated to the 1st century to early mid-2nd century. Study of the
bone indicated it belonged to one young individual cremated in a fire of
over 900 degrees centigrade. The cremation most probably took place on a
pyre away from the site; the roadside location near to Roman towns is a
common place for the deposition of human remains. Only one other cluster
of archaeological material was recovered from the area. The remaining
features comprised modern drains, field ditches, remains of Kings Hedges
Farm and WW II military buildings. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

13

Asset name

Post- medieval post holes and
ditches, Kings Hedges Road

Grid reference

TL 45540 61798

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB19373

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Area excavation revealed four post-holes on a southwest- northeast
alignment and two ditches orientated on a complementary west-south-west
alignment. Finds recovered from the features consisted of post medieval
tiles, nails and 19th century glazed wares. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

14

Asset name

Roman road and associated
features, Gypsy Ditches, Arbury

Grid reference

TL 45550 61800

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

10087

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Archaeological investigations by the Cambridge Archaeological Unit
revealed an area of metalling, related to Akeman Street Roman road. Pits
and ditches were also observed in one of the trenches, the latter possibly
flanking the course of the road. The limited nature of the investigations did
not allow the relationships between features to be fully clarified. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

16

Asset name

Archaeological remains at "Arbury
Park" Cambridgeshire Guided
Busway site

Grid reference

TL 45488 61824

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB19361

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Excavation carried out at the 'Arbury Park' site in association with the
Cambridgeshire Guided Busway produced features and finds of Roman
date. Only a limited amount of features were identified from this excavation,
restricted entirely to the north east end of the site. The features consisted
of two parallel ditches on a north west-south east axis, and a third ditch on
a north-south axis. There were also two medium sized pits. Across the
ditches there was a paucity of finds with a small amount of animal bone
being found in one, and a single sherd of C2-C4 pottery being recovered
from another. None of the environmental samples were subject to further
study. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

17

Asset name

Residual Roman remains,
Cambridgeshire Guided Busway
route, Balancing Pond 6, Impington

Grid reference

TL 45332 62010

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

CB15764

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

A single trench was excavated as part of the Cambridgeshire Guided
Busway evaluation. A large modern feature was identified containing
modern and residual Roman material, indicating the presence of a Roman
site in the vicinity. Two linear features were also recorded in the trench.
Two palaeochannels were also identified, possibly Roman in date. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

18

Asset name

Undated linear features,
Cambridgeshire Guided Busway
route, Arbury Park

Grid reference

TL 45327 61725

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

CB15765

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Two trenches were excavated at this location as part of the
Cambridgeshire Guided Busway evaluation. Two undated linear features
were identified. The site has experienced considerable modern
disturbance. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

20

Asset name

Post medieval features, Unex Lands,
Arbury

Grid reference

TL 45290 61844

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

CB15603

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

An evaluation was carried out in 1991, involving test pits, trial trenches and
ditch survey. Little archaeology was encountered on the Unex lands, with
the exception of linear ditch systems of post medieval date. Three possible
earlier features were identified, perhaps relating to Akeman Street. A low
density of finds were recovered from the site, indicating the sites was an
"empty quarter" between the Arbury Camp and the Arbury Road complex.
The low overall density of Roman pottery suggests that this area was not
even manured or cultivated in Roman times. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

21

Asset name

Archaeological remains at Arbury
"In-Track" Cambridgeshire Guided
Busway site

Grid reference

TL 45279 61996

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB19359

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Excavation carried out at the Arbury 'In-Track' in advance of the
construction of the Cambridgeshire Guided Busway recorded three ditches,
pits and a quarry pit all of Roman date. A large quantity of oyster shells
was recovered from the ditches along with animal bone, tile, brick and
pottery. In a pit cluster, six coins were found along with further pot sherds
including an East Gaulish Samian dish. Four of the coins were copper alloy
nummi ranging from 11mm-18mm in diameter. The first was minted AD
350-60 and depicts Emperor Constantius II or Constantius Gallus. The
second and third are of Emperor Valentian I or Valens and were minted AD
360-80. The fourth is very worn but a diademed headress is visible,
suggesting a 4th century date. The fifth coin is a copper alloy radiate in poor
condition. The obverse depicts an Emperor with a radiate crown but no
beard, possibly Tetricus II. The reverse depicts a standing female figure. It
dates to the later 3rd century. The sixth coin is a silver denarius and in poor
condition. The Emperor has a laurel head dress and the reverse shows a
figure advancing holding items in both hands and has the legend
VICT.PART.MAX. This could be a coin of Caracalla, AD 198-217 but may
be a contemporary copy. A large quantity of building material including tile
and brick was also recovered from the site suggesting a Roman building,
however there was no other evidence of a structure. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

22

Asset name

Undated features, Allotment Gardens
Triangle, King's Hedges Road,
Arbury

Grid reference

TL 45278 61746

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

CB15748

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

An evaluation was carried out to investigate the 2.4ha site, revealing a low
density of features. A number of land drains were recorded, together with a
possible ditch and posthole. The features are thought to be late and relate
to remains found at adjacent sites. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

24

Asset name

Arbury Camp Iron Age Ringwork

Grid reference

TL 44491 61601

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

372005

HER reference

08479; 08479A
08479B; 08479C

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

The ploughed out remains of a Late Iron Age lowland univalliate fort, this
may have been a once circular in plan. The western part of the circuit is
now buried beneath the B1049 road and was already overlain by part of a
medieval field system (please see TL46 SW 36 for details of the field
system). The site was enclosed in the 19th century, at which time the ditch
and bank were partially demolished and infilled. The earthworks have been
reduced by ploughing. Excavations in 1970 suggested the site had four
periods of use; Neolithic occupation, the construction of the hillfort in the
late Iron Age, later re-use in the Roman period and medieval ploughsoil.
Pottery finds indicate Iron Age dates for construction phase of the site
although the overwhelming proportion of finds relate to the period of
Roman re-use. Evidence for occupation is limited and suggests the site
may have had seasonal usage.
Excavation has failed to reveal the age of the almost destroyed earthwork
at Arbury. There is a suggestion that the defences may have embodied
some timber (3).
Roman coins have been found within the earthwork (2a).
Arbury Camp is situated upon nearly level ground at about 43ft. OD. It was
near-circular in plan of which only part of the east side remains. This
consists of a much ploughed-down rampart 15.0m wide, up to 0.7m in
height, with no evidence of a ditch. Traces of the remainder of the work are
still visible. The remains fall within a chicken farm and are in a poor state of
preservation.
This earthwork was probably similar to and contemporary with "War
Ditches" [qv. TL 45 NE 16 Iron Age 'A`] (2)
Arbury Camp has now been completely destroyed. Finds of RB and IA
pottery were made c1970 (6a).
(TL 446 616) In December 1995, RCHME's Cambridge Office carried out
an earthwork survey of Arbury Camp, to contribute to earlier work on the
formally similar site at Wandlebury (TL 45 SE 2) (7). The lowland fort was
univallate with an entrance facing slightly south of due east. It was
apparently nearly perfectly circular with a diameter of 260m.
Alexander and Trump's excavation suggested a Late Iron Age date (6a).
Excavations by the Cambridge Archaeological Unit in 1990 revealed the
entrance and confirmed the 1970 results. Large quantities of leather scraps
were found in the waterlogged base of the ditch. Test pitting across the
interior suggested that it was not permanently occupied in the IA, but that
there was an overlying spread of Late Roman material, possibly from
arable agriculture as well as a nearby settlement (7a, b).
The western side of the circuit is buried under the embankment of the
B1049, but had been ploughed out prior to 1886 (7c). The eastern half
survived until WWII, but has now been almost ploughed away: the bank is
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spread up to 40m wide and has a maximum height of 0.3m, while the ditch
cannot be traced.
For further details, see RCHME Level 3 client report and plan at 1:1000
scale, held in NMR Archive. (7)
Further investigation in 1995 by CAU confirmed the course of the ditch by
auguring and machine trenching. The site does not appear to be
susceptible to geophysical techniques. (8) [1]
Monument type: Findspot, Artefact Scatter: Roman - 43 AD to 409AD
Arbury Camp.
O1, Roman coins have been found within the earthwork.
1. During the Roman period the ditch had almost completely silted up and
the enclosure may well have been out of use. The site was probably
cultivated.
2. Late Roman finds scatter found over much of the north side of Arbury
ringworks. Found during CAU excavations 1990. Field walking shows to
extend northwards and may relate to the Cawcutts Farm site. Suggests reutilization of the ringwork. [2. SMR REF08479]
Monument type: Findspot, Aretefact scatter: Roman - 43 AD to 409 AD
Arbury Camp.
O1, Roman coins have been found within the earthwork.
1. During the Roman period the ditch had almost completely silted up and
the enclosure may well have been out of use. The site was probably
cultivated.
2. Late Roman finds scatter found over much of the north side of Arbury
ringworks. Found during CAU excavations 1990. Field walking shows to
extend northwards and may relate to the Cawcutts Farm site. Suggests reutilization of the ringwork. [3. SMR REF08479A]
Monument type: Ridge And Furrow: Medieval - 1066 AD to 1539 AD
Arbury Camp.
1. Excavation in 1970: the Medieval period is represented by an
accumulation of soil in the ditch by plough furrows and in which the bank
may have been in part use as a plough headland. [4. SMR REF08479B]
Monument type: Field: Date Unknown
Arbury Camp.
1. Excavation in 1970: possibly in the 19th century the site was enclosed,
the bank was reduced in height and a series of fields were laid out over the
area.
[5. SMR REF08479C]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2. SMR REF08479] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[3. SMR REF08479A] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[4. SMR REF08479B] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[5. SMR REF08479C] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

25

Asset name

Field system, Arbury Camp

Grid reference

TL 44213 61561

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

1033566

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

(TL 440 616) In December 1995, RCHME's Cambridge Office carried out
an earthwork survey of Arbury Camp (TL46 SW 4); slight traces of
Medieval ridge and furrow field system which brought about the destruction
of the western half of the Iron Age enclosure were also recorded. Ploughsoil associated with this field system was first identified by Alexander and
Trump in 1970, and was tentatively dated to the 11th-13th centuries 1a). For
further details, see RCHME Level 3 client report and plan at 1:1000 scale,
held in NMR archive. (1) [1]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

26

Asset name

Undated ditch, Lone Tree Avenue,
Impington

Grid reference

TL 44117 61843

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

CB15653

Value

Low

EH reference

Low

Designation

None

Description

Excavations revealed a single shallow ditch (a drain?) along the side of
Lone Tree Avenue, possibly associated with a former track. No dating
evidence was recovered from the ditch fill. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

27

Asset name

Roman and post-medieval finds, A45
Girton to Stow cum Quy field walking
survey, field 3

Grid reference

TL 44001 61899

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

11190

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Fieldwalking undertaken in advance of the submission of detailed plans for
the widening of the A45. Field 3 located to west of Impington and east of
Field 2 at Park Farm, Impington. Four Prehistoric, two Roman, two post
medieval and 26 fragments of tile were found, but no sites or areas of
concentrated activity were defined. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

28

Asset name

Multiperiod finds, A45 Girton to Stow
cum Quy field walking survey, field 4

Grid reference

TL 44001 61699

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

11191

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Fieldwalking undertaken in advance of the submission of detailed plans for
the widening of the A45. Field 4 located to W of Impington south-east of
Field 3 within a field abutting the A45. Sherds of Prehistoric, Roman,
Medieval and post Medieval pottery were found as well as three flint
artefacts close to the drainage ditch on the north side of this field. No sites
or areas of artefact concentration recognised. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

29

Asset name

Double ditched cropmark, Impington

Grid reference

TL 43600 61500

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

08956

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Right angled double ditched feature, the rest of which is presumably hidden
by different crops in adjacent fields. (T Malim 27/10/1988, NMR AP
TL4361/1/402 used).
An assessment of aerial photographs examined a corridor of at least 200m
each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. The doubleditched enclosure was recorded. For enclosures directly to west see
PRN08955. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

32

Asset name

Curvilinear enclosure, Impington

Grid reference

TL 43400 61400

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

08955

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

One large curvilinear enclosure with southern entrance way and track,
apparently cutting a circular feature and a cluster of two or three rectilinear
enclosures. Internal linear features partly subdivide the main (curvilinear)
enclosure. Alternatively the curvilinear enclosure and track may have been
the primary features with the other enclosures butted up to them. (T Malim
27/10/1988, NMR APTL4361/1/402 used).
An assessment of aerial photographs examined a corridor of at least 200m
each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. Broad ditched
near circular enclosure abutting or overlapping rectangular enclosure to its
south. See PRN08956 for double ditched enclosure directly to the east. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

34

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Milton

Grid reference

TL 43086 61397

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20023

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

An aerial photographic assessment examined a corridor of at least 200m
each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. Ridge and
furrow cultivation was recorded at this location. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

36

Asset name

Cropmark complex, Girton Road

Grid reference

TL 42351 61362

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

372031

HER reference

09527

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Parallel track with large 'enclosures' offset (? fields) possibly small
structure. (R Palmer 25/04/1984, CUCAP AP YT 11 used).
Further Aerial photo (AP) assessment was undertaken in 1996, prior to
development of the site to the north of the A14. Identified features include a
ditch defined track associated with possible rectangular enclosures, the
southern part of which have already been destroyed by the A14. In the
assessment area the track is associated with a small D-Shaped enclosure.
A number of circular features were observed on verticals of 1986, possibly
Iron Age dwellings, but thought unlikely to be of archaeological origin as
they are not visible on any other photographs.
Rescue excavation October to November 1975 by FARG. A three week
excavation was carried out in 1975 on behalf of the Cambridgeshire
Archaeological Committee to investigate crop marks apparent on aerial
photographs. A magnetometer survey had previously been carried out in
the area by J. Harrowdine but failed to reveal anything new. Two circular
features on the APs were investigated and revealed two irregular shallow
depressions about 8cm deep. Two sherds of Roman pottery were
recovered. A northern enclosure was 14m wide and at least 95m long and
was bounded by a ditch. The southern enclosure was bounded by a much
larger ditch. The date of these ditches is either Iron Age or Roman. A
flexed inhumation had been placed in a shallow gravel pit which cut into the
side of the larger boundary ditch. Site due to be destroyed in early 1976 by
Cambridge Bypass. [1]
TL 423 613 a series of crop marks visible on an air photograph were
investigated in advance of the Cambridge northern bypass construction in
1975. (The actual site, plotted from the plan and air photograph, is at TL
424614.) Excavation of ditches at the south end of the site showed them to
be enclosures of Iron Age Romano-British date with at least two periods of
occupation, although dating evidence was scanty. (1)
This site has now been destroyed.(2)
Additional reference (3) [2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] English Heritage Archive
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Asset number

38

Asset name

Girton College

Grid reference

TL 42419 60982

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1331334

HER reference

372043
Designation

Grade II* listed
building

Value

High

Description

Girton College, Cambridge University was founded in 1869 by Emily
Davies, Barbara Bodichon and Lady Stanley of Alderley, and is one of the
15 'new' colleges at the University founded between 1800 and 1977. It was
also England's first residential college for women, and in 1976 became
Cambridge's first women's college to be co-educational. It has two sites,
the main college and annexe Wolfson Court in west Cambridge.
The college was established in 1869 as the College for Women, at
Benslow House in Hitchin. The first three students to sit the Tripos exams
in 1873 were Rachel Cook, Louisa Lumsden, and Sarah Woodhead, and
were known as 'The Pioneers'. By 1872 the present site had been acquired
and Alfred Waterhouse commissioned to design the college. In 1873 a
single block - the east half of Old Wing, had been built. The college was
renamed Girton College, and opened to 13 students in October 1873.
Alfred Waterhouse designed the Old Wing, the Hospital Wing, the Orchard
Wing, the Stanley library and Old Kitchens betwen 1873-1886, and the
gatehouse tower in 1886-87. In 1899 construction started on the chapel,
designed by Alfred and Paul Waterhouse, and was completed in 1901. By
1902, Tower Wing, Chapel Wing and Woodlands Wing and the Hall had
been completed and also included designs by Paul Waterhouse.
In 1932 a new library designed by Michael Waterhouse was built. He had
also designed Woodlands Court in 1931. A library archive annexe was built
in 1967, and in 2005, the library extension, The Duke Building, was
designed by Allies and Morrison. In 1962 David Roberts extended Eliza
Baker Court, further alterations were made by Bland, Brown and Cole in
1997.
The college museum was created in 1934 and includes Anglo-Saxon,
Egyptian and Mediterranean collections. It was refurbished in 1946, 1961,
1991 and 2008. Wolfson Court was designed by David Roberts and
Geoffrey Clarke in 1970. It was extended in 1992 by Bland, Brown and
Cole.
(TL42466095) Girton College [NAT] (1)
Girton College, Huntingdon Road. Listed as Grade II*. College by Alfred
Waterhouse. 1873 with additions of 1876, 1883, and 1886.(2)
Girton College founded 1869 moved to present site 1873 was a ladies
college. Full historical details given (3).
Girton College, Cambridge University was founded in 1869 by Emily
Davies, Barbara Bodichon and Lady Stanley of Alderley and is one of the
15 'new' colleges at the University founded between 1800 and 1977. It was
England's first residential college for women, and in 1976, it became
Cambridge's first women's college to become coeducational. The main
college site, is situated in Girton, to the northwest of Cambridge. Much of it
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was designed by Alfred Waterhouse and built between 1873 and 1887. An
annexe to the College, Wolfson Court, was built in 1970 and is located in
west Cambridge.
The college was originally established in 16 October 1869 as the College
for Women, at Benslow House in Hitchin, and it enrolled five students. The
first three students to unofficially sit the Tripos exams in 1873 were Rachel
Cook, Louisa Lumsden, and Sarah Woodhead, and were known as 'The
Pioneers'. By 1872 the present site had been acquired and Alfred
Waterhouse commissioned to design the college, and by 1873 a single
block - the east half of Old Wing, had been built. The college was renamed
Girton College, and opened to 13 students in October 1873. Alfred
Waterhouse designed the Old Wing, the Hospital Wing, the Orchard Wing,
the Stanley library and Old Kitchens between 1873 and 1886, and the
gatehouse tower in 1886 and 1887. In 1899 construction started on the
chapel designed by Alfred and Paul Waterhouse. It was completed in 1901.
By 1902, Tower Wing, Chapel Wing and Woodlands Wing and the Hall had
been completed and also included designs by Paul Waterhouse and the
college had provision for 180 students. The buildings are of red brick,
picked out with black mortar courses and terracotta details to the eaves,
windows and doorways, and tiled roofs.
By 1932 the Stanley Library had become so large that a new library was
needed, this was designed by Michael Waterhouse, who had also designed
and built Woodlands Court in 1931. An archive annexe was built in 1967,
and in 2005, a modern library extension, The Duke Building, was designed
and built by Allies and Morrison.
In 1962 David Roberts extended Eliza Baker Court and further alterations
were made by Bland, Brown and Cole in 1997. The college has a museum
created in 1934, is named after Girton College natural scientist, Amy
Lawrence, and houses an Anglo-Saxon, an Egyptian and a Mediterranean
collection. The Anglo-Saxon collection is derived from the excavation of an
Anglo-Saxon cemetery discovered during construction of the college in
1881 and 1886 (Monument HOB UID 3720130). The museum was
refurbished in 1946, 1961, 1991 and 2008.
Wolfson Court is arranged around five courtyards and was designed by
David Roberts and Geoffrey Clarke in 1970. In 1992 the original building
was extended with a new court comprising thirty-two bedsitting rooms, two
fellows’ flats and a library complex. The work was carried out by Bland,
Brown and Cole. (4-6) [1]
TL 46SW GIRTON HUNTINGDON ROAD (West Side)
8/72 Girton College
GV II*
College by Alfred Waterhouse. 1873 with additions of 1876, 1883 and
1886. Red brick, English bond, with black mortar courses and terracotta
details to windows, doorways and eaves. Steeply pitched roofs of patterned
tiles with crested ridge tiles. Tall ridge stacks. Original plan of sets of rooms
with corridor access. In Neo-Tudor style. Two storeys and attics. Pointed
arches to hung sashes with plate glass, in segmental heads. Parapetted,
five stage gatehouse tower of 1886-7 over vaulted carriageway entry. In
1891 Paul Waterhouse, his son, joined the partnership. Cloister Court,
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including the dining hall, chapel and part of Woodlands Court was built in
1900-02 in a similar style. The rest of Woodlands Court and the library
were completed in 1931-2 by Michael Waterhouse, the grandson, with Sir
Giles Gilbert Scott as consultant. Paler red brick, English bond with steeply
pitched tiled roofs. Stone surrounds and four centred arches to casements
and doorways. Interior: The dining hall has a hammer-beam roof and
original light fittings and the library a roof of king-post construction and arch
bracing to the tie beams. Pevsner. Buildings of England p.190 Dixon and
Muthesius. Victorian architecture
Listing NGR: TL4245060932 [2]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] National Heritage List

Asset number

39

Asset name

Modern Features at Ash Court,
Girton College

Grid reference

TL 42371 61064

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB19899

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Three phases of archaeological investigations were undertaken at Ash
Court. A geophysical survey, five geotechnical test pits and then four
evaluation trenches. From the geophysics one possible feature was
identified running east-west through the centre of the site. There appears to
be a large presence of modern disturbance. During the test pitting, no
archaeological finds or features were uncovered. Test pit 1 was situated
within a 19th century feature of significant size, and test pits 2 and 4 had a
large amount of modern disturbance. Following trial trench evaluation
revealed a large late 19th century quarry pit, the same as in test pit 1. A
number of tree throws were seen across the trenches, these contained no
dating evidence. No other archaeological finds or features were identified.
[1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

40

Asset name

Lodge, Girton College

Grid reference

TL 42360 60904

Subtopic

Built

EH reference

1127293

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

TL 46SW GIRTON HUNTINGDON ROAD

Medium

8/171 Lodge, Girton College
II
Lodge. c.1886. Red brick with steeply pitched tiled roof and ridge stack.
One storey and attic. Segmental arches to two casements on either side of
doorway in open-sided gabled porch with turned wood posts on brick base.
Moulded brickwork to gable end eaves. Pevsner. Buildings of England
p.190
Listing NGR: TL4236060904 [1]
Sited at entrance to Girton College and its extensive grounds from the
A1307. The lodge is of group value with the historic college buildings
(Asset 38), and currently experiences noise and visual intrusion as a result
of traffic levels on the adjacent road.
References

[1] National Heritage List

Asset number

41

Asset name

Small undated pit, Girton College

Grid reference

TL 42359 61228

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB19388

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Evaluation carried out in advance of proposed construction of a sports
pavilion at Girton College revealed only a small undated pit.
Girton's visionary founder, Emily Davies, had always aimed at complete
equality for her students, She would have no compromise with "lectures for
ladies" and the special examinations, at a lower level than the University's
Tripos, that were offered to them. At the beginning it was very hard to find
students who were well enough prepared because the standard of teaching
at girls' schools was not high enough. By the end of the Victorian era,
Girton College was comfortably established in a fine red brick building
designed by Alfred Waterhouse and standing in spacious grounds.

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

42

Asset name

Girton Roman and Anglo-Saxon
Cemetery

Grid reference

TL 42340 60950

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

05274

EH reference

05274a
Designation

None

Value

Medium

Description

1. Anglo-Saxon(AS) skeletons; cross-shaped bronze fibulae; strings of
glass and amber beads; bangle of Kimmeridge clay; bronze girdlehanger;
pair of tweezers; large comb, two spear heads; iron knives. "Baron von
Hugel exhibited some antiquities found with AS skeletons at Girton in a
field recently acquired by the College. The field, extending along the high
road, lies to the east of the present buildings, and the skeletons were found
within a stone's throw of the College. Besides the skeletons two rough,
plain urns were exhumed, but it was impossible to get them entire out of
the earth, and their contents yielded nothing worth preserving."
5. Girton College, cemetery and substantial structure excavated by FJH
Jenkinson, 1881 - rubbish pit with AS pottery at top. O1, An AS burial
ground was found in 1881, when ground in front of the old wing of Girton
College was being made into tennis courts. The area of what is now the
Emily Davies Court was excavated, and about 150 cremations and 75 - 80
inhumations, were disused. Roman building materials had been used to
edge some of the graves. In 1886 when the Tower wing was built more AS
burials were found, both inhumation and cremation. At the same time
workmen reported that many similar urns were discovered when the main
college was built in1871. The finds were mainly personal articles with very
few weapons.
8. Meaney also cites a single cremation grave found in 1926. She gives the
grid ref TL/423-/609-.
10. In 1874 T Simpson Jones donated 3 AS cremation urns and their
contents to Powysland Museum, Welshpool. These probably came from
the Girton College AS cemetery site (RN 05274) and were acquired by
Jones while he was studying at Trinity College. Pot 1 is globular. Max
diameter 225mm, h max diameter 99mm (sic). Decoration takes the form of
three very lightly tooled continuous horizontal necklines above three-line
pendant triangles. Pot 2 is sub-biconical in dark grey fabric, the base
slightly rounded. The decoration on the neck and shoulders consists of six
continuous tooled lines above three-line pendant triangles. H 170mm, max
diameter 180mm, h max diameter 88m, rim diam 113mm (sic). Grave
goods were described as a "piece of bone comb and small iron tweezers both lost" (quoted from Powysland Catalogue p xlix). Pot 3 is dark grey and
buff in a fine fabric with shoulder bosses decorated with a row of stamps
between single continuous necklines, the vertical bosses emphasised by
two or three vertical lines on each side. There are stamps on the bosses
and in the intervening areas. H 120mm, max diameter 157mm, h max
diameter 65mm, rim diameter 108mm(sic). Grave goods - with the burnt
bones were "a glass bead of a greenish blue colour and two fragments of
glass which seem to be half melted beads" (quoted from Powysland
Catalogue p xlix). NB: the bone and fragmentary grave goods are now
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contained in two bags and it is no longer possible to be certain that the
contents have not been mixed. See monument 10160 for urns probably
from this site in Powysland Museum, Welshpool.
9. Summary of the discovery of an Anglo-Saxon cemetery during
groundworks in 1881.[1]
1. Girton college, cemetery and substantial structure excavated by FJH
Jenkinson, 1881 - Great quantities of worked and rough oolite blocks, brick,
hypocaust and roof tiles, pottery; rubbish pit with Roman pottery at top,
Roman pottery lower down and at the bottom fragments of stone
sculptured lion (CAAM 24, 62) and sculptured human torso, two (or three)
cremations, each in wooden box with a set of glass vessels, Samian,
coarse ware and iron hanging lamp-holder (CAAM) two probably.
26 September 1961. There were also two or three Roman cremations and
a Roman rubbish pit. Roman building materials were found scattered all
over the site and had been used to edge some of the graves but no
foundations were found.
2. Bronze statuette head of a male Celtic deity, from the Girton College
settlement; has a socket on the back for attaching it by pin to a body or
some fixture, while the unfinished appearance of the back suggests that it
was intended for a niche where only the front and sides would be visible.
The portrayal of the face may be described as 'provincial' rather than
'classical', with the features crudely executed.
3. At least two/three cremation and three inhumations are confirmed as
Roman, and thought to date from the late 1st-early 5th centuries AD. 4. Two
sculptures are listed as coming from a rubbish pit during the Girton College
excavations in 1888. The first is the weathered left hand side of a draped
male torso in oolitic limestone, wearing a closely fitting smooth garment
with a broad belt. The second are fragments of a group showing a lion and
its prey, suggested to come from a funerary monument.
5. At least six burials are undoubtedly those of Romano-Britons. It has
been suggested that the sculpture of the lion was actually carved on top of
a tombstone instead of having been a freestanding funerary monument.
The evidence of stone and tile found at this site could be evidence for a
dwelling nearby, but it seems more likely that they were used for the
construction of tombs. [2]
References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

43

Asset name

Saxon cremations, Girton

Grid reference

TL 42324 60915

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

10160

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. In 1874 T Simpson Jones donated three AS cremation urns and their
contents to Powysland Museum, Welshpool. These probably came from
the Girton College AS cemetery site (RN 05274) and were acquired by
Jones while he was studying at Trinity College.
Pot 1 is globular. Max diameter 225mm, h max diameter 99mm (sic).
Decoration takes the form of three very lightly tooled continuous horizontal
necklines above three-line pendant triangles. Pot 2 is sub-biconical in dark
grey fabric, the base slightly rounded. The decoration on the neck and
shoulders consists of six continuous tooled lines above three-line pendant
triangles. H 170mm, max diameter 180mm, h max diameter 88m, rim
diameter 113mm (sic). Grave goods were described as a "piece of bone
comb and small iron tweezers - both lost" (quoted from Powysland
Catalogue pxlix).
Pot 3 is dark grey and buff in a fine fabric with shoulder bosses decorated
with a row of stamps between single continuous necklines, the vertical
bosses emphasised by two or three vertical lines on each side. There are
stamps on the bosses and in the intervening areas. H 120mm, max
diameter 157mm, h max diameter 65mm, rim diameter 108mm(sic). Grave
goods - with the burnt bones were "a glass bead of a greenish blue colour
and two fragments of glass which seem to be half melted beads" (quoted
from Powysland Catalogue p xlix). NB: the bone and fragmentary grave
goods are now contained in two bags and it is no longer possible to be
certain that the contents have not been mixed. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

44

Asset name

Prehistoric flake find, Girton

Grid reference

TL 42200 61400

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

05284

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Flint waste flake found in topsoil stripped off in advance of pipe laying 19
March 1976. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

45

Asset name

Multi-period find scatter, site A,
University Farm

Grid reference

TL 42149 60837

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB18266

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Following trial-trench evaluation, two phases of fieldwalking survey were
carried out across the site of the University Farm development site, in
autumn 2008. Two areas of concentration of finds were located, labelled
sites A and B, which formed the basis of the second intensive phase of
fieldwalking survey. A combined total of 44 flints were recovered from the
sites, including one single burnt flake, although the majority displayed
plough damage. The flints have a wide date range, including patinated
Neolithic cores, blades and flakes along with rough, brown Bronze Age
flints, some of which were reworked patinated ones. 22 sherds of Late Iron
Age and Roman pottery were recovered from Site A. A moderate quantity
of post medieval material including tobacco pipes, pottery and glass were
recovered from both sites although given the distribution of the material, it
was thought to be the result of night-soiling or manuring.[1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

46

Asset name

Medieval chapel, How House, Girton
(site of)

Grid reference

TL 42000 61000

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

05286

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

th

Description

1. As late as the 16 century there was a chapel adjoining the site of the
AS cemetery at Girton College (see RN 05274). Possibly on the same site.
From an entry in Valor Eccles it is clear that in the reign of Henry VIII there
was a chapel, I think I may safely say, near How House, from the words "in
Houses," but within the parish of Girton.

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

48

Asset name

Milestone, Girton

Grid reference

TL 41900 61200

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

05257

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Milestone depicted on Inclosure map. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

50

Asset name

Ridge and furrow anomalies,
Fenstanton

Grid reference

TL 41553 61385

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20039

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Magnetometer survey recorded traces of ridge and furrow in this area.
[1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

51

Asset name

Girton College gardens, Girton

Grid reference

TL 41500 61000

Subtopic

Historic Buildings

HER reference

12265

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Girton College gardens etc and Roman cemetery
2. No other Cambridge college can compare with Girton's grounds of 46
Acres. In 1873 the Entrance Lodge was built and Orchard Drive laid out.
Tennis courts were laid out, a Home Garden for vegetables was located in
the eastern corner and the Honeysuckle Walk was in place by 1884. In
1885 Elizabeth Walsh became Mistress of the college and was responsible
for establishing the pond, the Yew Walk, the Home Gardens, The Fellow's
Garden and the Old Orchard. In 1886 a further 16 acres had been acquired
by the college.
In 1933 Chrystabel Proctor took over the garden and concentrated on the
14 acres of vegetables and fruit to produce large quantities of produce
while at the same time improving the rest of the gardens. After the Second
World War the vegetables began to disappear and be replaced with
flowering shrubs and specimen trees. The apple collection was improved.
In 1992 Penelope Hobhouse designed a green theatre for the Fellow's
Garden which used yew for the theatre wings against a backdrop of trees.
The auditorium is a semi-circular lawn edged with shrubs and scented
flowers for summer performances. [1]

References

[1] Cambridgeshire HER
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Asset number

52

Asset name

Enclosures and tracks, Grange
Farm, Girton

Grid reference

TL 41279 62143

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

08949

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Enclosures and tracks at Grange Farm. The ridge and furrow apparent in
this field appears to butt up against the enclosures and they form a fairly
homogeneous collection of features with the trackways. This may be a
medieval grange. (T Malim 27/10/1988, NMR APs TL4162/1/82, 83 used).
2. An assessment of aerial photographs examined a corridor of at least
200m each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. Ditched
land divisions and probable trackway that are most likely related to the
surrounding medieval fields.

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

53

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Girton

Grid reference

TL4140061800

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

08949A

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Ridge and furrow at Grange Farm. A north-south field boundary and
west-east field boundary shown on the 6inch maps of the area are in fact
relics of the ridge and furrow field system that can be seen on APs. This
system seems to butt against the enclosure system and so probably gives
a Medieval date to that as well. (T Malim 27/10/1988, NMR AP
TL4061/3/458 used).
2. An aerial photographic assessment examined a corridor of at least 200m
each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. Ridge and
furrow cultivation was recorded at this location.

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

54

Asset name

World War II Pillbox, Girton

Grid reference

TL4120061770

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1418059

HER reference

10397

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

1. WWII Pill Box Home Guard type. Positioned on Huntingdon Road,
opposite west end of Washpit Road. Concrete (cast and steel reinforced),
octagonal and square firing ports except door side. Door only about half
metre square on south-west side. In good condition, although some flaking
of corners etc. Now heavily overgrown, under possible threat from road
widening.
2. Type 24 thin-walled pillbox, faces east Located near the M11 motorway.
[1]
As described, the pillbox is located in a narrow strip of woodland alongside
the Huntingdon Road link between the M11 and A14, c.5m from the
carriageway. The pillbox is no longer overgrown but has been used
extensively for dumping of rubbish.

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

55

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Oakington

Grid reference

TL 40930 63294

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

11458

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Cropmarks of ridge and furrow and some headlands. Sketch plotted on
to 1,10,0000 overlay. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

57

Asset name

Roman milestones, Girton

Grid reference

TL 40900 62000

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

372000

HER reference

05542

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Roman milestone of Constantine I from Cambridge - Huntingdon Road
about three miles from Cambridge.
Found Oct 1812. A cylindrical stone 33in long by 12 1/2in diameter
"projecting from a bank near the high road between Cambridge and
Huntingdon, nearly 3 miles from the former town...: with the assistance of
Mr. Harding of Pembroke College I succeeded in restoring: IMP CAES
FLAVI (CONST)ANTINO V LEG CONSTANTINO PIO NOB CAES"
Another fragment, but of a different stone, found a few weeks later
adjoining, only legible letters being LISSIMUS CAESAR.
Also many fragments of pottery. (Sited from above description in area
centred at TL/4090/6200).
Milestones now in Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.
Inscriptions read: (i) Has been cut twice over (same dedication), (R5): IMP
CAES FLAVICONSTANTINO V L E PIO CONSTANTINO PIONOB CA xx
(ii) (R2):- LISSI M V,SCAESARR5, Both are dedications to Constantine the
Great - as nobilissimus Caesar, that is during the latter part of AD 306 and
the earlier part of AD 307.
These stones are not in the Fitzwilliam Museum, but on the portico outside
it (to the right of the door), where they are at the mercy of the birds. Seen
04/09/1953. (i) is well shaped, almost square in section, and the inscription
runs round the right side. (ii) is similar in height to (i), oblong with rounded
corners in section, all the inscription being on one of the broader faces. The
near face is not dressed at all.
Both milestones in the CAAM. [1]
A Roman milestone and a fragment of another were found in 1812. The
former is inscribed to Constantine 1 (307-37). Both milestones are at the
Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology at Cambridge.
1. Ro milestone of Constantine I from Cambridge Huntingdon road about
three miles from Cambridge.
2. Found October 1812. A cylindrical stone 33" long by 12 1/2" diameter
"projecting from a bank near the highroad between Cambridge &
Huntingdon, nearly 3 miles from the former town with the assistance of Mr
Harding of Pembroke College I succeeded in restoring: IMP CAES FLAVI
[CONST] ANTINO V LEG CONSTANTINO P10 NOB CAES". Another
fragment, but of a different stone, found a few weeks later adjoining, only
legible letters being LISSIMVS CAESAR. Also many fragments of pottery
[Sited from above description in area centred at TL40906200]
3. Milestones now in Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
4. Insors read:(i) IMP CAES (i) Has been cut twice over (same dedication) (2)
FLAVI
CONSTANTINO
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VLE
P10
CONST
ANTI
NO PIO
NOB CA
(ii) LISSI
MVS
CAESAR (1)
These stones are not in the Fitzwilliam Museum, but on the portico outside
it (to the right of the door), where they are at the mercy of the birds. Seen
4.9.53. (i) is well shaped, almost square in section and the inscription runs
round the right side, thus:IMPCAES
FLAVI
CONSTANTINO
VILEPIO
CONST
ANTI
NOPIO
NOBCA
rc
(ii) is similar in height to (i), oblong with rounded corners in section, all the
inscription being on one of the broader faces. The rear face is not dressed
at all. The museum has no more exact record of the findspot than TC2. 6.
Both Milestones in the Mus. Of Arch. & Anthropology, Cambridge(1-7) [2]
References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] English Heritage Archive
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Asset number

58

Asset name

Undated features, A14 Improvement
Scheme

Grid reference

TL 40817 61795

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB18448

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Prior to the implementation of the A14 Improvement Scheme, a number
of features were identified using a gradiometer survey including a ring ditch
and a number of possible pits and ditches at this location.
2. An archaeological evaluation was undertaken along the corridor for a
proposed rerouting and widening of the A14 road between Ellington and
FenDitton. The investigation identified 20 individual sites spanning from the
Late Neolithic to Anglo-Saxon periods. Area K was selected for evaluation
based on features identified by previous survey work (see ECB3194).
At Site 19 to the northern end of Area K, a Middle Iron Age circular
enclosure was recorded which cut through an earlier human burial. This
site did not appear to represent settlement, but rather a ritual component of
Middle Iron Age activity.
At site 20 to the southern end of Area K, a series of boundary ditches and
artefact rich deposits representing the remnants of midden material,
suggested Romano-British settlement and agricultural activity. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

60

Asset name

Milestone, Girton

Grid reference

TL 40600 62200

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

05463

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Milestone. [1] [From 1814 Enclosure map]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

61

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Oakington and
Westwick

Grid reference

TL 40307 62882

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

11459

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Cropmarks of ridge and furrow and headlands also evident, some with
ridge and furrow no longer visible. Sketch plotted on to 1:10,000 overlay.
2. An aerial photographic assessment examined a corridor of at least 200m
each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. Ridge and
furrow cultivation was recorded at this location. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

62

Asset name

Heavy Anti-Aircraft Battery,
Cambridge H4

Grid reference

TL 40200 62800

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

1471830

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Site of Second World War heavy anti-aircraft battery near Poplar Farm. It
was listed as unarmed in 1942.
C S Dobinson, 1996: 20th century fortifications in England, volume 1. Antiaircraft artillery : England's air defence gunsites, 1914-46, Page(s) 335 [1]

References

[1] ] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

63

Asset name

Cambridge Crematorium

Grid reference

TL 40001 62590

Subtopic

Historic Buildings

EH reference

1521229

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Cambridge Crematorium was planned in 1936 and a design competition,
judged by H S Goodhart Rendel, was organised for architects working
within 150 miles of Cambridge. The winning design, by the Misses Aiton
and Scott, was not followed and the crematorium that opened in 1938 was
designed by J P Chaplin. The crematorium consists of a group of buildings
arranged symmetrically around a central chapel, with a curved cloister on
either side, terminating in pavilions. The garden of rest is laid out with
lawns and flower beds, surrounded by flowering trees and shrubs. The
west chapel was added in 1990.

Low

Low

Cambridge Crematorium was planned in 1936 and a design competition,
judged by H S Goodhart Rendel, was organised for architects working
within 150 miles of Cambridge. The winning design, by the Misses Aiton
and Scott, was not followed and the crematorium that opened in 1938 was
designed by J P Chaplin. The crematorium consists of a group of buildings
arranged symmetrically around a central chapel, with a curved cloister on
either side, terminating in pavilions. The garden of rest is laid out with
lawns and flower beds, surrounded by flowering trees and shrubs. The
west chapel was added in 1990. (1) [1]
Crematorium buildings designed in Neo-Georgian style laid out on a formal
symmetrical layout, with chapel facing the entrance to the site. The
crematorium is set within generous, well-maintained grounds, with mature
trees screening the site from the A14, and extensive gardens to the rear
including gardens of remembrance, rose and woodland gardens. Set within
rural landscape to the north-west of Cambridge, setting is of limited
contribution to the value of the site, as its interest lies principally in the
historic and architectural interest of its buildings and planning. [2]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] S. Honeywell site inspection 17 April 2014
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Asset number

65

Asset name

Milepost, A14, Oakington &
Westwick (site of)

Grid reference

TL 40000 62700

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB18347

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Metal milepost on verge of Huntingdon Road, Dry Drayton, A14,
Oakington & Westwick. Legend read CAMBRIDGE 3 1/2 / MILES (left
face); GODMANCHESTER/ 11/ MILES (centre face); OAKINGTON/
PARISH (right face). [1]
Not visible during A14 drive by. [2] Not listed in current Milestone Society
database or CHAMP. [3; 4]

References

[1] Cambridgeshire HER
[2] S Honeywell site inspection 17 April 2014
[3] http://www.milestonesociety.co.uk/database.html consulted 07 May
2014
[4] Highways Agency, Area 8 CHAMP.

Asset number

66

Asset name

Ditches of possible Romano-British
date, Oakington

Grid reference

TL 39992 62887

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB17673

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Twenty-one trenches totalling 1700m in length were excavated across
two fields as a part of the evaluations of the Longstanton area conducted
by the CAU. A series of small, parallel, archaeologically sterile ditches were
noted and were tentatively ascribed a Romano-British date on comparison
with similar features from Trumpington. They were thought to be of
agricultural origin as they were on the same north-east, south-west
alignment as the field boundary, which was itself aligned on a Roman
Road. Two undated pits were also discovered. [1]
2. Detailed magnetometer survey and Unmanned Ariel Vehicle (UAV)
Survey identified the presence of a multi-period enclosure of uncertain
date. The UAV survey also identified the presence of a small number of
shallow ditches interpreted as a possible field system. [2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Wessex Archaeology 2014b, Borrow Pit 6
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Asset number

67

Asset name

Roman settlement, Longstanton

Grid reference

TL 39540 63420

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB16859

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. A second phase of evaluation along the proposed access routes was
carried out in 2005. Trial trenching revealed a high concentration of
Romano-British occupation features. Significant quantities of animal bone
and pottery were recovered, and metal detector survey revealed a variety
of metalwork finds. A geophysical survey was carried out subsequently
revealing a series of smaller enclosures within a larger enclosure. Casual
observation of the field surface revealed numerous sherds of abraded
Roman pottery, quern fragments and prehistoric flint flakes and cores. A
palaeochannel was also investigated. 2. A magnetometer survey was
carried out on three ha of land at Slate Hall Farm to define the layout and
extent of a Romano-British settlement site detected during previous trial
trenching. The focus of the archaeological site is confined to the northern
tip of the field with only ephemeral magnetic anomalies extending south
and south-westwards. The principal enclosure measures c. 120x70m and
contained several internal subdivisions. There is no magnetic evidence to
indicate an access track or road approaching from the nearby Roman road.
[1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

68

Asset name

Former Five Bells Public House, Dry
Drayton

Grid reference

TL 39530 63054

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB19334

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

st

Description

1. As depicted on 1 edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey map. Now
completely demolished. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

69

Asset name

Silver Roman coin, Oakington

Grid reference

TL 39500 63200

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

11769

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Silver denarius of Hadrian. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

70

Asset name

Northstow possible wapentake,
burials and Anglo-Saxon findspot

Grid reference

TL 39500 63000

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

369198

HER reference

11832
00380, 00380a

Designation

None

Value

Medium

Description

1. Possible Anglo-Saxon hundred or wapentake meeting place. [1]
1. An AS decorated glass beaker of hitherto unknown type was found
during road improvements on the A604. It was found intact during
mechanical excavation. Dated to 7th century.
2. A Saxon glass beaker was discovered by a workman in the bucket of his
machine during improvements to the A604 in 1977, at TL395630. Human
bones were also discovered and so an emergency excavation was carried
out over a week-end. Traces of a gravel mound were visible and a total of
at least twelve skeletons recovered, some disturbed by machining. At least
half of the site had been removed before it was examined archaeologically.
The graves had been disturbed to a degree were it was not possible to
carry out detailed analysis of the skeletons, though they were thought to be
adults. The burials are probably associated with the Dry Drayton gallows.
In other words, the skeletons probably represents executed criminals,
however the beaker (which is an Early Anglo-Saxon beaker from a grave,
uncertain which one) indicates that the site may have been reused as an
execution place, but that this was not the original usage. 3. The shape of
the vessel found during the A604 road improvements 1977, is thought to be
unparalleled in Saxon or Frankish glass, however British parallels exists.
The layout of the decoration is likewise unparalleled in Saxon or Frankish
glasswork of the period. The vessel is thought to be 7th century. [1]
1. Subsequent excavation by AT located twelve skeletons without gravegoods, the nature and siting of which suggest that they are probably from a
Medieval gallows.
2. 130 burials on south side of A 604 W from junction. Found by D Trump
by dowsing, as yet no confirmation, 1986.
3. A Saxon glass beaker was discovered by a workman in the bucket of his
machine during improvements to the A604 in 1977, at TL395630. Human
bones were also discovered and so an emergency excavation was carried
out over a week-end. Traces of a gravel mound were visible and a total of
at least twelve skeletons recovered, some disturbed by machining. At least
half of the site had been removed before it was examined archaeologically.
The graves had been disturbed to a degree were it was not possible to
carry out detailed analysis of the skeletons, though they were thought to be
adults. The burials are probably associated with the Dry Drayton gallows.
In other words, the skeletons probably represented executed criminals,
however the beaker (which is an Early Anglo-Saxon beaker from a grave)
indicates that the site may have been reused as an execution place, but
that this was not the original usage.
4. It may be surmised that the skeletons uncovered in 1977 at TL395630,
were executed criminals. [1]
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TL 395630. An Anglo-Saxon decorated glass beaker of hitherto unknown
type was found during road improvements on the A604. It was found intact
during mechanical excavation. Subsequent excavation located twelve
skeletons without grave-goods, the nature and siting of which suggest that
they are probably from a Medieval gallows. (1-2) [2]
References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

71

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Oakington

Grid reference

TL 39305 63415

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

11442

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Cropmarks of ridge and furrow and headlands. Sketch plotted on to
1:10,000 overlay.
2. An aerial photographic assessment examined a corridor of at least 200m
each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. Ridge and
furrow cultivation was recorded at this location. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

72

Asset name

Windmill, Dry Drayton

Grid reference

TL 39400 62900

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

00272

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Wind mill shown on 1818 Estate plan. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

73

Asset name

Milestone, Dry Drayton

Grid reference

TL 39400 63200

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

00274

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Milestone situated just N of A604, course of Roman road. [1] [Map:
c1809. Inclosure Survey Map.]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

74

Asset name

Mesolithic flint working site, Slate
Hall Farm, Oakington

Grid reference

TL 39160 63650

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

07796

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Slate Hall Farm.
1, Site and adjacent farmland fieldwalked by CAT in November 1989.
Extensive flint scatter, working waste, implements. Chipping floor. Site
adjacent to stream.

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

75

Asset name

Worked and burnt flint, Oakington

Grid reference

TL 39152 63510

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20050

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. & 2. Preliminary fieldwalking along the course of the proposed route of
the A14 revealed a number of artefact scatters. Field 72 produced 14
worked; flints and two unworked burnt chunks. This material represents
activity from the Mesolithic/earlier Neolithic to at least the later Neolithic. A
finely retouched end-scraper is more likely to be later Neolithic or Early
Bronze Age. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

76

Asset name

Undated ditches, Longstanton

Grid reference

TL 39090 63540

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB16858

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. A second phase of evaluation along the proposed access routes was
carried out in 2005. Trial trenching revealed 12 features at this location,
none containing any artefacts. The nature of the fills and the orientation of
the ditches suggests that they are prehistoric or Roman in date, probably
dating to the late Iron Age or early Roman period. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

77

Asset name

Roman coin, Oakington

Grid reference

TL 39000 63600

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

11767

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Silver Maximanus found by metal detector. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

78

Asset name

Undated skeleton, Dry Drayton

Grid reference

TL 39000 63500

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

00273

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Skeleton discovered during road works improving A604. Articulated,
apparently lying east-west, 1m down, lying on top of clay, approximately
3m from old (1976) road. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

79

Asset name

Milepost, A14, Oakington &
Westwick

Grid reference

TL 38770 63680

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1127302

HER reference

MCB18346

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Medium

Description

1. Metal milespost on verge of Huntingdon Road, Bar Hill, A14, Oakington
and Westwick. Legend reads CAMBRIDGE/ 4 1/2 / MILES (left face);
GODMANCHESTER/ 10/ MILES (centre face); OAKINGTON/ PARISH
(right face).[1]
Not identified during A14 driveby, however listed in Milestone Society
database. [2; 3]
Milestone still extant on edge of road. In fair condition, although writing
badly eroded. No protection from vehicle strike. [4]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] S Honeywell site inspection 17 April 2014
[3] http://www.milestonesociety.co.uk/database.html consulted 07 May
2014
[4] Highways Agency, Area 8 CHAMP reference A8LBT3526
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Asset number

80

Asset name

Cropmarks near New Close Farm,
Longstanton

Grid reference

TL 38502 64311

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

08836

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Complex of ditches (A Spedding 28/09/1983, CUCAP AP VR 1 used)
New Close Farm
2. D-shaped enclosures amidst frost cracks. Whole complex could be
dubious. (J Miller 27/09/1988, NMR AP TL3864/2/186 used)
3. A field-walking survey of the cropmark complex (enclosures, fields,
compounds and paddocks) found late Iron Age and early Roman period
material including domestic pottery (1st C BC/AD) within the enclosure.
4. Area field-walked by CAT in November, 1989. Banjo enclosure, Dshaped enclosure, boundary ditches, paddocks, surface finds of Iron Age
and Romano-British pottery. NB: Grid ref given by CAT is TL/3851/6435.
5. An assessment of aerial photographs examined a corridor of at least
200m each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. A group
of settlement and field enclosures indicating more than one phase of
construction were recorded. Also, traces of ridge and furrow are visible in
the southern part of the field that may have protected the earlier subsurface features.
6. Magnetometer survey of approximately 10ha of flat agricultural land
north of Bar Hill, recorded a complex of linear and discrete anomalies,
consistent with settlement activity dating to the late prehistoric/early Roman
period.
7. This cropmark complex was investigated with trial trenches as part of the
evaluation of the Longstanton environs, revealing a concentration of
features. A sub circular double ditched enclosure measuring c. 0.25
hectares was identified, producing pottery of Middle Iron Age, Late Iron
Age and 1st century AD date, suggesting it was still open at the time of the
conquest. Cropmark evidence shows that this was part of a larger
enclosure system, with a possible second sub circular enclosure located
immediately to the east. The enclosure system was overlain by an early
Romano-British system of ditches, possibly rectilinear enclosures and fields
on a NW-SE alignment. Little pottery was recovered, suggesting any
settlement in the vicinity was modest in scale. There is little evidence for
activity after the 2nd century AD, with the exception of two parallel ditches
which might be later.
8. A second phase of evaluation along the proposed access routes to
Longstanton was carried out in 2005. Further trial trenching revealed 27
features, comprising pits and a number of boundary and enclosure ditches
dating from the Iron Age to the late Romano-British periods and shed
further light on the settlement nature and date. The first phase of
settlement at the site consisted of an extensive enclosure system dating to
the later Iron Age. The sub-circular enclosure measures around 0.25 ha,
with a double ditch and a possible entranceway situated to the NW.
Cropmark evidence shows that the enclosure forms part of a much larger
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enclosure system, with a second possible sub circular enclosure occurring
to the east. The enclosure system was overlain by an early Romano-British
ditched system, although only small quantities of pottery have been
recovered which suggests that any associated settlement may have been
modest in scale. There is little evidence for activity after the 2nd century,
although two ditches on a different alignment may be mid-late Roman. Two
Iron Age brooches were also recovered by metal detecting survey. [1]
References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

81

Asset name

Roman coins find, Longstanton

Grid reference

TL 38500 64000

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

11770

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Roman coins found by metal detector: 5 bronzes, including of
Constantius. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

82

Asset name

Milestone, A14 (site of)

Grid reference

TL 38200 64100

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

00270

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Situated just N of A604, course of Roman road. [1] [Map: c1809.
Inclosure Survey Map.]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

84

Asset name

Gardens, Lolworth Grange

Grid reference

TL 37388 64312

Subtopic

Historic buildings

HER reference

12156

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Lolworth Grange - possible garden/grounds, tree belts and moated site
Lawns and garden to south. Enclosure is arable.
2. The grange is situated at the end of a drive, approached through brick
pillars with wrought iron gates. It was built in 1867 on a large scale with a
pattern tiled roof. To the southeast are the remains of a trapezoidal
medieval moat (see RN01090). The grounds consist of several gardens
(although simplified over time) which include mature specimen trees such
as Wellingtonia and Scots pine. There is a Grade II listed loggia (covered
arcade) to the south side of the house. Sale particulars dating to 1938
showed paths laid around the grounds which are now grassed over and a
complex layout of flower beds on what is now the lower lawn.
3. An evaluation at Lolworth Grange revealed the presence of an earlier,
probably 19th century brick building and associated yard surfaces and
garden to the northeast of the main grange building. No finds were dated
earlier than the 18th centuary and it is thought that the ground in this area
has been made up by nearly one metre during the last 100 years. [1]
To the north of Grange Farm, the former gardens have been wholly turned
over to arable agriculture, only the tree belt enclosing the grounds now
remains. No designed features are now present within this area. The
house is largely screened from the former gardens. [2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] S. Honeywell site inspection 17 April 2014

Asset number

85

Asset name

An Iron Age Banjo enclosure at Bar
Hill, Cambridge

Grid reference

TL 37629 64267

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB19609

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. A Fluxgate gradiometer survey was undertaken on an area of 4ha. Along
with many post medieval features, a large strongly magnetic sub-circular
shaped anomaly was detected close to the eastern field boundary and
denotes a banjo enclosure of probable Iron Age date. It equates with other
known banjo enclosures of similar date in the region. There were other
smaller ditched enclosures identified in the area. Previous evaluation in the
area ECB3763. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

92

Asset name

Lolworth DMV

Grid reference

TL 37000 64300

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

03500

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Deserted Medieval village. Slight traces of ploughed out ridge and furrow
can be seen on APs. The ridges were straight and 6yds to 7yds wide. The
access or head ways are traceable as curving soil marks 60ft to 70ft wide;
one ran west and west-south-west from College Farm. In 1842 most of the
parish was divided into three open fields, 'Beacon', 'Little' and 'Mill' Fields,
with several access ways leading to the furlongs. The traces on APs fit the
strip pattern shown on the tithe map exactly; this map also shows that the
width of ridges varied with the holder.
2. There are indications of a triangular or wedge-shaped green, the tip of
which was around TL/3655/6390. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

94

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, east of College
Farm, Lolworth

Grid reference

TL 36900 64700

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

03526

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. East of College Farm ridges 11yds to 13yds wide existed.
2. An archaeological evaluation was undertaken along the corridor for a
proposed rerouting and widening of the A14 road between Ellington and
Fen Ditton. The investigation identified 20 individual sites spanning from
the Late Neolithic to Anglo-Saxon periods. Ridge and furrow recorded in
earlier phases of investigation at this location were excavated during the
field evaluation stage. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

96

Asset name

All Saints' Church, Lolworth

Grid reference

TL 36888 64181

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1127241

HER reference

01283

Value

High

921659
Designation

Grade II* listed
building

Description

This is a small aisleless church with a nave, a chancel and a 14th century
west tower without battlements. The church is dated from a fragment of a
frieze which is identical to one which has been found in Over and places
the main body of the church in 14th century (c1320). Although the building
now has no aisles, restoration has exposed the blocked arcades of both
north and south aisles dating from the early 14th century. The aisle
windows appear to have been reused. They are decorated on the north
side and perpendicular on the south. There is a 14th century chancel arch
of three orders. The chancel itself had large north and south windows, the
north of which is now blocked. The east window is 19th century. The church
has been much restored, but still contains interesting fittings and
miscellanea. Fittings:
Brass: In the west end of the nave there is a small rectangular inscription
plate, and two small figures with an inscription plate attached. These are
late Med. In the chancel, the brass consists of two ladies with arms, who
are possibly the wives of Henry Langley (d1495) and a shield of ten
quarters with the detached inscription plate of Margaret Cutts (1610).
Cross: Only the base of this churchyard cross survives loose in the nave. A
mass dial is scraped on the upper surface. Med.
Coffin: This is to be found in the tower. It shows a carved cross having a
head of eight arms flory, and additional similar enrichment halfway up the
shaft. 13th century or 14th century.
Font: Octagonal bowl of clunch. Late 14th century.
Floor slab: At the west end of the nave there are a number of slabs. One is
broken with a cross flory and marginal inscription, which probably dates
from 15th century. The other is incised with a cross and bears a name at its
foot, probably dating from 15th century or 16th century. In the chancel there
are two slabs; one is of Sir John Cutt with a blank incised shield, and the
other shows James Bridgeman who was the rector in 17th century (1631).
Painting: On the north wall of the nave is a rare 14th century painting. It
depicts the 'Incredulity of St Thomas' in red ochre. It has been painted over
since 1950.
Stone work: This is loose in the nave and tower. It includes tracery
fragments and piece of cornice enriched with flower trail and ball flower.
Mostly 14th century.
Screen: Medieval fragments remain in the tower, including flowing tracery
heads of two open window forms. 14th century or early 15th century.
Wood carving: Wood panel showing the 'Raising of Lazarus' can be found
on the north wall of the chancel. It is 17th century and Flemish. [1]
The parish church of All Saints, which lies at the north east end of the
village, consists of a chancel, nave (now unaisled) with rebuilt south porch
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and west tower without battlements. The tower is faced with limestone
rubble, the remainder with field stones, brick and reused ashlar; dressings
are of freestone and clunch; the roofs are slated. The church contains early
12th and 13th century reused stone fragments, but is mainly of early and
late 14th century date. Restorations were undertaken in 1891 and 1914-18
with the south porch being rebuilt in 1902.
(TL 3689 6418) All Saints Church (NAT) (1)
Parish church of All saints is a grade II* listed building, which lies at the
north east end of the village. The church consists of a chancel, nave (now
unaisled) with rebuilt south porch and west tower without battlements. Early
12th century and thirteenth century reused stone fragments. 14th century
alterations. Restorations 1891 and 1914-18. All saints church named by
1495. The church is said to have been rededicated in 1406. Full
architectural details and historical details given as well as information on
fittings. (2-5) [2]
TL 36SE LOLWORTH CHURCH LANE (East Side)
10/88 Parish Church 31.8.62 of All Saints
II*
Parish church. Early 12th century and 13th century re-used stone fragments.
Chancel and blocked north and south aisles early 14th century; later 14th
century tower. South porch rebuilt 1902. Restorations 1891 and 1914-18.
Walls of limestone rubble, fieldstones, brick and re-used ashlar; dressings
of freestone and clunch; slate roofs. South elevation. West tower of two
stages with plain parapet and angle buttresses and moulded plinth band.
Belfry window of two-cinquefoil-lights and quatrefoil. Blocked arcades of
four bays with clunch infill and brick repairs, three reset late 14th century
aisle windows each of three-cinquefoil lights in four-centred arches with
labels. South porch modern; south doorway, two-centred arch with
continuous mouldings also reset. Chancel reduced in length, east wall 19th
century, large two-light flat-arched window, priest's door with continuous
moulded two-centred arch and jambs. Interior. 14th century tower and
chancel arches. 19th century roofs; boarded five bayed nave roof with
crown posts. Gaps in nave arcade blocking show octagonal clunch piers
with moulded caps, and two-centred arches. Interior wall of tower lined with
clunch, graffiti on tower arch, 16th century belfry stair door. Chancel
reduced in height, original windows blocked with splays and springing of
rear arches visible. Font, late 14th century clunch octagonal bowl with
quatrefoil panels. Fragments of medieval screen in tower. Church yard
cross base in nave with pocket for shaft. 13th century coffin lid reset in
tower floor. Brass to Margaret Cutts 1610, for other monuments see
R.C.H.M. Panel painting of Raising of Lazarus, Flemish, 17th century. Royal
arms 'GR 1721' in pediment, and decalogue, reproduced 1983, from
original in tower. 19th century memorial glass. Wall painting, 14th century, of
Doubting Thomas, on nave wall now painted over. The Church is said to
have been re-dedicated in 1406; much of the village was burnt in a fire in
1393. Cole MSS. CRO. R.C.H.M. West Cambs mon.l, p.170 Pevsner.
Buildings of England p.431
Listing NGR: TL3689064183 [3]
Located in small churchyard at within the village of Lolworth. Sited on
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hilltop, the church tower forms a landmark across the surrounding area. [4]
References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] English Heritage Archive
[3] National Heritage List
[4] S. Honeywell site inspection 17/04/14

Asset number

97

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, north of Roger's
Wood, Lolworth

Grid reference

TL 36800 64500

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

03525

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. North of Roger's Wood the ridges were curved. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

99

Asset name

Middle Iron Age settlement, Lolworth

Grid reference

TL 36532 64870

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20051

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An archaeological evaluation was undertaken along the corridor for a
proposed rerouting and widening of the A14 road between Ellington and
Fen Ditton. The investigation identified 20 individual sites spanning from
the Late Neolithic to Anglo-Saxon periods. Ridge and furrow recorded in
earlier phases of investigation at this location were excavated during the
field evaluation stage. The evaluation area T1 targeted a series of
enclosures and linear features identified from the geophysical survey (see
ECB4083). The evaluation revealed that the enclosures represented a
relatively short span of time which encompassed the Middle Iron Age.
Although these enclosures represented a single period, two separate and
very different phases were recorded.
The first, and probably earliest, of these phases comprised a series of four
circular enclosures, very different to the succeeding phase where the
enclosures were rectilinear in form. The enclosures of the first phase were
identified as Enclosures 1 to 4, varied in size, with each seemingly
representing a different use or function. Enclosure 2 was the smallest and
shallowest of the four (0.70m wide and 0.32m deep) and the ring-ditch
appeared to form the gully of a roundhouse or similar, single, structure.
Enclosure 4 on the other hand, was the largest (c. 2.4m wide and c. 0.90m
deep) with the ring-ditch here acting as some form of substantial boundary.
The enclosures appeared to be grouped, with Enclosures 1 and 2 located
within close proximity to one another, towards the channel, Enclosures 3
and 4 towards the centre of the site. Enclosures 3 and 4 were very similar
to one another, although the ditch for Enclosure 4 was considerably more
substantial than Enclosure 3; neither were ring gullies for a roundhouse.
Enclosures 1 and 2 were very different; the ring-ditch for Enclosure 1 was
much more substantial and was very much an Enclosure, encircling an
area of land, while the ring-ditch for Enclosure 2 was more likely associated
with a single structure. These enclosures were arranged following the lower
contour of the terrace.
The second of these phases comprised at least seven rectilinear
enclosures, identified as Enclosures 5 to 11. These were arranged off a
central boundary line which was recorded within Trenches 231, 233, 235,
236 and 237, and the boundary seemingly following the lower contour of
the terrace, while the earlier enclosures (1 to 4) did not appear to follow
any structured boundary. The enclosures appeared fragmentary with
sections extending off either side of the central boundary with enclosures
located along both the northern (5, 6, 7, 8, and 9) and southern (10 and 11)
side of the boundary, which itself formed one side of the enclosure.
Although none of these rectilinear enclosures cut the circular enclosures,
the boundary line bisected Enclosure 1, indicating that they did represent
two separate phases of activity. During the evaluation the trenches
excavated exposed individual sections of the enclosures and the features
within, although it was not possible to determine any potential relationships
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between the two phases. Both phases of activity were aligned along the
same contour and the central boundary associated with Phase 2 appears
to have been a representation of this. When plotted together it becomes
apparent that this boundary respected the earlier enclosures, only cutting
through Enclosure 1, and with Enclosure 2 along its southern edge and
Enclosures 3 and 4 its northern which, as with the earlier enclosures,
appeared to follow the lower terrace contour.
The enclosures from both phases appeared to represent a range of
differing activities. Those to the west (and in particular Enclosures 2 to 9)
appeared to contain evidence of occupation activity including pits and
postholes which could indicate the presence of structures. The ditches
which formed these seven enclosures all contained good assemblages of
Middle Iron Age pottery and animal bone, along with dark, charcoal rich
deposits indicative of occupation. The remaining enclosures (1, 10 and 11)
contained little artefactual material, and the depositional sequence was
comparatively ‘clean’ with no dark preads throughout the deposits. These
enclosures appeared to represent a different form of activity; an example of
this was Enclosure 11. Seemingly located away from the other enclosures,
Enclosure 11 was rectilinear in form and orientated northeast-southwest.
Of note was the presence of a quern stone which had been placed towards
the base of the northeast boundary ditch in association with a deposit of
Middle Iron Age pottery. This would suggest that the core of this settlement
was within the centre of the site and that the enclosures at the eastern and
western extent represented peripheral activity such as crop processing.
The settlement appeared to have been sited along the southern edge of an
ancient river channel (the Boxworth Stream). The evaluation along the
edge of the modern cut for this identified a series of alluvial deposits which
represented the edge of this channel. Sealed beneath these deposits in
Trench 249 was a shallow hollow which contained fragments of burnt stone
(a chalk or clunch material) and charcoal, indicating that this was utilised at
some point, most likely by the occupants of the Middle Iron Age settlement.
[1]
References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

100

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Girton

Grid reference

TL 35618 65964

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20024

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An aerial photographic assessment examined a corridor of at least 200m
each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. Ridge and
furrow cultivation was recorded at this location.

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

101

Asset name

Gardens of the Manor House,
Boxworth

Grid reference

TL 35217 64752

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

369199

HER reference

MCB19346

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

1. The Manor House was taken over in 1882 by Captain Edmund Henry
Thornhill (d.1936) and his son Edmund Bacon Thornhill who together
created the present flower and kitchen gardens. The gardens created in the
late-19th century were based on those at the family home at Diddington,
and Mr. Petfield, Head Gardener at Diddington, planned the work. By 1882,
this was a small farmhouse garden and was enlarged eightfold and laid out
by the head gardener.
In 1902 the elder Thornhill planted a copy of the maze at Hatfield House
south of the Huntingdon Road near the spinney called ‘The Thicket’. By the
end of 1914, the maze was overgrown and eventually it was grubbed out
after the Second World War. Today the garden has fine specimen trees
and herbaceous borders but many trees and shrubs were removed
because of overcrowding. Immediately to the south of the road opposite is
a small vegetable garden on the site of an earlier workshop, with lawns
enclosed by low brick walls and piers. [1]
Farmhouse, predominantly an 18th century and modern house, but
incorporates part of a 17th century brick-built dwelling.
(TL 35166453) Manor House Farm (NAT) (1)
Manor House Farm, predominantly an 18th century and modern house,
incorporates part of a 17th century brick-built dwelling. (2) [2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

102

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Swavesey

Grid reference

TL 35097 66423

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

11438

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Cropmarks of ridge and furrow extending intoTL3466. Sketch plotted on
to 1:10,000 overlay. [1]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
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Asset number

103

Asset name

Undated features, A14 Improvement
Scheme

Grid reference

TL 34814 66319

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB18447

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Prior to the implementation of the A14 Improvement Scheme, a number
of features were identified using a gradiometer survey including a number
of possible pits and ditches towards the eastern end of the field at this
location.
2. An archaeological evaluation was undertaken along the corridor for a
proposed rerouting and widening of the A14 road between Ellington and
Fen Ditton. The investigation identified 20 individual sites spanning from
the Late Neolithic to Anglo-Saxon periods. A total of three trenches were
excavated across Area H revealing Middle Iron Age activity, potentially
extending to the northeast towards the present A14. A small part of a
possible Middle Iron Age rectilinear enclosure associated with a series pits
were recorded. The pits contained Middle Iron Age ceramics all of which
date to the Middle Iron Age. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

104

Asset name

Mile Post to the west of Scotland
Drove

Grid reference

TL 34720 66450

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1127245

HER reference

MCB18414

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Medium

Description

TL 36NE SWAVESEY CAMBRIDGE ROAD A604 (North Side)
5/107 Mile Post to West of Scotland Drove
II
Mile post. Mid19th century. Cast iron with inscription on each of three faces;
'Godmanchester 7', 'Cambridge 7½', ' 'Swavesey Parish', painted black on
white.
Listing NGR: TL3475666415 [1]
1. Metal milepost on verge of Huntingdon Road, S of Fen Drayton, A14,
Swavesey. Legend reads CAMBRIDGE/ 7 1/2 (left face);
GODMANCHESTER/ 7 (centre face); SWAVESEY/ PARISH (right face).
[2]
Milepost remains extant in verge by the side of the A14. [3]

References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[3] S. Honeywell site inspection 16 April 2014

Asset number

105

Asset name

Searchlight Battery DXO 713

Grid reference

TL 34550 66249

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

1558841

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

The site of Second World War searchlight battery no. DXO 713 at
Conington. It was manned by 345 Searchlight Regiment RA under the
command of 27th AA Brigade. The battery was operational by 29
September 1941. Searchlight sites typically comprised a small ring-ditch to
provide the crew with shelter during an air raid, a predictor emplacement
for calculating the height and range of targets, a light anti-aircraft machine
gun pit, a generator and hutted accommodation for the crew.

Low

The site of a Second World War searchlight battery, this was known as
searchlight battery no. DXO 713 located at Conington at TL 345662. It was
manned by 345 Searchlight Regiment RA whose Battery Headquarters
were located at Beaufre Hall. It was operational by 29 September 1941.
Searchlight sites typically comprised a small ring-ditch to provide the crew
with shelter during an air raid, a predictor emplacement for calculating the
height and range of targets, a light anti-aircraft machine gun pit, a
generator and hutted accommodation for the crew. During the Second
World War searchlights were manned by the Royal Artillery and were under
the control of the Army's Anti-Aircraft Command. [1]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive
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Asset number

107

Asset name

Enclosures, St John's College Farm,
Meldreth

Grid reference

TL 33612 67345

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

09666

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Round and rectangular enclosures.
2. Enclosures.
3. Suggested Romano-British enclosures (site of).
4. Enclosures (A Spedding 05/10/1983 CUCAP AP AHZ 72 used). The
indicated site falls on arable land; there are no surface indications of any
enclosures, and no surface archaeological finds were made. See also RN
08827 for adjacent cropmarks.
5. An assessment of aerial photographs examined a corridor of at least
200m each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. Ditches
of unidentified form, also pits, recent hand –dug quarries; all visible of high
ground.
Linear ditches and enclosures indicate the location of further probable
buried settlement features. Again the features are likely to be much more
extensive than shown by the aerial photographs. [2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Air Photo Services 2014, AP21
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Asset number

108

Asset name

Enclosures, Conington

Grid reference

TL 33451 67107

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

08827

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Enclosures (A Spedding 05/10/1983 CUCAP AP AHZ 72used) See also
RN 09666 for adjacent cropmarks.
2. An assessment of aerial photographs examined a corridor of at least
200m each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. Ditches
of unidentified form, also pits, recent hand dug quarries; all visible of high
ground.
3. An archaeological evaluation was undertaken along the corridor for a
proposed rerouting and widening of the A14 road between Ellington and
Fen Ditton. The investigation identified 20 individual sites spanning from
the Late Neolithic to Anglo-Saxon periods. Two phases of potentially late
prehistoric activity were identified within Site 16. The earliest of these,
represented by two shallow ditches potentially represented an early
boundary system restricted to the southern area of the highest, central part
of the gravels. Possibly associated with this ‘boundary’ system was a pit
with a basal fill which showed evidence of standing water through the
presence of mollusc remains. The second phase of later prehistoric activity
was represented by the ‘double’ northwest-southeast aligned ditches seen
within the easternmost of which showed definite indications of possessing
an associated bank to the east of the ditch; suggesting a defined ‘inner’
area to the east. Probably contemporary with the ‘double’ ditches was a
redefinition, or extension of the earlier shallow ditch by a short segment of
a wider more defined ditch which, following a deliberate gap corresponded
with the longer, northeast-southwest aligned ditch. It is likely that this ditch
deliberately demarcated the edge of the highest ‘crown’ of gravels, the fills
of which showed indications of frequent flooding requiring several phases
of re-cutting. This northeast-southwest aligned ‘double’ ditch was visible on
the aerial photographic survey, and appeared to respect the alignment of a
longer cropmark, again of two parallel ditches within the adjacent field to
the northeast. No northern or eastern ditches were revealed within the
evaluation trenches and it is possible that the natural channel within the
gravels defined the northernmost edge of the enclosed area and the more
sharply defined eastern edge of the terrace gravels was a sufficient enough
boundary to mark the eastern edge of the settlement. The orientation of the
‘double’ ditches corresponds well with what may be two closely parallel
ditches extending to the northwest; identified by aerial survey (see
ECB4082) in the adjacent field to the west of Area R2, suggesting a
continuation beyond the alluvial channel. The location of the structural
‘eaves drip-gully’ and internal pit cluster within Trenches 198 and 198A
(F.872) as well as the possible remnants of a second unexcavated
example within Trench 197, suggests they lay within the enclosed area of
the ‘double’ ditches and southern, deeper ditches. Finds of small quantities
of burnt clay from within these ditches as well as small quantities of animal
bone suggest contemporaneity, although the almost completely sterile
nature of the boundary ditches, pits and structural gully further emphasise
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the peripheral nature of Site 16 compared with what appears to be a
denser occupation to the west and north. [1]
Linear ditches and enclosures indicate the location of further probable
buried settlement features. Again the features are likely to be much more
extensive than shown by the aerial photographs. [2]
References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Air Photo Services 2014, AP21

Asset number

109

Asset name

Pillbox, A14 Conington crossing

Grid reference

TL 33476 67286

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1418746

HER reference

CB15202

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

The site of a Second World War type 24 concrete and brick pillbox built
with an internal brick anti-ricochet wall. It is located on the west side of the
junction between the A14 and Cambridge Road.
Type 24 pillbox, with internal brick anti-ricochet wall. LOCATION: At Fen
Drayton, junction of A14 (formerly A604) with Cambridge Road (northside
of A14). (1)
1 Migrated Defence of Britain Project database record originally compiled
from various sources. The two databases developed by the Project can be
searched on-line through the Archaeology Data Service at
http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/specColl/dob/index.cfm [1]
1. 24 thin-walled, low entry. [2]
Sited adjacent to road junction directly to the north of the A14 evidencing
the importance of the A14 as a strategic route in need of defence.

References

[1] English Heritage archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

110

Asset name

Mile post at junctions with Fen
Drayton and Conington roads

Grid reference

TL 33416 67306

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1127270

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

TL 36NW FEN DRAYTON CAMBRIDGE ROAD (A604) (North Side)

Medium

5/59 Mile post at junctions with Fen Drayton and Conington roads
II
Mile post. Mid19th century. Cast iron, with inscription on each of three
faces; 'Godmanchester 6', 'Cambridge 8 1/2', and 'Fen Drayton Parish'.
Painted black on white.
Listing NGR: TL3341667306 [1]
Not listed in the Milestone Society database [2]
The milestone was not visible at the time of survey and may have been
removed. [3]
Not visible during drive by, suggesting that this asset has been removed.
References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] http://www.milestonesociety.co.uk/database.html consulted 07 April
2014
[3] Highways Agency Area 8 CHAMP reference A8LBT485
[4] S Honeywell site inspection 28 May 2014

Asset number

111

Asset name

Undated features, A14 Improvement
Scheme

Grid reference

TL 32992 67057

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB18446

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An assessment of aerial photographs examined a corridor of at least
200m each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. Linear
ditches some of which may remain from larger field systems. Alignments
suggest at least two phases of land division.
2. Prior to the implementation of an A14 Improvement Scheme, a number
of features were recorded using a gradiometer survey including a number
of possible pits and ditches at this location. [1]
3. A concentration of predominantly ditches within the central portion of
land parcel 1082, indicating multi-phase activity (including metal-working),
and producing a mix of Iron Age, Romano-British and Saxon dating
evidence.[2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Wessex Archaeology 2014a, Land Parcel 1082
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Asset number

112

Asset name

Settlement cropmarks of probable
Iron Age and/or Roman date

Grid reference

TL 32980 67090

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

1500845

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Cropmarks of fragmented rectilinear enclosures and ditches representing a
number of phases of settlement development, probably of Iron Age and/or
Roman date visible on aerial photographs. The presence of both geological
features and former field boundaries (also visible as cropmarks) confuse
the site.

Medium

Cropmarks of fragmented rectilinear enclosures and ditches representing a
number of phases of settlement development, probably of Iron Age and/or
Roman date visible on aerial photographs (centred at TL 3298 6709). To
the west of these features (at TL 3275 6726) are further cropmarks of
similar enclosures which may be a continuation of the same site. The
presence of both geological features and former field boundaries (also
visible as cropmarks) confuse the site. [1]
Linear ditches and enclosures indicate the location of further probable
buried settlement features. Again the features are likely to be much more
extensive than shown by the aerial photographs. [2]
References

[1] English Heritage archive
[2] Air Photo Services 2014, AP21

Asset number

113

Asset name

Roman finds, Conington

Grid reference

TL 32600 67400

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

03469

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Much pottery and bone reported from quarry, pit exposed in quarry face.
Sherds collected include colour-coated base and cream mortaria, Samian,
very large quantity of grey wares of many sorts, shell-gritted wares etc.
Tegulae and imbrices, many iron nails, key, iron objects, iron slag, one
fragment of green glass. This is the only area in the quarry that has
produced finds. It is 5m wide, at least 1m deep with a band of green clay
(dew pond?) with a great number of finds. Highest point for some distance.
[1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

114

Asset name

Cropmarks of pits and ditches,
Conington

Grid reference

TL 32395 67081

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20031

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An assessment of aerial photographs examined a corridor of at least
200m each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements.
Fragmentary features that may include a small enclosure (TL 3259 6734).
Some of the east-west ditches may remain from ploughed out ridge and
furrow. [1]
Buried ditched enclosures and other ditches indicate the present of past
settlement features which now show as crop marks, in addition to eroded
medieval ridge and furrow. Some of these features are cut by the centre
line of the proposed route. [2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Air Photo Services 2014, AP20
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Asset number

115

Asset name

Conington Park

Grid reference

TL 31862 66600

Subtopic

Historic buildings

HER reference

12279

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Conington House was erected post 1700 within a small park/paddock. In
1849 the park was extended and the village displaced; this was
accompanied by some rebuilding.
2. Conington Hall - grounds, water features, drives etc. Gardens and
parkland
3. When the Hall was originally built in 1729, it was set within a small park
or paddock with accompanying walled kitchen gardens and a wilderness
garden. Sales particulars from 1788 describe the park as having 'stables
for ten horses, gardens, fishponds and greenhouses', whilst later
advertisements add 'excellent walled fruit and vegetable gardens, hot
houses, greenhouses and fruit rooms, pleasure grounds, an orchard and
wilderness.' From 1800 to 1849 the park was extended to its current size,
causing considerable village displacement and relocation, marked by
earthworks including hollow ways and house platforms (see MCB4300).
The overall character of the early park still remains, although many of the
elms were lost to Elm disease. The park is still well-timbered, and an oak
avenue also survives. A curvilinear drive leads from the Hall to the old
village High Street to the east, and to the west the Hall faces the
wilderness with two oblong ponds. There are further circular ponds to the
north. The Hall and Park were requisitioned in 1941, the park then
extending to 72 acres.
4. Conington Hall, built in about 1700 by a member of the Cotton family,
stands in some 28 hectares of parkland. Originally it had only a walled
garden and a group of fishponds to the north. The parkland was created
gradually after 1800, the south quarter before 1836, the rest in the later 19th
century. This involved the removal of part of the village of Conington. The
fishponds and the walled garden survive; the latter now contains fine hot
houses, glasshouses and a fruit room. The Hall is approached through a
grove of tall trees in the park and pleasure grounds. The ‘Wilderness’ of 2.4
hectares to the north of the Hall has a central vista with two rectangular fish
ponds which survive today. There are mature trees and yew hedges to the
south of the hall. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

118

Asset name

Cropmarks of pits and ditches,
Fenstanton

Grid reference

TL 32118 67537

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20030

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An assessment of aerial photographs examined a corridor of at least
200m each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements.
Fragmentary features that may include a small enclosure (TL 3214 6754)
and adjacent fields or paddocks. Deeper soil is recorded to the east of the
cropmarks. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

119

Asset name

Undated features, A14 Improvement
Scheme

Grid reference

TL 32075 67293

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB18445

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Prior to the implementation of the A14 Improvement Scheme, a number
of features were identified using a gradiometer survey including a number
of possible pits and ditches towards the centre of the field at this location.
[1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

121

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Fenstanton

Grid reference

TL 31900 67100

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

08759

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Slight ridge and furrow running west-north-west to east-south-east
across two modern fields.
2. An aerial photographic assessment examined a corridor of at least 200m
each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. Ridge and
furrow cultivation was recorded at this location. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

122

Asset name

Conington Hall

Grid reference

TL 32230 66660

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1265942

HER reference

DCB5900

Designation

Grade II* listed
building

Value

High

Description

TL 36 NW CONINGTON HIGH STREET (North West Side) 5/11 Conington
Hall 31.8.62
GV II*
Hall. c.1730 built for Dingley Askharo (d.1781) , altered c.1820 and c.1876.
Red brick, and white brick; slate roofs. Three storeys reduced to two storeys
c.1820 and altered later in 19th century by rebuilding of third storey to front
range, moulded brick cornice and bands between floors added, and window
arches replaced. Original plan of two parallel ranges with recessed side
entrances and seven 'bay' symmetrical facades; service entrance to southwest has an original early 18th century doorcase and door, main entrance to
north-east remodelled with glazed doors and Tuscan limestone portico c.1830
with Venetian window above. South-east elevation; flight of stone steps to first
floor garden casement window with stone architrave and cartouche with
Cotton arms. Six, twelve-paned, recessed hung sash windows with patterned
moulded brick segmental arches. Seven similar but smaller second floor
windows, and seven third floor six-paned hung sash windows. Pierced brick
parapet. Side stacks and internal stack. Interior. Early 18th century details
includes pine closed string staircase with barley twist balusters and turned
balusters to service stair rising to attic floor and with flights to service entrance
and basement, 18th century raised and fielded panelling to morning room with
double moulded cornice, marble chimney pieces; basement arrangement of
kitchen with cooking hearth, laundry, pantries and brick vaulted wine cellar
complete. Other interior details 19th century. The house was probably built
shortly after Dingley Askharo married Frances, grand-daughter of Sir Thomas
Cotton in 1729. William Cole describes it as 'a very handsome new house' in
1745. Part of the village was removed for the park. Cole MSS CRO R.C.H.M.
West Carobs Mon.2, p.57 Pevsner. Buildings of England p.324
Listing NGR: TL3186666470 [1]
Conington Hall is located within a small parkland, to the north of the village of
Conington (see Asset 115). Reached along a driveway from the High Street
through the village, the Hall overlooks an area of well-treed parkland in front of
its principal elevation. To the rear of the Hall are a series of walled gardens
and a wilderness, framing a distant view from the north-west elevation of the
Hall towards the countryside beyond the park. To the east and west are further
arable and pasture areas, including woodland plantations and screens and.
The park has been much improved by the current owner and provides a fitting
setting which contributes to the value of this small country house. The
relationship of the Hall with the village of Conington remains clearly legible
and contributes to the value of the asset. [2]

References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] S. Honeywell, site inspection 29 May 2014
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Asset number

123

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Fenstanton

Grid reference

TL 31500 67300

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

08758

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Slight ridge and furrow running north-north-east to south-south-east–. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

124

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Fenstanton

Grid reference

TL 31300 67700

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

11436

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Cropmarks of ridge and furrow. Sketch plotted on to 1:10,000 overlay. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

125

Asset name

Roman terracotta figurine and
bronze statuette, Fenstanton

Grid reference

TL 31000 68000

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

369106

HER reference

03518

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

1. A small terra-cotta head dug up 1879 on Mr. O Daintree's land at
Fenstanton. In possession of Capt. Daintree, Hemingford Abbots.
2. A small terracotta head found about 1878… is neither described nor
figured and may therefore be of any date. (Listed in the Roman remains
section of the VCH but with note that it may be of any date.) Norris
Museum, St Ives have neither the head nor any record of it. 'Mr. Daintree's
land' is presumably connected with Daintree's Farm at Fen Drayton. [1]
Roman bronze statuette (findspot).
Bronze statuette of Mercury found c 1876 in field between Fenstanton and
Connington. In the possession of Mr Bunting of Fenstanton in 1880. (1)
St Ives Museum has no information regarding this find. Mr Bunting was
probably one of the families of that name who were builders at Fenstanton.
(2) [2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] English Heritage Archive
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Asset number

126

Asset name

Ridge and furrow anomalies,
Fenstanton

Grid reference

TL 30632 67542

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20038

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Magnetometer survey recorded traces of ridge and furrow in this area.
[1]
2. Archaeological trial trenching in 2014 recorded the evidence of furrows,
but also a small concentration of ditches, gullies and several possible pits
in Trenches 11013, 11014, 11031, 11035, 11056,11057 and 11062.
Although largely undated, limited dating evidence suggests elements may
be post-medieval.[2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Wessex Archaeology 2014a, Land Parcel 1093

Asset number

127

Asset name

Enclosures, Fenstanton

Grid reference

TL 30400 68000

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

08820

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Enclosures (A Spedding 05/10/1983 CUCAP AP BJD 51used). See also
RN 04355 for cross references of finds.
2. An assessment of aerial photographs examined a corridor of at least
200m each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. [1]
3. Detailed magnetometer survey and Unmanned Ariel Vehicle (UAV)
Survey identified the presence of a large palaeochannel and a number of
possible archaeological features including possible enclosure ditches. [2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Wessex Archaeology 2014b, Borrow Pit 3.
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Asset number

129

Asset name

Cropmarks, Fenstanton

Grid reference

TL 30300 67900

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

08819

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Cropmarks of four irregular rounded enclosures intersected by ditch line.
In centre one is round enclosure with avenue leading from entrance. O1,
Under grass - no finds (08/01/1970).
2. Enclosures, linear feature (A Spedding 05/10/1983 CUCAP AP VI 3
used).
3. An assessment of aerial photographs examined a corridor of at least
200m each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. [1]
curvilinear and rectilinear enclosures ditches and pits. A small ‘banjo’
shaped enclosure, with parallel ditched entrance is visible at TL 301 679.
The proposed route cuts through a complex of curvilinear and rectilinear
enclosures which, in common with sites to the west, are likely to be the
remains of a group of agglomerated settlement and stock management
enclosures which likely date to the Iron Age or Romano-British periods. [2]
The buried heritage assets in this area are all eroded but likely to be more
extensive, both horizontally and vertically, than shown presently by the
aerial photographs. [2]

References

4. Concentration of archaeological remains, predominantly comprising
ditches, extending across the entirety of land parcel 1098, and extending
into adjacent land parcel 1097. Whilst only limited dating evidence was
recovered, this is clearly an extensive RB field system.[3]
[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Air Photo Services 2014, AP19
[3] Wessex Archaeology 2014, Land Parcels 1095, 1097 & 1098
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Asset number

133

Asset name

Post medieval field system,
Fenstanton

Grid reference

TL 29900 67600

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

09192

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Regular rectilinear enclosures forming well planned field system probably post medieval because of its regularity and good preservation as
a cropmark.
2. Prior to implementation of the A14 Improvement Scheme, several
features were recorded along its route by gradiometer survey including a
number of possible post medieval ditches and pits at this location.
3. An assessment of aerial photographs examined a corridor of at least
200m each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. An
extensive group of enclosures (TL 300 675) may represent an area of
settlement. This area also shows periglacial cracks and recent boundaries.
Linear ditches to west and north that may relate to those at TL297680. A
banjo enclosure (TL30196797) is poorly photographed and its position is
approximate. Possible ditched features at TL305680.

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

135

Asset name

Post medieval remains, Hemingford
Grey

Grid reference

TL 29500 67900

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

09191

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Linear features, including part of rectilinear enclosure. Probably part of
post medieval field system. (T Malim 17/01/1989, NMR AP TL3067/3/178
used for sketch).
2. An assessment of aerial photographs examined a corridor of at least
200m each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

136

Asset name

Undated ditch, Hemingford Abbots

Grid reference

TL 28282 67748

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20048

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An archaeological watching brief undertaken during the excavation of
test pits along the proposed route of the A14 Ellington to Fen Ditton road
improvement scheme revealed an undated ditch in test pit 3261 and a
feature filled with modern debris in test pit 3167. Remains of ridge and
furrow were also found in some of the test pits. Although a number of
archaeological sites of high potential had been identified in preceding
survey work, there were very few archaeological features in the test pits
due to the majority of them being located away from the areas of highest
archaeological potential. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

138

Asset name

Linear and pit-like features,
Hemingford Abbots

Grid reference

TL 27538 67665

Subtopic

Arch

HER reference

MCB20037

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Magnetometer surveys recorded traces of ridge and furrow, a former
boundary and some pit-like anomalies. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

139

Asset name

Worked and burnt flint,
Godmanchester

Grid reference

TL 26254 67624

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20049

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. & 2. Preliminary fieldwalking along the course of the proposed route of
the A14 revealed a number of artefact scatters. Field 28 produced 11
struck flints of Early Mesolithic to Early Bronze Age date [1]
3. A worked flint was recovered from the adjacent Field 29 [2]
4. Trial trenching in 2014 identified a concentration of undated ditches, pits
and postholes in the area noted as Field 29 (Wessex Archaeology Land
Parcel 1105)

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Anderson, Hall and Standring. 2009 Fieldwalking Report
[3] Wessex Archaeology 2014, Land Parcel 1105
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Asset number

140

Asset name

Scatter of burnt stone and slag,
Godmanchester

Grid reference

TL 25427 67758

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20036

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Magnetometer survey recorded traces of ridge and furrow and a dense
cluster of magnetic disturbances around a central anomaly which may
relate to a surface scatter of burnt stone and slag with post medieval and
modern pottery observed during the survey fieldwork. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

141

Asset name

Undated features, A14 Improvement
Scheme

Grid reference

TL 25125 67812

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB18444

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Prior to the implementation of the A14 improvement scheme, a number
of features were identified along the route using gradiometer survey
including an L-shaped ditch at this location. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

147

Asset name

Linear and pit-like features,
Godmanchester

Grid reference

TL 23213 68235

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20035

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Magnetometer surveys recorded traces of ridge and furrow, a former
boundary and some pit-like anomalies. [1]
2. Archaeological trial trenching along the off-line section of the proposed
scheme was undertaken in 2014. A concentration of undated ditches and a
single pit were identified located along a section of higher ground. Largely
undated, but ditches on the outlying area were dated to the Iron
Age/Roman-British periods. [2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Wessex Archaeology 2014, Land Parcel 1112 & 1113
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Asset number

148

Asset name

Sub-rectangual enclosures near
Offord Cluny

Grid reference

TL 22916 68026

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB19659

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Cropmarks of a series of sub rectangular enclosures, approximately
0.5km east of B1043 near Offord Cluny were identified on Cambridgeshire
County Council (CCC) aerial photography 2007-9 data set. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

149

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Godmanchester

Grid reference

TL 23000 69300

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

10123

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Good quality ridge and furrow with headlands and three alignments seen
as earthworks by Tim Malim and Ben Robinson. [1]
2. Fragmentary ditches and possible pits. A curvilinear ditched feature is
also visible, and is cut by the centreline of the proposed route. The area of
AP13 and 14 also shows crop marks which reveal the difference on the
depth of the soils at this location. [2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Air Photo Services 2014, AP14

Asset number

151

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Godmanchester

Grid reference

TL 22900 68700

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

08409

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Ridge and furrow in field (which also show undated marks, which AT
believes to be fungus rings).
2. An aerial photographic assessment examined a corridor of at least 200m
each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. Ridge and
furrow cultivation was recorded at this location. [1]
Fragmentary ditches and possible pits. A curvilinear ditched feature is also
visible, and is cut by the centreline of the proposed route. The area of
AP13 and 14 also shows crop marks which reveal the difference on the
depth of the soils at this location. [2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Air Photo Services 2014, AP14
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Asset number

153

Asset name

Cropmark field boundaries and
enclosure, Offord Cluny

Grid reference

TL 22362 68107

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366361

HER reference

08185

Designation

None

Value

Medium

Description

February 1971. Site visit. Site under spring corn; no surface remains noted.
1. Linear/ field boundary / track system and enclosures.
2. Prior to the implementation of the A14 improvement Scheme, several
features were identified along the route using gradiometer survey including
extensive settlement enclosures, trackways and ditches that overlapped,
clearly suggestive of several phases.
3. An archaeological evaluation was undertaken along the corridor for a
proposed rerouting and widening of the A14 road between Ellington and
Fen Ditton. The investigation identified 20 individual sites spanning from
the Late Neolithic to Anglo-Saxon periods. Investigation area C1 revealed
sites 13 and 14.
Site 13 comprised two inter-related enclosures, possibly representing a
small farmstead and paddock/enclosure with an associated fieldsystem.
Despite the presence of lithic material in the top-soil no cut features of the
Neolithic or Bronze Age periods were identified. The earliest cut features
dated to the Middle/Late Iron Age and represented two inter-related
enclosures and a series of boundary ditches which extended across the
evaluated area. These enclosures were identified by the geophysical
survey as a small sub-circular enclosure located along the southwest edge
of a larger, more circular. The lack of artefactual material from these
features would suggest that they were most likely part of an agricultural
complex rather than an intensive settlement. The smaller enclosure may
have surrounded a small farmstead, while the larger enclosure was an
associated paddock or agricultural enclosure. The presence of ditches
extending away from these enclosures and spread throughout the
southeast portion of the evaluation indicated that these were part of a much
larger system of enclosures and boundaries.
Site 14 comprised Romano-British settlement occupation was recorded
within the western half of the evaluation area comprising of possible
structures and industrial activity associated with a palaeochannel. The Iron
Age activity continued into the Roman period which was characterised by
intensification in the settlement and related activities. This activity appeared
to be focused around a channel towards the western edge of the site, and it
was here that an intensive arrangement of ditches and gullies were
identified along with charcoal rich features indicating industrial activity.
Fragments of tile and mortar were also recovered from features within this
area suggesting that a building may be located close by. The quantity of
material culture and large number of Roman coins (14 in total) recovered
and the nature of the deposits, suggests that this was probably a small but
intensively utilised settlement focused upon production (possibly
metalwork). The dark earth deposit was also present within the upper fills
of a number of the features associated with the palaeochannel. From one
of these, a large quantity of metalwork slag was recovered along with
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several fragments of Roman period pottery and animal bone. The ‘grubby’
nature of the deposits recorded within Trenches 94, 95, and 96 along with
the metalworking slag suggested some form of industrial activity was also
occurring within this area. The environmental analysis further indicates that
crop processing was also occurring, indicating that the settlement had
wider activities taking place off-site. Aligned with the channel were several
linear features which could all be traced between successive evaluation
trenches. These formed a series of Romano-British enclosures associated
with the channel and represent a series of settlement enclosures, some of
which could have enclosed tile roofed structures, either domestic or
workshops. The presence of these forms of structure, along with the large
quantity of material would attest to the presence of a settlement of some
status and importance (which continues outside of the evaluated area). To
the east of this settlement core, Trenches 112 and 113 exposed several
closely spaced linear features, thought to be the remnants of a series of
horticultural plots, such as lazy beds, suggesting that this area was located
on the edge of the settlement. Further evidence of a continuation of the
settlement was identified to the west. Towards the end of the Roman
period this settlement was abandoned and there was no evidence found to
suggest that it continued into the Anglo-Saxon period. The tertiary fill of the
channel was a black organic deposit, which suggests that by this time (the
late Roman period as indicated by the coins recovered from this layer) the
water level was rising and quite possibly the area was becoming saturated.
This organic deposit was capped by an alluvial layer, suggesting the area
was flooded towards the end of the Roman period. [1]
TL 223681. Cropmark.
(Nothing visible on available APs. RAF 1958) (1)
Site under spring corn; no surface remains noted. (2)
The cropmark remains of linear ditches thought to be boundaries and
trackways with associated rectilinear enclosures were seen extending
throughout the field centred at the given grid reference. These features are
thought to be the traces of a probable Iron Age or Roman settlement with
associated boundaries and trackways. The cropmarks of underlying
geological features confuse the archaeological remains, but some of the
pitting may be associated with the settlement. These features were visible
on aerial photographs taken by English Heritage in July 2006 as part of the
Reconnaissance Recording programme. (3) [2]
Fragmentary ditches and possible pits. A curvilinear ditched feature is also
visible, and is cut by the centreline of the proposed route. The area of
AP13 and 14 also shows crop marks which reveal the difference on the
depth of the soils at this location. [3]
References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] English Heritage Archive
[3] Air Photo Services 2014, AP14
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Asset number

154

Asset name

Artefact scatter, Offord Cluny

Grid reference

TL 22305 68335

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB18427

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. & 2. Preliminary fieldwalking on two sites near the proposed route of the
A14 revealed a number of artefact scatters. Both sites (separated by the
East Coast Main Rail line) produced flint and pottery scatters including
Roman pottery sherds and Neolithic flint. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

155

Asset name

Ring ditches, Offord Cluny

Grid reference

TL 22100 67800

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

08184

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Ring ditches (R Palmer 01/09/1983).See also RN 08185 for cropmark
site nearby. [1]
Area of fragmentary ditches and pits which indicate the probable presence
of a buried area of settlement or other cut features which likely date to the
prehistoric or Romano-British periods. Crop marks also show some very
straight cut features which are likely to be more modern. Eroded ridge and
furrow, recorded as CHER 13634 is visible within and to the north of the
study area. [2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Air Photo Services 2014, AP13

Asset number

157

Asset name

Artefact scatter, Offord Cluny

Grid reference

TL 21971 68342

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB18427

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. & 2. Preliminary fieldwalking on two sites near the proposed route of the
A14 revealed a number of artefact scatters. Both sites (separated by the
East Coast Main Rail line) produced flint and pottery scatters including
Roman pottery sherds and Neolithic flint. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

158

Asset name

Linear features and pits, Offord
Cluny

Grid reference

TL 21945 68364

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20034

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Magnetometer surveys recorded ditched enclosures; a continuation of
the archaeological site previously surveyed to the west. Area 2 showed
traces of ditched enclosures, together with clusters of magnetic anomalies
suggesting settlement remains. This site is separated from PRN 08185 by
the east coast main railway line.
2. Fieldwalking undertaken in 2009 along the route of the proposed A14
improvement works retrieved a number of flints (see MCB18472).
3. An archaeological evaluation was undertaken along the corridor for a
proposed rerouting and widening of the A14 road between Ellington and
Fen Ditton. The investigation identified 20 individual sites spanning from
the Late Neolithic to Anglo-Saxon periods. A series of linear ditches in the
northern half of the ridge appeared to represent part of an Iron Age
enclosure with a series of associated pits. A lack of material culture from
any of these features would suggest that this represented small-scale
activity, possibly a utilisation of the wet river edge rather than settlement.
[1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

159

Asset name

Neolithic/Early Bronze Age peat
deposits,

Grid reference

TL 21768 68304

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20053

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An archaeological evaluation was undertaken along the corridor for a
proposed rerouting and widening of the A14 road between Ellington and
Fen Ditton. The investigation identified 20 individual sites spanning from
the Late Neolithic to Anglo-Saxon periods. A targeted test pit programme
located deeply stratified Neolithic/Early Bronze Age peat deposits
containing worked flint and the base of a wooden post. The preserved peat
deposits were recorded close to the river Great Ouse. Significant quantities
of burnt and firecracked flint and stone were also present within the peat
along with, cutting into the underlying gravels a wooden post of Late
Neolithic/Early Bronze Age date. A sample extracted from this post
returned a radiocarbon date of 2190 to 2180 and 2140 to 1940 Cal BC (2
Sigma, 95% probability; Beta-270667). The burnt flint and post sealed by
the substantial alluvial deposits indicates the potential presence of
significant archaeological remains in this area. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

160

Asset name

Mesolithic, Neolithic and Bronze Age
material

Grid reference

TL 21500 68700

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366370

HER reference

02531;
02531a

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Collections of flints including Mesolithic, Neolithic and Bronze Age material
TL 216688, 215687, 216687, 216689, 215697 and 216683.
Me. and NE/BA flints found; in St Ives Museum. (1)
St Ives Museum has no additonal information. (2) [1]
1. Mesolithic and Neo / BA flints found; in St Ives Museum.
2. St Ives Museum has no further information. See also RN 02531a Mesolithic flints, RN 02530 - Mesolithic flints. [2]
1. (Estimated location) 1 core, 11 blades and flakes,13 microliths. See also
RN 02531 - Mesolithic, Neo / BA flints, RN 02530 Mesolithic flints. [3]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[3] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

161

Asset name

Iron Age to Saxon Settlement and
finds

Grid reference

TL 21000 68900

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

871834

HER reference

02498; 02498A
02498B; 02498C

Designation

None

Value

Medium

Description

Iron Age and Roman pottery and ditches were found along with an Anglo
Saxon Grubenhaus at this location. [1]
IA, Roman and AS occupation. Emergency work in 1950s in advance of
quarry by CF Tebbutt and GT Rudd revealed AS pit huts, pottery and pits.
Notes and finds were given to PV Addyman. [2]
1. IA, Roman and AS occupation. Emergency work in 1950s in advance of
quarry by CF Tebbutt and G Rudd revealed Iron Age pottery and triangular
loom weights... Notes and finds were given to PV Addyman. See also RN
02498b - Roman pottery and ditch 02498c - AS pit, pottery and sunken
featured building 00861 - excavation in Buckden Gravel Pit in 1963. [3]
IA, Roman and Saxon occupation. Emergency work in 1950s in advance of
quarry by CF Tebbutt and GT Rudd revealed ...
Roman pottery and ditches...Notes and finds were given to PV Addyman.
See also RN 02498a - Iron Age pottery and loom weight 02498c - AS pit,
pottery and sunken featured building 00861 - excavation in Buckden Gravel
Pit in 1963 [4]
IA, Roman and AS occupation. Emergency work in 1950s in advance of
quarry by CF Tebbutt and GT Rudd revealed ...AS pit huts, pottery and
pits. Notes and finds were given to PV Addyman. [5]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[3] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[4] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[5] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

162

Asset name

Early Bronze Age barrow and
associated features, Buckden

Grid reference

TL 20968 68500

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20047

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An archaeological evaluation was undertaken along the corridor for a
proposed rerouting and widening of the A14 road between
Ellington and Fen Ditton. The investigation identified 20 individual sites
spanning from the Late Neolithic to Anglo-Saxon periods. A total of 41
trenches were excavated across Area M1, revealing an Early Bronze Age
barrow monument including a complex of ring ditches and cremations
overlain by mound material as well as later features truncating the mounds.
Stratigraphically the earliest of the exposed archaeological remains were
that of a shallow ring ditch, with an estimated diameter of 19.6m. A
possible opening orientated towards the southeast was shown by the
presence of a possible rounded terminus which could not be investigated
further due to an overlying in situ buried soil horizon. The ring ditch
enclosed and was filled by the fills of a collapsed mound a maximum of
0.9m in surviving height and comprising of up-cast, generally pale sandy
silts. A darker deposit of silty clay, potentially representing a turf deposit
overlay the collapsed barrow deposits. The mound sealed a thin,
compacted deposit of a potentially buried soil horizon. Two Neolithic flint
blades were recovered from the fills of the ring ditch, although thought to
be residual. Three pits or linear features were identified within the profile of
Trench 118 as truncating the earlier mound/ mound collapse deposits. No
use could be assigned to these features as a full extent in plan could not be
seen, and no material culture was recovered from them. Following the
seeming collapse of the mound and apparent accumulation of a turf layer,
a second, deeper and wider ring ditch with an estimated diameter of 49.6m
was dug, providing material for a central mound. The primary deposit of
this secondary mound was a thick gravelly material immediately overlying
the buried turf line of the primary barrow. A cluster of 12 cremation deposits
(unexcavated) were identified within the eastern end of Trench 318; two of
which contained vessels of Deverel Rimbury type. The cremation deposits
were placed into pits which truncated a buried horizon as well as the
underlying geology, suggesting that the buried soil horizon was associated
with and surrounded the primary barrow. The slumping of the secondary
mound appeared to have been partially the cause for the infilling of the
outer ditch. The two excavated slots (one within the west of Trench 318
and one within the south of Trench 318A) contained Middle Bronze Age
pottery and Bronze Age flint. The fills of the western ditch slot were
compacted silty clays with multiple lenses of slumping deposits whilst the
southern slot fills were generally softer, more homogenous, moist fills, with
occasional, thick visible slumping deposits. A contrast in the quantities of
material culture recovered from the two comparable slots could be seen:
the 1m wide slot within the western side of the ditch containing four sherds
of pottery whilst the southernmost slot containing 22 sherds. The upper fills
of secondary barrow, finally slumped, filled and sealed the ditch, although a
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still extant mound of at least 0.95m in height was preserved. Trench 317
was cut to expose any sub-surface features underlying the secondary
barrow and the slumping deposits were exposed within the sections.
Trench 317A crossed the highest area of preserved barrow material.
Although it was not dug to expose geology, it stopped within barrow fills to
preserve any in situ buried soil horizons. The recorded section of Trench
317A exposed the same sequence of primary mound collapse, the gravelly
up cast, construction and slumping of the secondary mound. A narrow,
roughly east-west aligned ditch, was located within the eastern end of
Trench 318; truncating the cremation deposits within the eastern end of the
trench as well as the secondary barrow material. A single sherd of pottery
which although, non-diagnostic, but potentially of an Early Iron Age date,
was contained within the fill of the ditch. This was likely to be associated
with either the sequence of recut gullies/ditches within Trench 315, or with
the Middle Iron Age ditches/settlement areas located by Trenches 324,
327A, 328, 330A and 331. Several other features were recorded as
truncating the uppermost barrow deposits, likely to represent Medieval or
post medieval furrows alongside a series of regular, potentially modern
deep-plough scars seen to follow both an east-west and north-south
alignment. Residual flintwork of Mesolithic and Early Neolithic date were
identified from within both primary and secondary barrow ditches, and
associated mounds.
Whilst no material culture was recovered from the numerous linear features
and curvilinear gullies identified within Trench 315, immediately to the
south of the barrows complex, it is curious to see that the quantity of
material culture recovered from the south side of the in-filled barrow ditch
was much higher than that recovered from the western slot of the same
ditch. This suggests a settlement located to the south of the barrows with
the possible curvilinear feature within Trench 315 being representative of
the periphery of this settlement.
Also throughout Site 11, a series of linear features were found, largely
undated by material culture, which could be placed onto a broadly northeast to south-west alignment. The only datable material culture to be
recovered from any of these features was from the furthest east, including
a comparatively large assemblage of Middle Bronze Age pottery. This
linear feature, as well as suggesting a nearby Middle Bronze Age
settlement, could indicate a general dating for the fieldsystem as a whole.
The presence of a similarly wide north-west to south-east aligned linear
feature within Trench 325 could suggest that together they formed the
south-eastern and north-eastern sides of a more substantial outer
boundary to the inner ditch system.
The environmental samples taken from the fills of the recut ditch suggested
it to be contemporary with a phase of localised deforestation; also
suggesting that the slope to the river was not intensively utilised for
agriculture until the Middle Bronze Age. The lack of any definitive Bronze
Age linear features truncating the barrow monuments suggests the location
of the monument was respected within the working landscape.
No features were uncovered within the trenches of Area M1 that could be
firmly dated earlier than the Early Bronze Age however flints of a Mesolithic
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and Early Neolithic date were identified within the Bucket Sampling survey.
The highest concentration of blades and bladelets was from the presumed
bank collapse of deeper boundary ditch within Trench 328, potentially
reflecting a Bronze Age truncation of a Mesolithic/ Early Neolithic flint
concentration closer to the river. [1]
References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

163

Asset name

Ditch and enclosure, Buckden

Grid reference

TL 20884 68267

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

06799

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Ditches, possible enclosure and trackway. (R Palmer 28 August 1983).
[1]
2. Fragmentary ditches which indicate the presence of buried
archaeological features, and some straight features which are more
modern field drains. The archaeological features, whilst eroded and buried,
are likely to be more extensive than evidenced by the aerial photographs.
[2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Air Photo Services 2014, AP10
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Asset number

164

Asset name

Palaeolithic remains,
Cresswell's/Midland Railway Pit,
Buckden

Grid reference

TL 20800 68900

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366319

HER reference

02532

Designation

None

Value

Medium

Description

Palaeolithic flakes, remains of Mammoth
(Area TL 208689) Flakes, orchreous, Palaeolithic., found in
Gravel pit, 12 - 15' deep (near) Buckden Railway (Station).
In Hunts Museum 1011-2;also, 1932, part of Reindeer antler,
Pa., at a depth of 10'. No 1096. (1)
Mammoth and other mammalian bones found in Gravel pits - in possession
of Mr Creswell, Station Farm. (2)
TL 210690. Pa flint flakes found at Creswell's or Midland Railway pit. In St
Ives Museum. (3)
Pa flints mentioned by Authy 1 and 3 are almost certainly the same, as the
contents of Hunts Museum were moved to St Ives about 1933. Mr
Creswell, one time headteacher of Huntingdon Grammar School and a
farmer has been dead for 12 years and his wife has left the area.
The gravel pits are no longer in use and are being used as council tips. (4)
Additional reference (5). [1]
1, Mammoth and other mammalian bones found in gravel pits - in
possession of Mr. Cresswell, Station Farm.
2, (Area TL/208-/689-) Flakes, ochreous, Pa, found in gravel pit,12 - 15ft
deep (near) Buckden Railway (Station). In Hunts Museum 1011 - 1012;
also, 1932, part of reindeer antler, Pa, at a depth of 10 ft. No 1096.
3 and 5. TL/210-/690-. Palaeolithic flint flakes found at Cresswell's or
Midland Railway Pit. In St Ives Museum.
February 1971- Palaeolithic flints mentioned in 2 and 3 are almost certainly
the same, as the contents of Hunts Museum were moved to St Ives about
1933. Mr. Cresswell, one time head teacher of Huntingdon Grammar
School and a farmer has been dead for 12 years and his wife has left the
area. The gravel pits are no longer in use and are being used as council
tips.
A) Small side-scraper of brown flint with retouch on two sides. Length
4,6cm, width 3,5cm, thickness 1,1cm. Marked '196'. B) Scraper of dark
grey flint, retouch on both sides. Length7,8cm. Donated by JR Garrood,
Huntingdon Literary and Scientific Institute. C) An approximately circular
shaped flake of brown flint, retouched round most of its edge. Length
7,1cm, width 6,6cm, thickness at bulb 1,6cm. Found in 1964 at Buckden
Gravel Pit. Marked 'TL/020-/650-' but this grid reference is incorrect.
Donated by CF Tebbutt. D) Thick flake of grey flint, patinated white, with
retouch on edges. Length 9,1cm, width 3,5cm, thickness 1,2cm. Formerly
collection of Huntingdon Literary and Scientific Institute. E) Flake of brown
flint. Length 7,5cm, width 4,0cm, thickness1,1cm. Marked '196'.F) Long
blade of brown flint. Length 7,0cm, width 3,4cm, thickness1,4cm. G) Large
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flake of grey flint, retouched round one end. Length 10,8cm, width 8,0cm.
Marked '280'. H) Flake tool of brown flint. Length 8,2cm, width 6,0cm,
thickness 1,8cm. Marked '196'.
4 - listed as two retouched flakes & eight flakes; grid ref said to be TL
210690
4 and 5. Roe (1968) records this site as Brampton, although subsequent
records in Wymer (1996) locate it in the neighbouring village of Buckden.
[2]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

165

Asset name

Romano-British field systems, A14
improvements, Buckden

Grid reference

TL 20556 68755

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20052

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An archaeological evaluation was undertaken along the corridor for a
proposed rerouting and widening of the A14 road between Ellington and
Fen Ditton. The investigation identified 20 individual sites spanning from
the Late Neolithic to Anglo-Saxon periods. The two shallow linear features,
aligned on a north-south and east-west alignment, identified within the
eastern section of area M1 potentially represent a periphery of the
Romano-British settlement core and agricultural system previously
identified immediately to the west. Despite the apparent outlying nature of
these ditches, they correspond in both alignment and morphology with the
Romano-British field systems identified within the majority of Area B1 to the
west (see MCB20046) and further Romano-British enclosures recorded
directly to the northwest in 2006 (see MCB17492). [1]
Fragmentary slightly sinuous ditches indicate the presence of likely buried
archaeological features on this site as opposed to evidence for natural frost
cracks in the substrate, which also cause crop marks. [2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Air Photo Services 2014, AP9

Asset number

166

Asset name

Mesolithic flint implements, Buckden
gravel pits

Grid reference

TL 20400 68600

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366376

HER reference

02530

Designation

None

Value

Medium

Description

Mesolithic flints including seven cores, three awls, four microliths and 71
blades and flakes were found at Buckden Gravel Pits.
TL 204686. Mesolithic flints found at Buckden Gravel Pits, including seven
cores, three awls, four microliths and 71 blades and flakes. The finds are
now in St. Ives Museum. (No gravel pits shown on OS 6" 1958 at quoted
grid reference. Possibly refers to the 'Old Gravel Pit' shown at TL 211687).
(1) [1]
1. Mesolithic flints found at Buckden Gravel Pits, including seven cores,
three awls, four microliths and 71 blades and flakes. The finds are now in
the St Ives Museum. (No gravel pits shown on R2 at quoted grid reference.
Possibly refers to the 'Old Gravel Pit' shown at TL/211-/687-).See also RN
02531 - Mesolithic, Neo / BA flints, RN 02531a - Mesolithic flints. [2]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

167

Asset name

Artefact scatter, Buckden

Grid reference

TL 20364 68896

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB18426

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. & 2. Preliminary fieldwalking of the proposed route of the A14 revealed a
number of artefact scatters. A flint and pottery scatter including abraded
Roman pottery sherds and Early Bronze Age flint was recorded 150m east
of the B1514, Buckden. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

168

Asset name

Romano-British field systems,
Brampton Road, Buckden

Grid reference

TL2032068920

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB17492

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An evaluation revealed evidence for Romano-British activity at the site,
spanning the 1st - 3rd/4th centuries AD. The majority of the remains
comprised a system of ditches, including a possible stock enclosure, set
within a larger field boundary system. A potential stock drove-way was also
identified, in addition to a large pond which may have served as a watering
hole for animals. Palaeoenvironmental evidence suggests that this was a
grass pasture environment, supporting the interpretation that animal
husbandry, rather than arable production, was the dominant activity at the
site. The pottery was dominated by local course wares, and the domestic
nature of the assemblage suggests settlement in the vicinity of the site.
2. Further Romano-British enclosures were recorded directly to the
southeast in 2009 (see MCB20052). [1]
Fragmentary slightly sinuous ditches indicate the presence of likely buried
archaeological features on this site as opposed to evidence for natural frost
cracks in the substrate, which also cause crop marks. [2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Air Photo Services 2014, AP9
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Asset number

169

Asset name

Royal Observer Corps Post,
Buckden

Grid reference

TL 19969 68588

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1412376

HER reference

MCB16436

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

The site of a Royal Observer Corps monitoring post. The site is located
(with all the surface features intact) in a compound on the north side of a
track to Redlands Aggregates, 150 yards south of Brampton Road (A141).
Easily visible from the southbound A1. The site was built as part of an
extensive network of posts designed to confirm and report hostile aircraft
and nuclear attacks on the United Kingdom. At the time of the Defence of
Britain survey (1995-2002) the site was found to remain in a fair condition.
The site was opened during August 1968 and closed in October 1968. [1]
1. Royal Observer Corps post extant.
2. Opened in August 1968 and closed in October 1968, this post is located
in a compound on the north side of a track to Redlands Aggregates, 150
yards south of the Brampton Road (A141). A site visit in 1997 reported that
the post was open, and that all surface features remained intact. Internally
there remained an unusual triple bunk and part of the post battery. The
post has since been welded shut. An Orlit B in good condition was
observed to stand within the compound.
3. This site was recorded by north. Catford M. Storey for the Defence of
Britain project. The archive includes location plans and photographs. [2]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

171

Asset name

Gallows, Buckden

Grid reference

TL 19770 68610

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

363069

HER reference

00664

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Traditional site of gibbet
(TL 19776861) 'A' Site of a gibbet according to tradition where now stands
a small clump of trees just over the roadside ledge. (1)
Scrapbook of Rowley family, Priory Hill, St Neots 1850-1870, has a
watercolour of this crossroads showing a way post and at its foot three
short stumps (formerly five) driven through the bodies of murderers or
suicides buried here (TL 19786866)B. Modern road improvements have
completely destroyed this site. (2) [1]
R1, Site of a gibbet according to tradition where now stands a small clump
of trees just over the roadside ledge. O1, Scrapbook of Rowley family of
Priory Hill, St Neots 1850 - 1870, has a watercolour of this crossroads
showing a way post and at its foot three short stumps (formerly five) driven
through the bodies of murderers or suicides buried here. O2, Modern road
improvements have completely destroyed this site.

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

173

Asset name

Buckden Station (site of)

Grid reference

TL 20429 69035

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

497412

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Site of railway station on the Huntingdon and Kettering Railway, opened in
1866 and closed in 1959. [1]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

174

Asset name

Middle Iron Age to Romano-British
activity, Brampton

Grid reference

TL 20073 69150

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB18443

Value

Medium

EH reference

Low

Designation

None

Description

1. An assessment of aerial photographs examined a corridor of at least
200m each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. Linear
ditches, ring ditches and enclosures. Latter include small square examples
(TL 1978 6951, TL 1978 6968, TL 1980 6971) and a possible settlement
site with paddocks (TL 196 699).
2. & 3. Fluxgate gradiometer survey detected an array of ditches, most of
which appear to define enclosures. Amongst these is the northern extent of
a large enclosure, with a wide access along its northern boundary. This
feature appears to contain a smaller enclosure to the southeast and a
putative entrance. The survey also recorded a number of potential pits,
principally to the midwest of the field. A band of weak magnetic variation to
the immediate north of the large enclosure is almost certainly of natural
origin, possibly a palaeochannel.
4. Magnetometer surveys recorded ditched enclosures; a continuation of
the archaeological site previously surveyed to the west.
5. An archaeological evaluation was undertaken along the corridor for a
proposed rerouting and widening of the A14 road between Ellington and
Fen Ditton. The investigation identified 20 individual sites spanning from
the Late Neolithic to Anglo-Saxon periods. A total of 19 trenches were
excavated within Area B2 and a continuation of site 6 (see MCB20046) in
the form of Middle to Late Iron Age pits and ditches were recorded within
the western half of the site. In the eastern half of area B2, site 9 included
Romano- British enclosures, boundary ditches, a possible trackway and
quarrying. [1]
This site is likely to be an area of buried former settlement enclosures
around a central linear ditched track. It is cut by the centre line of the
proposed route and is likely to be more extensive than shown by the crop
marks which have so far been recorded on aerial photographs. [2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Air Photo Services 2014, AP11
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Asset number

175

Asset name

Milestone about one mile west of
Brampton

Grid reference

TL 20533 69217

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1330447

HER reference

MCB18026
DCB3331

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Medium

Description

TL 26 NW BRAMPTON BUCKDEN ROAD (North Side)
11/53 Milestone, about - 1 mile west of village
- II
Milestone, mid C18. Square with domed top. Painted white, with incised
lettering 'To London 62 miles'.
Listing NGR: TL2053969216 [1]
1. Extant limestone milestone on grass verge on Buckden Road, outside
entrance to landfill site. Legend reads TO / LONDON / 62 / MILES.
Benchmark on top barely visible. [2]

References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

176

Asset name

Middle to Late Iron Age activity,
Brampton

Grid reference

TL 19690 69415

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20046

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An archaeological evaluation was undertaken along the corridor for a
proposed rerouting and widening of the A14 road between Ellington and
Fen Ditton. The investigation identified 20 individual sites spanning from
the Late Neolithic to Anglo-Saxon periods. Area B1, site 6 was located at
the southernmost end of area B1 and contained a series of large, re-cut
ditches, enclosures and pits dated by small quantities of Middle Iron Age
pottery. A large pit and a series of smaller pits were excavated in trenches
50 and 51 that showed multiple layers of silting and gravel slumping
consistent with use as a well or watering hole. The quantity of pottery and a
worked bone object recovered from the fills of the large pit alongside the
small pits beside it suggest domestic activity nearby. Outlying linear
features on the same general alignment as those in site 6 were recorded
throughout the southern extent of the area B1 and the north-western corner
of area B2, across the current carriageway of the A1. Within site 6, the
cropmark feature suggested to be a square barrow (see PRN10066) was
also excavated. [1]
2. A large circular ditched enclosure is visible at this site as a crop marked
feature. There is evidence for a cut feature attached to the ditch on its east
side, and there are several outlying fragmentary ditches and possible frost
cracks. To the south of the enclosure, further ditches are visible as crop
marks and there is an area feature which is likely to be a former quarry. [2]
The site is likely to date to a pre-medieval period and to be more extensive
than shown by the presently available crop marked evidence. It continues
to the north where it is recorded as AP 02. [2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Air Photo Services 2014, AP1
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Asset number

177

Asset name

Square barrow, Brampton

Grid reference

TL 19800 69500

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

1443881

HER reference

10066

Designation

None

Value

Medium

Description

A possible square barrow west of the A1 was identified on air photographs.
On closer inspection of the photographs this identification seems unlikely
as the site is irregular in shape and is lacking a central pit. The site forms
part of a cluster of irregular square cropmarks and is therefore most likely
an enclosure.
Irregular square cropmark features are scattered in between ditches and
trackways and are probably enclosures part of a settlement. (1) [1]
1. Addition of further small square feature (? Are these square barrows)
lying south of those plotted from CUCAP APs. Sketched at 1:10000. (R
Palmer 04 July 1990).
2. Unlike most square barrows the form of this monument is irregular. It is
within a large complex of irregular square cropmarks which are likely
enclosures. It is therefore probable that the monument is another enclosure
not a barrow and is not recommended for scheduling as a square barrow.
3. An assessment of aerial photographs examined a corridor of at least
200m each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. Linear
ditches, ring ditches and enclosures. Latter include small square examples
(TL 1978 6951, TL 1978 6968,
TL 1980 6971) and a possible settlement site with paddocks (TL 196 699).
4. An archaeological evaluation was undertaken along the corridor for a
proposed rerouting and widening of the A14 road between Ellington and
Fen Ditton. The investigation identified 20 individual sites spanning from
the Late Neolithic to Anglo-Saxon periods. Within site 6 (see MCB20046,
Middle to Late Iron Age date), the cropmark feature suggested to be a
square barrow was also excavated. Trench 50 identified the location and
orientation of the feature, the eastern terminus and northwest facing
opening. With the exception of probably intrusive Middle Bronze Age
pottery and a small quantity of animal bone, it was devoid of material
culture. A definitive purpose for the enclosed area could not be determined.
[2]
5. A large circular ditched enclosure is visible at this site as a crop marked
feature. There is evidence for a cut feature attached to the ditch on its east
side, and there are several outlying fragmentary ditches and possible frost
cracks. To the south of the enclosure, further ditches are visible as crop
marks and there is an area feature which is likely to be a former quarry. [2]
The site is likely to date to a pre-medieval period and to be more extensive
than shown by the presently available crop marked evidence. It continues
to the north where it is recorded as AP 02. [3]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[3] Air Photo Services 2014, AP1
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Asset number

178

Asset name

Neolithic pit, Brampton

Grid reference

TL 19755 69531

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20043

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An archaeological evaluation was undertaken along the corridor for a
proposed rerouting and widening of the A14 road between Ellington and
Fen Ditton. The investigation identified 20 individual sites spanning from
the Late Neolithic to Anglo-Saxon periods. Area B1, site 7 was limited to
trench 50. Although the pit contained no pottery, it did contain a large
quantity of Early Neolithic flint. The flint, some of which appeared to be unworked nodules. All showed signs of in situ burning. Fragments of charred
hazelnut shell identified within the fill of the pit strongly suggest an
occupational site with localised flint working. Area B1, site 4 was also
Neolithic in date but 200m further to the north (see MCB19938). A strong
corpus of excavated Neolithic sites and findspots have been identified in
the vicinity of sites 4 and 7, placing these within a much wider landscape of
Neolithic activity. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

179

Asset name

Artefact scatter, Brampton

Grid reference

TL 19678 69598

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB18425

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. & 2. Preliminary fieldwalking of the proposed route of the A14 revealed a
number of artefact scatters. Site 1 (field 10) was situated on the Brampton
1st/2nd terrace gravels. Finds of both Neolithic flint and Saxon pottery were
made and provide valuable indicators of occupation sites. Roman pottery
finds were thought to be background noise from nearby enclosures
identified by aerial photographic assessment (see ECB4082) and
geophysical survey (see ECB4083). Medieval and post medieval pottery
and metalwork were thought to be indicative of agricultural practices and
wider landscape activity. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

180

Asset name

Cropmarks, Brampton

Grid reference

TL 20500 69600

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

04475

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Cropmarks, includes enclosures. Some destroyed by new housing.
Enclosures, linear features,or pit rows. (R Palmer, 01 September 1983)
2. An assessment of aerial photographs examined a corridor of at least
200m each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. Straight
linear ditches, possibly recent, and a group of small conjoined rectilinear
enclosures, now partly under housing. [1]
3. This site contains fragmentary but complex evidence for extensive likely
ditched enclosures, pits and tracks. It is likely to date to the prehistoric or
Romano British periods and be more extensive than shown on the aerial
photographs. [2]
6. An archaeological evaluation was undertaken along the line of the
proposed A14 improvements in 2014. The trenching recorded presence of
a multi-phase site including Iron Age/Romano-British/medieval field
systems comprising a series of linear ditches (Land Parcel 1131). Activity
to the south of Land Parcel 1131 also recorded evidence of domestic
occupation including a metal personal adornment.[3]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Air Photo Services 2014, AP12
[3] Wessex Archaeology 2014, Land Parcel 1131
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Asset number

181

Asset name

RAF Brampton

Grid reference

TL 20903 70035

Subtopic

Historic Buildings

EH reference

1550941

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Royal Air Force Brampton was established in 1942 in Brampton Park by
the United States Army Air Corps as the First Air Division Headquarters. In
September 1945 it moved to nearby Alconbury. In late spring 1945,
Headquarters Technical Training Command moved to Brampton from
Shinfield Park. The Grange (see record 542521) became the headquarters
and the personnel were billeted in the park. In 1955 RAF Brampton
became a permanent establishment and various facilities were built. From
1957, it became the home to various RAF Command and Group
Headquarters as well as two lodger units; the Central Reconnaissance
Establishment (CRE) and Joint Air Reconnaissance Intelligence Centre
(JARIC). In 1968 Flying Training Command and Technical Training
Command merged and Brampton became the new Headquarters Training
Command. That year the HQ Air Cadets moved to Brampton, occupying
the Grange until 1975. In 1977 Training Command and Support Command
combined to form Headquarters RAF Support Command.
In April 1994, Support Command became HQ Logistics Command (HQLC)
and in the mid-1990s the nearby RAF Wyton became part of Brampton,
forming RAF Brampton Wyton. In October 1999 Brampton was transferred
to the control of the Headquarters Personnel & Training Command
(HQPTC). RAF Henlow became part of RAF Brampton Wyton in 2001,
along with RAF Stanbridge. This created the largest RAF station
(geographically and personnel) in the RAF. From 2007, after the merge of
the various Commands into HQ Air Command, RAF Brampton was used to
provide accommodation and support facilities to various lodger units
including the Joint Air Reconnaissance Intelligence Centre (JARIC), as well
as the Defence Security Standards Organisation and regional offices for
Defence Estates and the RAF Infrastructure Branch. In 2013 RAF
Brampton is to be closed and its facilities and roles transferred to other
RAF stations.

Low

The First Air Division HQ was established at the Grange Hotel in June
1942 under the command of Colonel Claude E Duncan and on 19 August,
Brampton officially became the First Bomb Wing Headquarters. In
September 1945 the First Air Division HQ moved from Brampton to
Alconbury. In 1955 Royal Air Force Brampton became a permanent
establishment and a building programme began and was completed in
1957. Two lodger units were based here; the Central Reconnaissance
Establishment (CRE) (disbanded 1970), and the Joint Air Reconnaissance
Intelligence Centre (JARIC) (present until 2012). Brampton became the
home to the HQ of a number of Royal Air Force Command and Group
Headquarters. In 1968 Flying Training Command and Technical Training
Command merged becoming HQ Training Command and based at
Brampton. In October 1968 the HQ Air Cadets moved to Brampton and
stayed until 1975. On 23/24 October 1985 the HQ building was destroyed
by fire. It was rebuilt and opened again in 1988. In 1994 Royal Air Force
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Wyton became part of Brampton. (1)
In late spring 1945, Headquarters Technical Training Command moved to
Brampton from Shinfield Park. The Grange building became the HQ and
the personnel were billeted in the park. On 1 June 1968, Flying Training
and Technical Training Commands were merged and Brampton Park
became the new Headquarters Training Command. In 1977 Training
Command and Support Command combined to form Headquarters RAF
Support Command. Headquarters Royal Air Force Support Command was
disbanded in April 1994, and replaced with the Headquarters Personnel
and Training Command at RAF Brampton. (2)
RAF Stations Brampton, Wyton and Henlow originally had separate
identities, however, Brampton and Wyton were merged in the mid-1990’s,
and Henlow joined in 2001 (bringing with it RAF Stanbridge). This created
the largest RAF station in terms of both geography and number of
personnel in the RAF. The main role of the Station is to provide support
and accommodation for its various Lodger Units. Brampton is home to the
Joint Air Reconnaissance Intelligence Centre (JARIC), the Defence
Security Standards Organisation and regional offices for Defence Estates
and the RAF Infrastructure Branch. Operations at RAF Brampton will cease
in late 2012. (3)
RAF Brampton covers about 32 hectares and is centred on the 19th century
Brampton Park house and occupies part of its former park. About another
17 hectares is devoted by service housing. Topographically, it is sited on
the flood plain of the river Great Ouse, which lies about 1km to its east. The
northern boundary of the site is formed by an unnamed stream that flows
eastwards into the river Great Ouse, and to its north is another small
tributary. The land between these streams is under arable cultivation and
serves to separate the base from the modern village of Brampton. The
floodplain of the river Great Ouse has been extensively quarried for its
gravel deposits leaving a landscape of manmade ponds and reclaimed
land.
Evidence for prehistoric settlement in the area includes cropmark traces of
enclosures in the arable land immediately to the north-west of the site. To
the north of the site the curving road pattern, formed of High Street,
Brampton and Park Road may be indicative of the former extent of the
medieval park. Within this area historic air photography (Google Earth 1945
accessed 02 February 2012) shows traces of ridge and furrow cultivation
that has subsequently been enclosed. To the west of the possible park is a
curious area of small enclosed fields, which also appear to contain traces
of ridge and furrow cultivation. The historic village of Brampton appears to
have been a linear village oriented roughly north to south along Buckden
Road and Church Road, a spur of the Great North Road, now the B1514.
On its east side is the church of St Mary, which is mentioned in the
Domesday (1086), although most of the present church is 13th century. The
settlement may have then expanded westwards along the suggested
northern line of a former park along a road now known as High Street.
Subsequent to 1945, Brampton has grown rapidly with new estates to
either side of High Street and to the west. Since the middle ages Brampton
Park has been a private estate and as suggested roads may have followed
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its boundary. By the late 19th century the main approach to Brampton Park
house was from the east from Buckden Road past a rustic style gatehouse
(1164841). The main approach to the house then doglegged northwards
and then westwards along what is North Road for about 470m before
turning southwards towards the house. From the gate lodge a second drive
turned northwards and then westwards for about 690m on what is now
Central Avenue. This drive parallel to the house formed the main
articulation of the gardens in the 19th century. In front, and to the south, of
the house was a formal rectangular garden. Its south wall, including its
central steps survives in part as the current car park boundary. Access to
the estate’s home farm, Park Farm, was from the west along Park Road.
Brompton Park, the officers’ mess is two-storey brick built structure in red
and buff-coloured bricks reflecting different building phases. It has steep
gables and is decorated with Tudor-style chimneys and its pitched roof is
concealed behind a castellated parapet. To the west of the house is a
relatively unaltered 1820s double-storey coach house built from buffcoloured bricks. To its northwest was the walled garden, now occupied by
accommodation blocks. The eastern section of the wall immediately north
of the coach house to the modern opening is constructed from long dark
red bricks and may represent a survival from one of the post medieval
gardens. The base may be split into a number of broad character areas. To
the south and along the western perimeter are service housing estates.
Additional accommodation is provided by at least nine barrack blocks to the
southwest of the main gate and two further blocks to the northeast of
Brampton Park house. The technical buildings include a large complex to
the west of the southern housing. The amount of roof mounted air
conditioning plant on this complex suggests it may have housed the 1950s
Central Reconnaissance Establishment. Part of this building had been
demolished by 2005 (Google Earth accessed 02 February 2012). Post-war,
the articulation provided by Central Avenue has continued to shape the
form of the establishment with building laid parallel or perpendicular to its
line. The northern technical area includes a multi-story office block; built
during the late 1980s, single storey office units, a motor transport depot,
and stores buildings. Brampton Park house (NHLE 1130219) is in use as
the officers’ mess and the adjacent coach house (NHLE 1317555) has
been used as a store and club rooms. The parkland, campus-like, quality of
the establishment has also been maintained with grassed areas, retained
parkland trees and modern planting. The open aspect of the site is
reinforced by a large area of playing fields and tennis courts, and large
areas devoted to car parks. Along its northern boundary a dense belt of
trees, including many former parkland specimens, effectively hides the site
from Brampton village and similarly along Buckden Road the base is
shielded from view by another tree belt. Elsewhere rows of trees are used
to provide privacy and a wind shelter from the surrounding farmland.
Architecturally the base has respected its inherited parkland aspect and
few buildings rise above the tree line. Most of the buildings on the site are
single or double storey structures. Some of the 1950s stores to the
northeast are prefabricated structures rendered in pinkish concrete blocks
and others prefabricated structures probably date to the 1960s. Building
36, Barratt, is a double-storey barrack block, built in a utilitarian style with
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cement rendered walls with strong horizontal window banding decorated
with corrugated asbestos sheeting. More recent buildings are double storey
brick-built buildings with pitched roofs. The village of Brampton lies about 3
km to the west of Huntingdon. RAF Brampton is to the southwest of the
village and occupies an area historically known as Brampton Park, which
covered about 37 hectares. The history of the house, and probably the park
may be traced back to the 12th century, although a house was described as
ruinous by 1328. By the mid-16th century this had been rebuilt as a ‘fair
brick’ house and this survived until about 1666, when it was probably
incorporated into a house built by Sir John Bernard (Page et al 1926, 1216). In 1820, this house was rebuilt by Lady Olivia Bernard Sparrow to a
design by Thomas Stedman Whitwell, and was later altered by John
Buonarotti Papworth in 1825. Lady Olivia lived there until her death in 1863
and in 1889 it entered institutional hands as a place for the treatment of
stammering. In 1907, a serious fire destroyed the eastern section of the
house and only about one third of the original building survives. The
present house is Grade II listed, along with the adjacent coach house, and
a gate house.
During the First World War, the house and its grounds were acquired by
the government and used to house German prisoners of war. Interwar
Ordnance Survey mapping shows an irregular pattern of hutting in the
parkland, with larger blocks that may represent communal facilities.
Subsequently, in 1930 it passed to a relative of the Manchester family, Lord
Mandeville, who in turn leased it to Mr Walton in 1937. Around the outbreak
of the Second World War the house became Sun Babies Nursery housing
about 100 babies evacuated from London.
In 1942, with the arrival of the United States Army Air Corps in Britain the
Grange Hotel, Brampton, was requisitioned as the headquarters of the First
Air Division and Brampton Park became the headquarters of the First
Bomb Wing. These functions came to an end in early 1946. The immediate
post-war history of the park is unknown, but by 1955 the decision was
taken to convert Brampton into a permanent RAF establishment. In 1957,
the site was occupied by the Central Reconnaissance Establishment
(CRE), and the Joint Air Reconnaissance Intelligence Centre (JARIC). This
decision may have in part been informed by the presence of the V-force
reconnaissance squadron at nearby RAF Wyton. To its north RAF
Alconbury was the main United States Air Force photographic
reconnaissance base in the United Kingdom from the early 1960s to the
1990s. It is not known if there was any relationship between these bases.
In 1968, the newly merged Flying Training Command and Technical
Training Command were formed into the HQ Training Command in a new
building. In the same year, HQ Air Cadets also moved onto the site. The
CRE was disbanded in 1970. More recently in 1994, Support Command
became HQ Logistics Command had at the same time RAF Wyton ceased
to be an independent command and merged with Brampton. In 1999, HQ
Logistics Command was disbanded and became part of the Defence
Logistics Organisation. The station then passed to Headquarters Personnel
and Training Command, which later in 2007 merged with Strike Command
to form HQ Air Command. At the same time, Defence Logistics
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Organisation was merged with the Defence Procurement Agency to form
Defence Equipment and Support. (4)
Additional reference (5)
The RAF Brampton No.1 Officers Mess is a Listed. For the designation
record of this site please see The National Heritage List for England. (6-7)
The National Grid Reference for the site is: TL2082070154 (8) [1]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

182

Asset name

Saxon settlement activity, Brampton

Grid reference

TL 19618 69685

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20045

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An archaeological evaluation was undertaken along the corridor for a
proposed rerouting and widening of the A14 road between Ellington and
Fen Ditton. The investigation identified 20 individual sites spanning from
the Late Neolithic to Anglo-Saxon periods. Two distinct areas of Saxon
activity were identified within area B1; the northernmost, site 5 revealed
sunken floored buildings. Some of these features were not excavated. The
number of these features suggests a robust settlement of at least six
grubenhauser, at the base of the slope of the hill to the north. These
excavated features contained Saxon pottery suggestive of an early Saxon
date, all of which were hand-made vessels and nearly all of hard, reduced
fabric containing igneous grits of feldspar and small particles of shiny mica.
The bulk of the sherds were found in the sunken feature grubenhaus. At
least three vessels were represented by 38 pieces, one large; with a likely
complete profile when reconstructed. One large vessel when reconstructed
showed a slightly everted rim and saggy base. Other sherds displayed
stamped decoration and a base exhibited some vegetable tempering. [1]
2. Further archaeological evaluation in 2014 undertaken along the footprint
of the proposed scheme identified an extension of the previously recorded
Saxon activity, including two sherds of pottery in a pit fill. [2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Wessex Archaeology 2014, Land Parcel 1132
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Asset number

183

Asset name

Neolithic pits, Brampton

Grid reference

TL 19589 69715

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB19938

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An archaeological evaluation was undertaken along the corridor for a
proposed rerouting and widening of the A14 road between Ellington and
Fen Ditton. The investigation identified 20 individual sites spanning from
the Late Neolithic to Anglo-Saxon periods. Area B1, site 4 was limited to
trenches 42 and 42A and comprised a small pit and a possible pit of tree
throw, both of which contained Neolithic pottery and blade-like flints. Area
B1, site 7 was also Neolithic in date but 200m further to the south (see
MCB20043). A strong corpus of excavated Neolithic sites and findspots
has been identified in the vicinity of sites 4 and 7, placing these within a
much wider landscape of Neolithic activity. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

184

Asset name

Cropmarks, Brampton

Grid reference

TL 19720 69750

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

363127

HER reference

05765

Designation

None

Value

Medium

Description

Cropmark of ring ditch TL 1988698 Large circular cropmark revealed by
new aerial photograph in field beside A1 road near junction of road to
Grafham (1)
Indication of two cropmarks on APs. (2)
Nothing of archaeological interest seen at this site which is at present
under plough. (3)
The cropmark of a ring-ditch, 35.0m in diameter, is visible at TL 19726975
on OS air photograph taken June 1968 (authority 2), but it does not show
on OS air photograph 75/015/004 taken April 1975. The other marks at TL
19706965 are the result of surface quarrying. There is no surface evidence
of the ring ditch; the site falls in a level arable field bounded on the south.
by a stream. The Tithe Map and Enclosure Award were not available at the
County Record Office. (4) [1]
1. Large circular cropmark revealed by new aerial photograph in field
beside A1 road near junction of road to Grafham (1).
Indication of two cropmarks on APs (R2).
2. Nothing of archaeological interest seen at this site which is at present
under plough.
3. The cropmark of a ring ditch, 35m in diameter, is visible on OSAP taken
June 1968 (R2), but it does not show on OS AP 75/015/004 taken April
1975. The other marks at TL/1970/6965 are the result of surface quarrying.
There is no surface evidence of the ring ditch; the site falls in a level arable
field bounded on the south by a stream. Ring ditch, enclosures and linear
ditches (including "track"). (R Palmer, 19 July 1983).
4. An assessment of aerial photographs examined a corridor of at least
200m each side of proposed routes of 30km of A14 improvements. Linear
ditches, ring ditches and enclosures. Latter include small square examples
(TL 1978 6951, TL 1978 6968, TL 1980 6971) and a possible settlement
site with paddocks (TL 196 699). [2]
5. A large circular ditched enclosure is visible at this site as a crop marked
feature. There is evidence for a cut feature attached to the ditch on its east
side, and there are several outlying fragmentary ditches and possible frost
cracks. To the south of the enclosure, further ditches are visible as crop
marks and there is an area feature which is likely to be a former quarry. [2]
The site is likely to date to a pre-medieval period and to be more extensive
than shown by the presently available crop marked evidence. It continues
to the north where it is recorded as AP 02. [3]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[3] Air Photo Services 2014, AP1
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Asset number

185

Asset name

Late Iron Age to Romano-British
settlement activity, Brampton

Grid reference

TL 19557 69852

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20033

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An archaeological evaluation was undertaken along the corridor for a
proposed rerouting and widening of the A14 road between Ellington and
Fen Ditton. The investigation identified 20 individual sites spanning from
the Late Neolithic to Anglo-Saxon periods. Area B1, site 3 was located 200
west-south-west of Grafham Road Cottages. Three distinct phases of Late
Iron Age to Romano- British date were recorded. Rectilinear ditches of
early Roman date (69-96 AD) appear to have been replaced by earlier (1st2nd century) and then later (2nd-4th century) settlement activity. Trenches
40A and 41 contained a thick charcoal and wood deposit sealed by
compacted heat-affected cobbles, suggesting the onsite drying of
agricultural produce or ‘corn dryer’. A grave was located immediately north
of the identified northern limit of the later Romano- British activity. The
preserved skeleton was extended, on its back with the head towards the
south and left in situ. No material culture was identified in the grave
although it was thought to be associated with the 1st-2nd century
enclosures. Site 3 shows localised transformation of activity away from the
later Iron Age site (site 2) to the north (see MCB20042). [1]
2. Geophysical survey was undertaken in 2009 to examine the proposed
gravel extraction site at Brampton Lodge; this covers the area identified as
Borrow Pit 1. Further evidence of features identified as crop marks was
recorded. [2]
3. Archaeological trial trenching in 2014 identified further evidence of
settlement activity dating to the Romano-British period including ditches,
pits, postholes and a Romano-British pottery kiln. Re-deposited Neolithic
flintwork was also recovered from a ditch. [3]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Bartlett 2009
[3] Wessex Archaeology 2014a, Land Parcel 1136
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Asset number

186

Asset name

Brampton Park

Grid reference

TL 20816 70329

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB15297

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Brampton Park can be traced back to the 12th century and was held in
socage of the King until at least the end of the 14th century. In 1596 the
estate became known as Gerad's Manor or Foster's Manor. The estate was
sold to William Throckmorton (MP for Huntingdon 1554) in 1550. The park
covers 100 acres to the south-west of the village.
2. Victoria County History (VCH) claims that this park dates from the
thirteenth century, however, there is no reference dating prior to 1772, and
the park is not shown on a map of 1768 or referred to in terriers of the 17th
and early 18th centuries. The form of the park also suggests a postenclosure date. The park occupies a position close to the village and by
1820 contained a large house which is not present on the 1772 map.
Unfortunately little is known of the origin of the house and despite
suggestions by the VCH that the house built in 1820 was on the site of an
earlier dwelling, neither maps nor terriers support this claim.
3. The grounds now cover 40 acres. An estate map of 1824 shows
proposals for a canal to the north of the house with a suspension bridge
and statue at the far west end. Along the northern edge, cabinets were
made in the shrubberies, some housing statues. There is a large walled
garden to the west of the house. In 1834 the plans were changed and the
canal omitted, proposing instead a grand drive through the park with formal
flower beds and extensive lawns. The site is now RAF Brampton, with
numerous military buildings in the grounds. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

187

Asset name

Neolithic polished axes, Brampton

Grid reference

TL 20000 70000

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

02548

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Two Neo polished axes, in Cambridge Museum. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

188

Asset name

Icehouse, Brampton Park

Grid reference

TL 20502 70082

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB18556

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

st

Description

1. An icehouse is depicted on 1 edition 25 inch Ordance Survey maps. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

189

Asset name

Dovecote mound, Brampton

Grid reference

TL 20500 70100

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

02731

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Dovecote mound. To the immediate north of the icehouse. Dimensions:diameter 3m, height 1m. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

190

Asset name

Late Iron Age ditches, Brampton

Grid reference

TL 19495 70269

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20042

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An archaeological evaluation was undertaken along the corridor for a
proposed rerouting and widening of the A14 road between Ellington and
Fen Ditton. The investigation identified 20 individual sites spanning from
the Late Neolithic to Anglo-Saxon periods. Area B1, site 2 was located at
the northernmost tip of area B1. Two ditch features were excavated that
contained fragments of Late Iron Age pottery. The site appears to
represent the northern periphery of settlement activity during this period of
the larger complex of settlement activity to the south. [1]
2. This site is likely to be a continuation of the buried features visible at AP
01 to the immediate south. It contains a slightly irregularly shaped ditched
enclosure and several fragmentary ditches and pits which likely date to a
pre medieval or prehistoric period, at TL 195 698. In the north of the site, a
further complex of fragmentary ditches and likely enclosures is visible as
crop marks at TL 192 706. The site also contains a former embanked
feature with a slight central ditch, similar to that visible at AP 06 to the
immediate west. The sub surface deposits in this area are likely to be much
more extensive than shown by the crop marks visible on aerial
photographs. [2]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] Air Photo Services 2014, AP2

Asset number

191

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Brampton

Grid reference

TL 19450 70300

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

11611

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Considerable extent (more than 0.4 sq km) of west-south-west to eastnorth-east aligned ridge and furrow, with possible headland aligned northnorth-west to south-south-west in south half. Sketch plotted on to 1:10,000
overlays (inc TL 16 NE). (BRC--/08/1994). [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

192

Asset name

Cropmark remains of irregular
enclosure of uncertain date

Grid reference

TL 19900 70510

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

1499755

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

1. The cropmark remains of an irregular enclosure of uncertain date was
seen centred at TL 1990 7051 on aerial photographs taken in July 2006 as
part of the English Heritage Reconnaissance Recording programme. The
enclosure is ditch-defined and measures approximately 40m across.(1) [1]

Medium

2. Archaeological trial trenching was undertaken in 2014 in the adjacent
area on the opposite side of the existing A1. The results of the work
identified the possible extension of the enclosures identified as cropmarks.
Eight ditches were sample-excavated indicating multiple phases of activity.
[2]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Wessex Archaeology 2014a, Land Parcel 1137
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Asset number

193

Asset name

Cropmark ditch system, Grove Farm,
Brampton

Grid reference

TL 19291 70688

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

1499828

HER reference

00820

Designation

None

Value

Medium

Description

1. Cropmarks of possible curvilinear enclosures and ditches, possibly part
of a Later Prehistoric settlement, visible on aerial photographs extending in
a narrow strip a single modern field. Traces of Medieval/Post Medieval
ridge and furrow cultivation can also be seen as stripes within this narrow
strip of linear features. The photographs indicate that only a small part of a
much more extensive site can be seen, possibly due to underlying
geological conditions and drainage affecting the formation of the cropmark.
Cropmarks of fragments of curvilinear enclosures and ditches, possibly part
of a Later Prehistoric settlement were seen on aerial photographs taken by
English Heritage in July 2006. The features were centred at TL 1941 7066
and extending in a narrow strip aligned north-west to south-east across a
single modern field. Traces of Medieval/Post Medieval ridge and furrow
cultivation can also be seen as stripes within this narrow strip of linear
features. The photographs indicate that only a small part of a much more
extensive site can be seen, possibly due to underlying geological
conditions and drainage affecting the formation of the cropmark. (1) [1]
Cropmarks
2. Complex ditch system (R Palmer, 21/06/1983). [2]
3. Geophysical survey was undertaken in 2009 to examine the proposed
gravel extraction site at Brampton Lodge; this covers the area identified as
Borrow Pit 1. Further evidence of features identified as crop marks was
recorded. [3]
4. This site is typical of the larger and more complex groups of
agglomerated enclosure which are highly likely to have been used over
multiple prehistoric periods, and are visible as crop marks on clay soils in
Cambridgeshire. It contains fragmentary sub rectangular ditched
enclosures pits and tracks and continues to the north and west as AP 05.
[4]
5. Archaeological trial trenching was undertaken in 2014 along sections of
the proposed route of the scheme. Archaeological trenching in this area
identified a concentration of undated ditches and postholes. The features
were located in the northern area of Land Parcel 1136.[5]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[2] English Heritage Archive
[3] Bartlett 2009
[4] Air Photo Services 2014, AP2
[5] Wessex Archaeology 2014a, Land Parcel 1136
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Asset number

195

Asset name

Houghton deserted medieval village

Grid reference

TL 19000 71000

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

11422

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Site of the deserted village of Houghton.
2. The enclosure map shows various fields called Houghton Close,
Houghton Ploughed Close, Houghton Corner and Great Houghton Close
which must identify the location of a tiny hamlet. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

196

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Brampton

Grid reference

TL 19700 71200

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

11610

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. –north-south aligned ridge and furrow as faint cropmarks with headland
to south. Sketch plotted on to 1:10,000 overlay in pencil. (BRC -- August
1994). [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

197

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Brampton

Grid reference

TL 19400 71250

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

11612

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Cropmarks of WSW - ENE aligned ridge and furrow with possible –northsouth headland on track. Sketch plotted on to 1:10,000 overlay in pencil.
(BRC – August 1994). [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

198

Asset name

Enclosure and ditch cropmarks,
Brampton Hotel

Grid reference

TL 19795 71467

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

363727

HER reference

08360

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Cropmarks - enclosures
TL 197715. Cropmarks of enclosures. (1)
(TL 199716) Cropmarks of enclosures and pits. (2)
Site under pasture; nothing of archaeological interest seen during
investigation. The quoted AP is not available in department of Aerial
Photography, Cambridge. (3)
Riley (4) refers to a settlement site with many enclosures at Brampton,
north of Grove Farm (his site 8). He also adds that site 8 includes both
round and rectangular enclosures. He provides no NGR and his location
map is far from ideal. However, it clearly locates site 8 east of the A1,
whereas the NGR provided by RCHME (5) would place it to the west of the
road. The combined evidence of APs (refs 1 & 2) plus Riley's map would
suggest that the RCHME NGR is incorrect. This has further implications for
cropmark site TL 17 SE 19, recorded by the OS Archaeology Division at
that incorrect NGR. See the record for that site for further details. (4-6) [1]
1. Enclosures linked by linear ditches- type of dispersed complex (R
Palmer 21 July 1983).
2. Cropmarks of enclosures and pits.
Site under pasture; nothing of archaeological interest seen during
investigation. [2]
The majority of the visible components of this site lie outside the study
area, but traces of ditches are visible within the area to the east of the
modern road. It is likely to be a focus of former – probably prehistoric or
Romano-British – settlement and to be more complex than evidenced by
the crop marks within the study area. [3]
3. Archaeological trial trenching in 2014 identified a number of undated pits
and ditches that have been interpreted as possible settlement activity. [4]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[3] Air Photo Services 2014, AP8
[4] Wessex Archaeology 2014a, Land Parcel 1140
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Asset number

199

Asset name

Cropmark remains of a probable
Later Prehistoric settlement

Grid reference

TL 19210 71310

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

1499814

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Cropmark remains of a probable Later Prehistoric settlement made up of at
least three complex and sub-divided curvililinear enclosures and linear
boundary ditches. These features were seen on aerial photographs.
The cropmark traces of a probable Later Prehistoric settlement centred at
approximately TL 1921 7131 within a large modern field immediately to the
west of the course of the A1. The site comprises a number of complex
curvilinear enclosures and associated linear boundary ditches. All the
enclosures are ditch-defined and sub-divided. At TL 1919 7137 in the
north-western corner of the field is a very complex site comprising of an
inner sub rectangular enclosure which is open to the south-west and
attached to a linear ditch which extends north-west and south-east. The
enclosure is surrounded on three sides (north-west, north-east & southeast) by a second concentric ditch. The space between is sub-divided into
a number of small square enclosures forming a layer of enclosures around
the central one. Outside these is a similar arrangement of larger subrectanglular enclosures which effectively form a second layer of enclosure
outside the first. Immediately to the south of this complex at TL 1922 7129
is a large sub-divided curvilinear enclosure, and south of this at TL 1926
7122 is a third curvilinear enclosure which may have traces of outer
enclosures forming a layer to the east similar to that seen in the enclosures
to the north. Traces of several linear boundaries extend through and divide
the site. These are probably contemporary boundaries which can be seen
extending into the adjacent field to the south where traces of further
enclosures can be seen as cropmarks at approximately TL 1938 7103.

Medium

These features were seen as cropmarks and photographed in 1991. More
recent photography by English Heritage in July 2006 has revealed clearer
cropmarks traces of the enclosures amongst the background of geological
features. This site may in fact be that referred to in AMIE record TL17SE
19 (UID 366747), which was based on a site description from an unseen D
Riley photograph and dubious grid reference. (1-2) [1]
This site is typical of the larger and more complex groups of agglomerated
enclosure which are highly likely to have been used over multiple
prehistoric periods, and are visible as crop marks on clay soils in
Cambridgeshire. It contains fragmentary sub rectangular ditched
enclosures pits and tracks and continues to the north and west as AP 05.
[2]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Air Photo Services 2014, AP4
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Asset number

200

Asset name

Enclosures and stockade cropmarks,
Brampton

Grid reference

TL 19281 71468

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

363747

HER reference

07608

Designation

None

Value

Medium

Description

Cropmark site - duplicate of TL 17 SE 11
TL 193715 Crop marks of many enclosures; big stockades indicated now
by lines of large postholes. (1, 2)
Nothing visible of RAF air photographs. (3)
The crop marks of many enclosures referred to by Riley and RCHME are in
fact at TL 197715 and have been recorded as TL 17 SE 11. See that
record for a more detailed explanation of the enclosure sites and the missiting error. The `big stockades, indicated now by lines of large post-holes'
referred to by Riley have no connection with the `many enclosures'. Riley
clearly sites the stockades `SW of Brampton' but gives no further location
details, whereas the enclosures are north-north-west of Brampton. This
would explain, no doubt, why nothing was visible on the APs for the area
around TL 193715. (4) [1]
5. Cropmarks of many enclosures, big stockades indicated now by lines of
large postholes. Nothing visible on RAF APs. (Not on AP overlay - R
Desmond 1985).
6. Prior to the implementation of the A14 improvement Scheme, a series of
features were identified along the route using a gradiometer survey. At this
location the north-east corner of an enclosure complex. [2]
This site is a complex group of sub rectangular and curvilinear ditched
enclosures, pits and tracks. There is evidence for re-cutting and multi
period occupation as some of the features under or overlie each other. The
enclosures also show evidence for interior cut features and areas of dense
small features which indicate pits and occupation traces. They are likely to
date the Romano-British or Iron Age periods, and to be more extensive
both vertically and horizontally than is evidenced by the crop marks which
have so far been recorded from the air. [3]
7. Archaeological trial trenching undertaken to inform the Environmental
Statement identified a number of undated features including eight ditches,
a ring ditch, a pit and three postholes. [4]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[3] Air Photo Services 2014, AP5
[4] Wessex Archaeology 2014a, Land Parcel 1139
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Asset number

201

Asset name

Palaeochannel and Middle Iron Age
ditch, Brampton

Grid reference

TL 19216 71560

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB20041

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An archaeological evaluation was undertaken along the corridor for a
proposed rerouting and widening of the A14 road between Ellington and
Fen Ditton. The investigation identified 20 individual sites spanning from
the Late Neolithic to Anglo-Saxon periods. Site A (TL 1921 7156), recorded
the presence of a palaeochannel and a Middle Iron Age ditch feature cut
along one edge. The ditch feature contained nine fragments of Middle Iron
Age pottery and 16 fragments of animal bone. A single blade-like flake of
probable Neolithic date was retrieved from the palaeochannel. The site
appears to represent the northern periphery of a larger complex of
settlement activity to the south containing several circular and rectilinear
enclosures (see PRN 07608). [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

202

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Brampton

Grid reference

TL 19700 71600

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

02059

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

O1, Well-defined ridge and furrow. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

205

Asset name

Pillbox, Brampton Hut

Grid reference

TL 19453 71852

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

CB15210

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Unknown type, destroyed. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

206

Asset name

Undated ditches and pits at
Brampton Hut

Grid reference

TL 19303 71906

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB19582

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An archaeological trial trench evaluation consisting of four trenches
revealing several undated ditches and pits containing no finds. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

207

Asset name

Undated features at Brampton Hut,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 19301 71927

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB19808

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An archaeological trial trench evaluation consisting of four trenches
revealing several undated ditches and pits containing no finds. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

208

Asset name

Ridge and furrow/pond, Brampton

Grid reference

TL 19250 71950

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

11652

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. –north-south ridge and furrow survives to c 0,60m. The new A604 cuts
through the centre of the site, which now lies north and south of the road.
Both fields are covered with scrub, the one to the south suffering from
some fly dumping and dumping of grubbed out hedges. Wood shed in
south-west corner. The field to the west may contain ridge and furrow and
a pond. However the site was extremely overgrown and access nearly
impossible. The ridge and furrow is worth preservation. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

209

Asset name

Weybridge Forest / Weybridge Park

Grid reference

TL 18068 73157

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

00774

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Weybridge Forest was a royal forest and extended into Alconbury,
Brampton and Ellington. It was in existence by 1086 when one hide of land
in Ellington was waste because of it. The boundaries of the 'hays' of
Weybridge and Harthay, both already afforested, were perambulated in
1154, 1225 and 1301. The forest must have diminished considerably in
area by the 16th century, and it passed out of the hands of the crown in the
17th century. It then became known as Weybridge Park. By 1913 only
Weybridge Farm (TL/181-/730-) and Weybridge Lodge Farm (TL/174-/733) remained of the park. Other significant names are Redwood Lodge
(TL/170-/703-), Low Harthay (TL/178-/714-), High Harthay (TL/182-/711-)
and Brampton Lodge (TL/193-/700-)
2. Weybridge Park came into existence following the disafforestation of
Weybridge Forest in the mid-17th century, although there is some conflict of
evidence suggesting that a small area of the forest was a park prior to
complete disafforestation and possibly as early as the 13th century. The
main focus for the park was the buildings and moated site to the east (SMR
00793) shown on a map of 1651. The park passed through the hands of
the Earls and Dukes of Manchester and also the Crown and Sir Oliver
Cromwell. The park area was expanded in the late 17th century, and by
1845 the estate included 957 acres of which only part was parkland.
3. Cropmark identified by a member of the public at TL 1853 7246. Feature
appears to be a square ditch on OS maps from 1888 - 1952. Possible
hunting lodge/tower or windmill. A possible duck decoy (an irregular long,
thin feature to the west of the square) was also observed. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

210

Asset name

Cropmarks of a possible Later
Prehistoric settlement comprising a
large incomplete curvilinear
enclosure with an apparent annexe
and traces of internal divisions and
structures which could be seen on
aerial photographs taken by English
Heritage in July.

Grid reference

TL 18520 72210

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

1499875

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Cropmarks of a possible Later Prehistoric settlement comprising a large
incomplete curvilinear enclosure with an apparent annexe and traces of
internal divisions and structures which could be seen on aerial photographs
taken by English Heritage in July 2006.

Medium

Cropmarks of a possible Later Prehistoric settlement comprising a large
incomplete curvilinear enclosure with an apparent annexe and traces of
internal divisions and structures were seen centred at TL 1852 7221.
These features could be seen on aerial photographs taken by English
Heritage in July 2006. (1) [1]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive
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Asset number

211

Asset name

Undated cropmarks, near Brampton

Grid reference

TL 19096 72589

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

1499842

HER reference

MCB18186

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

The cropmark remains of a linear settlement of Later Prehistoric date
comprising numerous conjoined rectilinear enclosures (one enclosure
deep) curving around just below the 15m contour above a stream. The
settlement extends for at least 360m on the southern side of the field
boundary to the modern field in which it can been seen. Only slight hints of
cropmarks can be seen in the adjacent field to the north so it is not possible
to see if the settlement extends northwards. This site was recorded from
aerial photographs taken by English Heritage in July 2006.
The cropmark remains of a linear settlement of Later Prehistoric date
comprising numerous conjoined rectilinear enclosures centred at TL 1912
7258 and curving around just below the 15m contour above a stream. The
settlement appears to be only one enclosure deep at the eastern end and
extends for at least 360m on the southern side of the field boundary.
Towards the western end the settlement remains appear more extensive
with traces of larger rectilinear enclosures extend into the adjacent field.
The enclosures are all ditch-defined, some with sub-divisions and
indications of at least two phases of development. Only slight hints of
cropmarks can be seen in the adjacent field to the north so it is not possible
to see if the settlement extends northwards. This site was recorded from
aerial photographs taken by English Heritage in July 2006. (1) [1]
1. Cropmarks identified with Flash Earth aerial photography, located along
the southern side of a drain, 600m north of the A1/A14 road junction,
Brampton. [2]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

212

Asset name

Iron Age features, Alconbury

Grid reference

TL 19300 72600

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

06941

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

O1, Features containing Iron Age pottery were cut through by gravel
workings along a 150m face (TL/1931/7263 to TL/1947/7264). More
features observed in the section of a dyke at TL/1930/776.See also RN
00822 for Iron Age - Roman midden and pottery found nearby [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

213

Asset name

Milestone, Alconbury

Grid reference

TL 19272 72759

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1130246

HER reference

MCB18015
DCB3630

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Medium

Description

TL 17 SE ALCONBURY GREAT NORTH ROAD (East Side)
7/13 Milestone - II Late 18th century or early 19th century milestone inscribed '64 miles
London, 11 miles Stilton'.
Listing NGR: TL1927272759 [1]
1. An extant stone milestone on a grass verge on the A1, north of the
junction with the A14. The legend reads TO/LONDON/64/MILES. [2]

References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

214

Asset name

Iron Age and Roman remains,
Weybridge Farm, Alconbury

Grid reference

TL 19200 72900

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

363694

HER reference

00822

Designation

None

Value

Medium

Description

Iron Age and Romano British pottery along with charcoal and bones were
found in rubbish pits during gravel digging.
Fragments of La Tene pottery with charcoal and bones found in a shallow
pit revealed by gravel digging between the angle of the Alconbury and
Ellington brooks. Pottery in the possession of Dr Garrood. (1)
Fragments of Cordoned Swarling - Aylesford-type pottery found at
Weybridge in Alconbury. (2)
(TL 192729) Amphora, Castor and other Roman wares with earlier
Aylesford type pottery found in a gravel pit near 64th milestone on the Great
North Road at its junction with a lane leading to Weybridge Farm. (3)
The area has been quarried for gravel and the pit has been refilled and is
now arable land. Nothing of archaeological interest seen in the area.
Dr J R Garrood is now dead. (4) [1]
R1, Fragments of La Tene pottery with charcoal and bones were found in a
shallow pit revealed by gravel digging between the angle of the Alconbury
and Ellington brooks. Pottery is in the possession of Dr Garrood.
R2, Fragments of cordoned Swarling-Aylesford type pottery was found at
Weybridge in Alconbury with fragments of amphora and Castor ware.
R3, Amphora, Castor and other Roman wares with earlier Aylesford type
pottery found in a gravel pit near 64th milestone on the Great North Road at
its junction with a lane leading to Weybridge Farm.
02, The area has been quarried for gravel and the pit has been refilled and
is now arable land. Nothing of archaeological interest seen in the area. Dr
JR Garrood is now dead. [2]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

215

Asset name

Possible round barrow cropmark

Grid reference

TL 18840 74040

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

1499662

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

The faint cropmark of a probable Bronze Age round barrow, one of two
adjacent Ring ditches visible on aerial photographs.

Low

The faint cropmark of a probable Bronze Age round barrow, one of two
adjacent ring ditches visible on aerial photographs. This was seen centred
at approximately TL 1884 7404. Both possible barrows were recorded as
earthwork mounds on the Ist edition OS map. The adjacent barrow is
recorded separately as TL18SE 39. (1) [1]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

216

Asset name

Matcham's Gibbet, Alconbury

Grid reference

TL 19090 74070

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

363700

HER reference

00590

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Roman coin
(Area centred TL18837418) Coin of Claudius Gothicus found by Mr Crow
at Hatcham Fm. In Hunts Mus. (1)
Mr. Crow could not be contacted. The indicated site is now occupied by a
Research Station. The Huntingdon Museum archaeological collection is
now in the Norris Museum St Ives. (2) [1]
R1, Matchams Gibbet (site of) (NAT).
R2, Jarvis Matcham was hung in 1796. The irons in which he was hung are
in Huntingdon Museum.
O1, Site destroyed by roadworks.
O3, Burials associated with the gallows may exist in this area. [2]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

218

Asset name

Milestone, Great North Road

Grid reference

TL 19121 74362

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1164645

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

TL 17 SE ALCONBURY GREAT NORTH ROAD (West Side)

Medium

7/12 Milestone - II Late 18th century or early 19th century milestone inscribed '65 miles
London, 10 miles Stilton'.
Listing NGR: TL1912174362 [1]
Milestone could not be located during field survey. Anecdotal information
from local residents suggests it to have been removed. [2] Not included on
Milestone Society database. [3]
References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] S Honeywell site inspection 03 April 2014
[3] http://www.milestonesociety.co.uk/database consulted 07 May 2014

Asset number

219

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Alconbury

Grid reference

TL 19000 74500

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

08739

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Slight ridge and furrow. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

220

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Alconbury

Grid reference

TL 18900 74500

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

08737

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Very slight ridge and furrow. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

221

Asset name

Ridge and furrow south of Alconbury
House

Grid reference

TL 18766 74758

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

09931

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. On west side of A1 and south of Alconbury well-defined ridge and furrow
in two fields south of Alconbury House with various headlands and
furlongs. Covers at least two fields but continues west into other fields. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

222

Asset name

Roman coin, Alconbury Brook

Grid reference

TL 19000 75000

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

00825

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Roman coin of Philip (AD 244 - 249). [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

223

Asset name

Brooklands, Alconbury, Great North
Road

Grid reference

TL 18853 74955

Subtopic

Historic Buildings

EH reference

1330462

HER reference

Designation

Grade II Listed
Building

Value

Description

TL 17 SE ALCONBURY GREAT NORTH ROAD (West Side)
7/14 Brooklands 21.7.51 (Formerly listed as Brooklands Farmhouse) - II

Medium

Early 19th century farmhouse. Gault brick, with hipped slate roofs. Square
plan, two storeys with flanking single storey wings or pavilions.
Symmetrical façade of five bays, central three bays slightly projecting with
triangular pediment. Deep moulded wooden eaves cornice and frieze. Two
square stacks. Five, first floor recessed hung sash windows with glazing
bars linked at sill height by continuous plastered band and with cambered
brick arches. Similar, larger ground floor windows. Doorway approached by
stone steps flanked by iron railings. Moulded doorcase with panelled
reveals, console brackets supporting cornice of triangular pediment.
Double half-glazed, panelled doors. Wings or pavilions with open hung
sash window, altered to east by inserted garage doors. Interior has original
19th century details.
Listing NGR: TL 19047 75019 [1]
Located adjacent to sliproad from A1 carriageway. Grounds extensively
screened by mature trees, screening all views to and from building. [2]
References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] S Honeywell site inspection 03 April 2014

Asset number

224

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Alconbury

Grid reference

TL 18800 75200

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

08738

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Ridge and furrow. [1]

References

[1] National Heritage List
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Asset number

235

Asset name

Huntingdon conservation area

Grid reference

TL 22719 72185

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

Conservation
area

Value

Description

Historic market town which developed at a crossing of the river Great Ouse
on the Roman road of Ermine Street. The town includes a Norman motte,
now a public park, located close to the historic Ouse bridge to the
southeast of the town. The medieval plan form of Huntingdon remains
legible despite the impact of modern road and rail development. The
gently curving form of the High Street is flanked by a mixture of vernacular
and polite structures, dating predominantly from the post medieval period.
These buildings are set within long narrow building plots laid out
perpendicular to the street frontage, although elements of this plan form
has been lost to modern redevelopment. To the south and west, the town
is flanked by Views Common and Mill Common, historic open green
spaces established in the medieval period which are still grazed by the
freemen of Huntingdon today. These areas form a valuable part of the
historic townscape and make an important contribution to its character.
Huntingdon conservation area contains a number of high value buildings
which contribute to the high value of the conservation area. These include
the medieval Ouse bridge, the medieval parish churches of All Saints and
St Mary's, the medieval hospital of St John (now the Cromwell Museum)
and Hinchingbrooke House, which is set within a designed landscape to
the west of the study area. The conservation area is now badly affected by
intrusion from road development, following the construction of the A14 dual
carriageway along the west edge of the town in the 1970s, and the
construction of a ring road around the town centre. Whilst removing
significant amounts of traffic from the historic High Street, these road
developments have damaged the plan form of the historic town, severed
the historic High Street to the north and south, and adversely affected the
setting of the town. The conservation area is flanked to the north,
northeast and west by modern residential development, however retains a
more rural, undeveloped aspect to the south and east due to the presence
of the undeveloped green spaces of Port Holme (although now separated
from the conservation area by the embanked A14) and Westside Common.
These green spaces maintain the historic link between Huntingdon and the
surrounding rural landscape, and contribute to the value of the
conservation area, [1]

References

[1] S. Honeywell, site inspection, 01 April 2014
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Asset number

236

Asset name

Godmanchester Post Street
conservation area

Grid reference

TL 24355 70648

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

Conservation
area

Value

High

Description

Located on former Roman road of Ermine Street and settled from Roman
times onwards, with a period of particular prosperity during the post
medieval period.
Built heritage of the town particularly reflects its development during the
17th and 18th centuries, and there is good retention of the historic plan form
and plot layout within the town, despite modern suburban expansion.
Post Street is the main thoroughfare through the village linking
Godmanchester to Huntingdon via the historic Huntingdon bridge.
Characterised by varied urban buildings of post medieval date including
polite Georgian buildings of two and three storeys, smaller 17th century
vernacular timber-framed structures, and 19th century townhouses to create
a harmonious street scene with buildings sited at the rear of the street
front. There is a more open character in the area of the Causeway, with
views across the former mill lagoon and glimpses of the water meadows to
the west.
West Street in contrast, enjoys a less urban character, created by a varied
and less dense grouping of buildings set out along this quiet road. The
built heritage of West Street is characterised by a mixture of imposing high
status houses, such as the grand building of Farm Hall, interspersed with
smaller, vernacular structures. The main thoroughfares of the conservation
area are currently adversely affected by high traffic levels, resulting in noise
and visual intrusion.
The setting of the conservation area to the north and west is formed by the
open, green spaces of Westside Common and Port Holme. Although
adversely affected by noise and visual intrusion from the A14 dual
carriageway, these areas form an important aspect of the conservation
area’s setting, providing a link to the rural hinterland surrounding the town
and forming an important element in views out from the conservation area.
To the south-west the conservation area again retains a rural setting
formed by a patchwork of small fields defined by mature hedges and
enhanced by the narrow country lanes which provide access into
Godmanchester. [1; 2]

References

[1] Huntingdonshire District Council, 2002. Godmanchester (Post Street)
conservation area Character Statement
[2] S. Honeywell site inspection 28 May 2014
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Asset number

241

Asset name

Huntingdon Bridge

Grid reference

TL 24290 71468

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1006804

HER reference

02544

Value

High

1128636
Designation

Scheduled
monument

Description

This record has been generated from an "old county number" (OCN)
scheduling record. These are monuments that were not reviewed under the
Monuments Protection Programme and are some of our oldest designation
records. As such they do not yet have the full descriptions of their
modernised counterparts available. Please contact us if you would like
further information. [1]
Huntingdon HIGH STREET 1. 5140 (South-East Side) ----------------Huntingdon Bridge TL 2471 3/3 part 28.11.50. part 10.1.51. I GV
2. Circa 1300 but repaired over the centuries. Of stone throughout, with six
pointed arches with cutwaters and refuges on both sides. There is a band
of trefoil decoration in the form of corbelling over two arches these are
probably the most ancient part of the bridge. A fine and famous example of
a medieval bridge. The 3rd arch was replaced by a drawbridge during the
Civil War. (RCHM 8).
Listing NGR: TL 24292 71467 [2]
1. Narrow medieval bridge. Six arches. Built of stone in 1332. Built by two
authorities starting at both ends at once, resulting in an awkward bend in
the middle. [3]
Bridge continues to provide an important road link between Huntingdon
and Godmanchester. Separate pedestrian footbridge of concrete
construction located directly to the south. The bridge forms a group with
the adjacent mill building and is enhanced by its setting on the river Great
Ouse close to the common land of West Common. The A14 bridge located
to the south forms a prominent and intrusive feature within this setting,
resulting in noise and visual intrusion upon the setting of the bridge. [4]

References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] National Heritage List
[3] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[4] S. Honeywell, site inspection, 01 April 2014
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Asset number

250

Asset name

Huntingdon Castle (Castle Hills)

Grid reference

TL 24093 71462

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

1011712

HER reference

01774

Value

High

366710
Designation

Scheduled
monument

Description

Huntingdon Castle lies on the southern edge of the modern town of
Huntingdon, adjacent to the river Great Ouse at the point where the
Alconbury Brook joins the main stream. The castle consists of a large
defensive mound or motte and a roughly rectangular bailey with rounded
corners, measuring 180m north east to south west by 140m across, which
extends to the west and north-west of it. Although the southern side of the
castle was extensively altered by both railway and road construction (and is
consequently excluded from the scheduling) the former earthworks in this
part are well recorded, and more than three quarters of the original area of
the bailey remains. The motte is an earthen mound, oval in plan, although
slightly modified at the south by the railway cutting. It measures 75m north
west to south east and 60m south west to north east at the base, and
averages 35m in diameter at the top. Undulations on the summit of the
mound indicate the remains of structures associated with the original and
subsequent use of the site, including the position of a windmill which was
erected before 1807. The motte is 4.6m high and is separated from the
bailey by a 20m wide, 2m deep ditch. A 6m wide causeway spans the ditch
forming part of an approach which extends from the entrance in the north
eastern part of the bailey, to the top of the motte. The bailey is defended by
an earthen rampart which is between 10m and 20m wide and stands up to
5m above the level of the bailey. The rampart on the northern side of the
bailey was partially terraced in the late 19th century when it formed part of
the garden belonging to Castle Hill House, and a small grotto was inserted
in the north western face. Nevertheless, it retains its overall appearance
and the landscaping has not detracted from the integrity of the bank. A 30m
wide gap in the north east side represents a post medieval widening of the
original entrance. On the south eastern side, the outer scarp of the rampart
descends 8m or so to the level of the river. In recent years there has been
some minor landscaping of this slope and some concrete steps have been
provided. An outer ditch runs up from the river on the north eastern side of
the bailey. This is about 10m wide, but its outer edge has been altered to
some extent by the curtilage wall of the Old Bridge Hotel. Where the outer
ditch approaches the Castle Moat Road it is largely infilled and lies partly
beneath the carriageway. The line of the outer ditch can be traced as a
depression up to 0.5m deep along the north western side of the bailey and
it is considered to survive as a buried feature beneath the car parks to the
rear of Huntingdon Glass showrooms and the Spiritualist Church. The
interior of the bailey retains evidence of stone buildings with grassed-over
wall footings surviving up to 0.3m in height. The most prominent of these is
an interrupted wall which flanks the southern side of the causeway leading
from the entrance to the motte. This is considered to be the frontage of a
range of buildings constructed along the south side of the old roadway
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forming a continuation of Castle Hill Lane which leads towards the High
Street. The buildings occupied an area roughly 40m square in the eastern
corner of the bailey. To the south of this area the land falls away markedly.
A rectangular depression, 8m by 4m, cut into the back of the bailey in the
south east corner represents a gun platform, part of the refortification of the
castle as an artillery works during the Civil War (1642-8). Part of the
southern corner of the site was excavated in the early 1970's, in advance of
the construction of the bypass. Evidence was found demonstrating
reconstruction of the ramparts in the 17th century, and burials were located
which indicate the location of the castle chapel. The castle has a long
history of use, beginning in 1068 when it was built for William the
Conqueror following his return from York. The Domesday Book records the
castle in the possession of Judith, the niece of William I. It later passed to
David I of Scotland who, through his marriage to Maud de Senlis, became
Earl of Huntingdon in about 1113. David lent his support to his niece, the
Empress Matilda, during the 12th century civil wars known as the Anarchy.
Despite his defeat at the hands of the successful protagonist, Stephen,
David's grandson and successor Malcolm IV managed to retain the title,
albeit in exchange for the restoration of the northern English counties to the
English throne. Malcolm's brother and successor, William I of Scotland,
sided with Henry, the rebel English prince, against his father Henry II in
1173. Huntingdon Castle was besieged by the King's Justiciar, Richard de
Luci, and Simon de St Lis. However, the castle remained uncaptured for
nearly a month, eventually surrendering on the arrival of Henry II from
Canterbury where he had undertaken penance at the tomb of Thomas a
Becket. Henry ordered the castle to be dismantled, and an entry in the pipe
rolls recording the cost of hooks for pulling down the timber fortifications,
suggests that his orders were at least in part carried out. However, the
castle was not destroyed, since in 1327 a chapel within the castle was
granted to Huntingdon priory. The county gaol was maintained on the site
and warders of the castle were appointed throughout the 15th and 16th
centuries; although by the mid-16th century (when John Leyland noted that
only traces of the masonry remained) this appointment may have become
largely honorary. The castle was refortified during the English Civil War
when the bailey rampart was altered to support artillery guarding the Ouse
crossing. In 1866, William, Duke of Manchester, sold the northern part of
the bailey to Mr D Veasey, of Castle Hill House who incorporated it within
an ornamental garden. The main part of the site was also leased to Mr
Veasey with the exception of a windmill standing upon the motte and the
right of way to it. Mr Veasey bought the leasehold of the mill in 1871, and in
1875 the mill was demolished. The southern side of the castle was
destroyed in the 19th century with the construction of the railway cutting.
After the closure of the railway the route was adopted for the line of the
present A604 Huntingdon bypass. The castle is now largely within a public
park belonging to the Town Council. The fire beacon crowning the eastern
rampart was erected in 1988 to commemorate the defeat of the Spanish
Armada. The following items are excluded from the scheduling: the
electricity substation in the northern part of the bailey; the surfaces of
footpaths, concrete steps and the bases for benches; the surfaces of
Castle Moat Road and its associated footpath, the car park of the
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Spiritualist Church and of The Huntingdon Glass Company building; the
wooden gate and information board at the site entrance, the fire beacon on
the bailey rampart; the wooden fence along the south side of the
monument and that to the north of the motte. The ground beneath these
features is included in order to protect buried features. [1]
A Norman motte and bailey castle built in 1068 for William the Conqueror.
Low and large motte surrounded by several baileys, and foundations of a
gatehouse. Dismantled in 1174. The castle was refortified during the Civil
War when the bailey rampart was altered to support artillery guarding the
Ouse crossing.
(TL 24097145) Castle Hills (NR)
(TL 24137140) Castle Well (NR). (1)
There is said to have a pre-Norman castle on this site, but any evidence of
this was destroyed when a motte was thrown up in 1082 (2). The present
earthworks are the remains of a castle built in 1086 and destroyed in 1174
(3). (2-3)
The castle mount and bailey consisting of an oval motte with a half-moon
shaped inner bailey on the west. The earth works were much cut up by the
construction of the railway. (Plan). (4)
"On the outside of the rampart, at the SE corner, close to where the railway
cuts through, there is ..... the Castle Well .... whether it is really ancient ....
It perhaps open to question". (5)
Motte and bailey as described by Authy 4, but with principal bailey on the
east and remains of another to the west. within the main bailey against the
north-east embankment are traces of possibly two buildings, probably
modern. The well has a modern brick and concrete top and is sealed. If it is
ancient, being outside the bailey wall it was obviously not the principal
source of water. See annotated 25" survey. (6)
Fieldwork has shown that the ramp and causeway which blocks the ditch of
the motte and cuts through the top edge of the motte itself, cannot be
contemporary with the early Medieval use of the castle. The motte also has
a slight hollow in the top and this indicates that it was used as a gun battery
in the 17th century. A section of the bailey rampart that has been raised to a
height of 4.0m and widened to 25.0m and was probably similarly used in
Civil War. Cannons set on these mounds would have covered the main
river crossing of the Ouse. (7)
Part of the southern rampart was examined in 1975. The rampart above
the level of the bailey proved to be post- Medieval and presumably
Cromwellian. It covered about 1.0m of loam containing much occupation
debris of the Roman and Medieval periods. Below this were cut shallow
graves containing skeletons lying east - west surrounded by coffin nails.
There is no nearby church with which these might be associated but it is
possible that a chapel stood in the castle bailey. (8)
Huntingdon Castle, built in 917 by Edward the Elder (9) or 1068 by William
I (11) and levelled by order of Henry II (9 & 11), mentioned in a list of shell
keeps (10). (9-11)
Additional references. Built by William the Conqueror in 1068 to suppress
the county and control the crossing of the Ouse, it passed to his niece, the
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Countess Judith, and through her daughter, Matilda, to the Scottish Kings
after Matilda's marriage to King David I. When William the Lion joined `the
young king' in his rebellion against Henry II in 1173, it was besieged and
captured by Henry II, who then ordered its demolition. (12-17)
Castle Hills, Huntingdon: scheduled. (18)
Huntingdon Castle. Motte and bailey castle, mutilated on south side by
railway construction. The site has been re-used during the Civil War and
subsequently altered by a windmill which occupied the summit of the motte,
and by landscaping of the north rampart of the bailey as part of a private
garden. For details see Archive Account. (19)
Scheduled Listing (20) [2]
1. There is said to have been a pre-Norman castle on this site, but any
evidence of this was destroyed when a motte was thrown up in 1082.
2. Remains of a Norman motte with a bailey built by William I in1068 and
destroyed in 1174. The motte is 200ft in diameter at base and rises 38ft
above the river. The railway cuts through the site.
3. A motte and bailey on the north bank of the river just west of the Bridge.
The earthworks consist of a roughly oval motte with a half-moon shaped
inner bailey of 2.5 acres on the east and a large outer bailey on the west.
The motte is 90 yards in diameter at the base, 40 yards in diameter at the
top and rises 12ft above the lower part of the inner bailey. The site has
been considerably denuded. A causeway connects the east side of the
motte to the inner bailey and both motte and inner bailey have their own
ditches. The entrance to the inner bailey is on the east with strongly
marked ramparts at the north-east and south-east angles. The outer bailey
is without ditch or rampart, but its limits on the north, south and west are
indicated by a scarp. Condition (at the time of RCHM): Fair, the works
having been much cut into during the construction of the railway, which
runs through the southern ends of the motte and inner bailey and through
the middle of the outer bailey.
4. The fine earthwork of Huntingdon Castle stands at the southern end of
the town, near the bridge. It consists of a motte and bailey, surrounded on
three sides by moats but on the south side the moat was omitted and the
River Ouse served the purpose. The site is divided into three parts: the
central and largest part belongs to the town and is open to the public and
contains the motte and the greater part of the bailey; the southern part has
been separated from the rest by the railway, which cuts through the outer
rampart at the south east corner and runs through the southern side of the
inner moat, this part is now in a private garden; the northern part remains,
divided from the central portion, except at its eastern end where the railway
cuts through the site, but the adjacent parts of the bailey have been entirely
destroyed. The outer moat of this part is fairly well preserved, but the
bottom appears to have been raised by an accumulation of rubbish. At the
south-east corner, where the moat joins the river, the slope of the rampart
is well shown. Of the central portion, the rampart on the eastern side is well
preserved and the moat is almost complete, being only encroached upon to
a small extent by the garden wall of the adjoining Bridge House Hotel. At
the northern end of this side the rampart appears to attain its greatest
height and this continues on the section of the rampart now in the garden
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of Castle Hill House. Between the two sections, a roadway has been
formed from the High Street into the middle of the bailey, and the earth of
the rampart, cut away for this purpose, has apparently been thrown into the
moat, the bottom of which at this point is very high. It is probable that the
original entrance to the castle was at this point. The portion of the moat in
the garden of Castle Hill House is well defined, and, on the whole, this part
of the castle does not seem to have been much injured by the making of
the garden, except at the extreme western end where part of the slope has
been cut into and a kind of rockery and grotto has been built up with
ancient stone brought from elsewhere. The motte, which stands at the
western end of the central portion, is very fine; it is 200ft in diameter at its
base, 120ft across the top and rises to a height of 38ft above the river. On
the southern side part of the slope has been cut away for the railway. For
many years a windmill stood upon the top of the motte and there are
evident signs that a roadway to this mill was formed, partly by filling up the
inner moat and partly by cutting into the sides of the motte. It is difficult to
say what the original level of the bailey was, the castle having been
destroyed so long ago as 1174 and the surface being now extremely
irregular and presenting the appearance in places of having been dug for
clay or gravel. The height of the rampart above the present level of the
bailey varies from 3ft 6in to 8ft, the difference being chiefly due to the
irregularity of the bailey. The rampart itself appears to have risen 30ft
above the river, and in places it is rather more. On the outside of the
rampart, at the south-east corner, close to where the railway cuts through
there is a well, at TL24137140, which is called the Castle Well; whether it is
really ancient or whether it has been made since the castle was destroyed,
is perhaps open to question. Mrs. Armitage, in The Early Norman Castles
of the British Isles, says that 'another bailey was subsequently added'. In
her plan she indicates some earthworks to the west of the castle as being
probably this additional bailey. They appear to consist of a deep
depression on the east side of the road leading from the town to the great
meadow called Portholme, very like a moat, and now being rapidly filled up
with rubbish. At the northern end the inner bank of the moat may be
followed curving round to the east and running through what was until
recently a paddock into the garden of Castle Hill House, where it comes to
an end within 80ft of the outer moat of the castle. It is, however, very
shallow and there is nowhere anything resembling a rampart. In a private
garden on the south side of the railway, the ground, which is rather high,
appears to have been artificially sloped down to the river and is rather
curiously formed at the south-west corner. The original arrangement has
been destroyed by the making of the railway and the building of a house,
but it looks as if the depression before mentioned may have continued on
and joined the river at this point, thus enclosing the additional bailey to
which Mrs. Armitage refers.
This castle was built in 1068, by William the Conqueror, after his return
from York. It came into the possession of the Scottish King, William the
Lion (Earl of Huntingdon), who took the part of Prince Henry against his
father King Henry II. Henry II's forces besieged the castle, took it and it was
pulled down. It is stated that King Henry's forces threw up a siege castle
against it, and it is an interesting speculation that this may be the very fine
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hill which stands some 1,100ft to the west and which also became in later
times the site of a windmill. This hill, although it stands on naturally rising
ground, is chiefly artificial; it has a diameter of 150ft at its base and 60ft at
the top, and rises about 10ft above the higher parts of the adjacent ground,
but on the south side it slopes down with a continuous line (partly natural
and partly artificial) to a backwater of the Alconbury Brook, a tributary of the
Ouse, 25ft below. It had a very distinct ditch on its western side, still partly
remaining but partly destroyed informing the gardens of a modern house.
On the east is a deep ditch by the side of which a roadway has been
formed leading to a watermill which stood across the backwater. On the
north side the ground in the immediate proximity of the hill is high, but
owing to the formation of the railway and to other causes the original
arrangement on this side cannot now be definitively determined. In giving a
plan of Huntingdon Castle and the large hill west of it, it is convenient to
show also a deep ditch some 500ft to the west of the latter hill. This ditch
has much the appearance of a boundary ditch and towards its northern end
is wide and its eastern bank is steep and has a low rampart. All the ground
adjoining the backwater at this place rises with a steady slope from the
edge of the stream, but eastward of this ditch it seems to have been
artificially cut to a steeper slope at a short distance back from the
waterside. Across the Common on the other side of the railway is a long
trench, partly wet, with a wide bank on its eastern side. This trench seems
to have been connected with the deep ditch above mentioned, but at its
northern end it dies out, and its line cannot be traced any farther. Probably
this trench dates from Cromwellian times.
7 and 8. During laying of telephone lines in the early 1960s, massive stone
foundations were discovered a few feet below ground. It is believed that
these represent a stone gatehouse inside the moat, probably replacing an
earlier wooden construction. It is stated that the tooling marks on the stone
indicate a date of around 1100.
9. Fieldwork has shown that the ramp and causeway which blocks the ditch
of the motte and cuts through the top edge of the motte itself cannot be
contemporary with the early Medieval use of the castle. The motte also has
a slight hollow in the top and this indicates that it was used as a gun battery
in the seventeenth century. A section of the bailey rampart has been raised
to a height of 4.0m and widened to 25.0m and was probably similarly used
in the Civil War. Cannons set on these mounds would have covered the
main river crossing of the Ouse.
10. Part of the southern rampart was examined in 1975. The rampart
above the level of the bailey proved to be Post Medieval and presumably
Cromwellian. It covered about 1.0m of loam containing much occupation
debris of the Roman and Medieval periods. Below this were cut shallow
graves containing skeletons lying west-east surrounded by coffin nails.
There is no nearby church with which these might be associated but it is
possible that a chapel stood in the castle bailey.
13. Motte and bailey as described by RCHM, but with principal bailey on
the east and remains of another to the west. Within the main bailey against
the north-east embankment are traces of possibly two buildings, probably
modern. See annotated 25 inch survey.
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14. Despite alteration over the years, Huntingdon Castle is largely well
preserved. The documentary evidence for the foundation, ownership and
later reuse of the castle is good, and enables the surviving remains to be
identified within their historic context. Partial excavation (within the area
now overlain by the Huntingdon bypass) has demonstrated the survival of
buried remains related to the occupation of the castle and the subsequent
remodelling of the defences during the English Civil War. Detailed survey
work has also shown that both the bailey and the summit of the motte
retain evidence of former structures; and documentary evidence indicates
that further masonry foundations and the remains of timber fortifications will
survive as buried features. Environmental evidence, pertaining to the
economic status of the site and its inhabitants, may be recovered from the
accumulated silts within the ditches and on the river foreshore. The
foreshore may also retain the remains of waterfront structures which would
provide timbers suitable for dendrochronological dating. The importance of
the castle is enhanced by its location within Huntingdon, a historically
important town, and it is therefore associated with a wide diversity of
contemporary and later monuments. Excluded from scheduling are: the
electricity substation in the north part of the bailey, the surfaces of
footpaths, concrete steps and the bases for benches; surfaces of Castle
Moat Road and its footpath car park of the Spiritualist Church and The
Huntingdon Glass Company building; wooden gate and information board
at entrance, the fire beacon on the bailey rampart; the wooden fence along
south side and to the north of the motte. The ground beneath these
features is included to protect buried features.
15. Evaluation revealed significant late Iron Age/Roman and Medieval
remains. The medieval remains consist of several occupation features, plus
a reworking of the riverside escarpment that is almost certainly defensive
and probably dates to the post-Conquest period, rather than being part of
the Danish or Saxon burh. It may therefore represent a 'lost' western bailey
of the Norman castle.
16. The castle site was refortified in 1644 to defend the approaches to
Huntingdon. The access was broken down and replaced by a drawbridge,
and the rampart nearest the town bridge was widened and heightened, and
a ramp was built to access the motte. All this was to facilitate the use of
cannon.
19. Aileen Connor (CCC AFU) refers to a drawing of a cross-section
through the castle ditch which was dug when the ring road was built. The
section is described as looking north and was drawn by RF Smith in 1963
at the approximate location TL2417471509. The drawing shows a ditch
approximately 17ft wide and 12ft deep and was described as having been
'found beneath the lawn of the Old Bridge Hotel, Huntingdon during
excavation and levelling for a new relief road'.
20. Report on human remains discovered in 1975.
21. Radiocarbon dating of samples from 14 of the skeletons suggests that
the burial site was in use between the 8th and 17th centuries. The majority
of skeletons dated from the late Saxon period, however there is some
documentary and archeological evidence of post medieval gallows on the
site, and several of the skeletons dated from this period. The lack of
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stratigraphic evidence makes it difficult to ascertain if the burial ground was
in continual use, although it was thought probable that no burials took place
during the medieval period due to the proximity of castle building. One of
the skeletons studied showed signs of treponematosis disease, one of the
earliest cases in Britain.
22. Emergency excavations carried out on the front portion of the rampart.
Contained occupation debris dated to the Roman and Medieval periods.
Below this were cut shallow graves containing skeletons surrounded by
coffin nails. There is no nearby church which these could be associated
with, but it is possibly that a chapel stood in the castle bailey. [3]
The castle is located on the southern edge of Huntingdon, close to the High
Street and the crossing of the river Great Ouse. The site now suffers
severance from the town centre due to high traffic levels along the ring
road to the north of the site. To the south, its setting is adversely affected
by the presence of the A14 dual carriageway, resulting in significant noise
intrusion on the site. [4]
References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] English Heritage Archive
[3] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[4] S. Honeywell, site inspection 01/04/14

Asset number

266

Asset name

Methodist Church, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL2410671562

Subtopic

Historic buildings

HER reference

CB14924

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Built in 1878, by R. Hutchinson. Rock-faced, with geometrical tracery,
and no tower. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

267

Asset name

18 - 19 High Street

Grid reference

TL 24105 71588

Subtopic

Historic Buildings

EH reference

1161632

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon HIGH STREET 1. 5140 (South-West Side) ---------------- Nos 18
and 19 TL 2471 3/158 II GV
2. Late 18th century/early 19th century. Rendered, red brick. Two storeys,
four windows, sashes with glazing bars over modern shop front. Tiled roof.
Rear wing. Included for group value.

Medium

Listing NGR: TL2410571588 [1]
References

[1] National Heritage List
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Asset number

272

Asset name

Stone coffin (?) and Roman pottery,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 24060 71520

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366773

HER reference

02638
02637

Designation

None

Value

Description

Romano British pottery

Low

(Area TL 2406 7152) RB pottery etc found by correspondent in castle moat,
1939. (1) [1]
1. (Marginal) In the early 19th century a stone coffin thought to be Roman
was found on the hill adjoining the castle where a windmill stood, but no
illustration or proof of its date has been given. Roman pottery found in
castle moat 1939. [2]
1. Roman pottery etc found by correspondent in castle moat, 1939. [3]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] ] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[3] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

273

Asset name

Castle Hill House, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 24060 71580

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1128637

HER reference

02656

366841; 366848

CB15097; 02594

Designation

Grade II* listed
building

Value

High

Description

Huntingdon HIGH STREET 1. 5140 (South-West Side) ---------------- No 20
TL 2471 3/30 23.7.69. (Castle Hill House) II* GV
2. 1787. Gault brick with 1st floor band. Two storeys, attic and basement,
five windows, sashes with glazing bars. Central double panelled doors with
plain fanlight, Corinthian ½ column surround, entablature with frieze
enriched with swags, dentilled cornice and pediment. Modillion eaves
cornice, parapet, modern slate hipped mansard with five flat topped
dormers, brick end stacks. Area balustrade. Arched window on north.
Similar balanced garden front.
Listing NGR: TL2406371584 [1]
House built in 1787 of Gault brick with a band at first floor level. The
building is of two storeys with an attic and basement. The central double
panelled doors have a plain fanlight with a Corinthian half column surround,
entablature with a frieze enriched with swags, a dentilled cornice and
pediment. The modern slate hipped mansard roof has five flat topped
dormer windows.
(TL 24067158) Castle Hill House (NAT) (1)
Castle Hill House. Grade 2*. Two storey brick house with attic and
basement built in 1787. Central double panelled doors with Corinthian halfcolumn surround and entablature with frieze. (2) [2]
Site of church
A parish and church of St. Lawrence undoubtedly existed in the 13th
century. Its site is probably in the garden of Castle
Hill House. (TL 24067158). (1)
St Lawrence's church. Medieval. Site uncertain. (2) [3]
2. Castle Hill House. Grade 2*. Two storey house with attic and basement
built in 1787. Central double panelled doors with Corinthian half-column
surround and entablature with frieze. [4]
1. RAF 'Pathfinder' Force HQ.
2. Monitoring during the excavation of a single soakage test pit revealed
the concrete foundations for a building erected during WWII.
3. Excavations identified remains of buildings associated with the use of
the site by the RAF Pathfinder Squadron, located in the far north and south
part of the site, and comprising brick footings. Very little evidence of activity
of the period was identified, and it is probable that further buildings on the
site were of a more temporary nature. At the time of 1970s excavations
WWII buildings still stood at the northern edge of the site, parallel to St
Marys Street. [5]
1. A parish and church of St Lawrence undoubtedly existed 13th century. Its
site is probably in the garden of Castle Hill House. [6]
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[3] English Heritage Archive
[4] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[5] Local Historic Environment Record (HER) [6] Local Historic
Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

275

Asset name

22 - 26 High Street, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 24056 71627

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1161649

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon HIGH STREET 1. 5140 (South-West Side) ---------------- Nos 22
and 22A Nos 23 to 26 (consec) TL 2471 3/29A II GV
2. 18th century, No 24 has been largely rebuilt in character. Red brick, No
23 painted. Two storeys, Nos 25 and 26 with attics, 2:1:2:3:1 windows,
sashes and casements over modern shop fronts. Old tile roofs except No
24, central brick stack to Nos 22 and 23, and Nos 25 and 26. Two flat
topped dormers to No 25, one gabled to No 26. Originally Nos 22 to 24
(consec) were one build and possibly have an older core. Nos 24 and 25
have exposed timber framing in the entry between them, probably of 16th
century origin. [1]

References

[1] National Heritage List

Asset number

276

Asset name

Medieval pits, 22 High Street,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 24035 71615

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB17886

Value

Low

EH reference

Medium

Designation

None

Description

1. A single evaluation trench revealed two large intercutting pits at a depth
of almost 4m below ground level. The earliest pit was dated to the 12th to
14th century, while the later belonged to the 13th-14th century. No prehistoric
or Roman features were found, although two sherds of residual Roman
pottery were recovered.

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

277

Asset name

27 High Street, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL2403271647

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1330695

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon HIGH STREET 1. 5140 (South-West Side) ---------------- No 27
TL 2471 3/29 10.1.51. II GV
2. Early/mid18th century. Plastered. Two storeys and attic, three windows,
sashes with glazing bars over a small shop window and doorway with
fanlight. Band at 1st floor level. Cornice, tiled mansard roof with two flat
topped dormers, brick stack.
Listing NGR: TL2403271647 [1]

References

[1] National Heritage List

Asset number

279

Asset name

28 High Street, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 24024 71651

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1161677

HER reference

Designation

Grade II* listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon HIGH STREET 1. 5140 (south-west side) ---------------- No 28
TL 2471 3/30A 10.1.50. II* GV

Medium

High

2. Early 18th century. Red brick with rendered plinth and projecting band
between storeys. Two storeys and attic, six windows, sashes with glazing
bars, ogee heads in the upper sash. Roman Doric porch, tall six-panel
door. Modillion eaves cornice continuous with No 29. Old tile roof with three
flat topped dormers with ogee headed sashes. Similar rear elevation.
Listing NGR: TL2402471651 [1]
References

[1] National Heritage List
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Asset number

280

Asset name

Post medieval activity associated
with Castle Hill House, Pathfinder
House

Grid reference

TL 24020 71560

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB17284

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An evaluation revealed deposits and remains dating from Roman to
Modern times. To the east of Pathfinder House, around Castle Hill House,
the overburden was deeper and more disturbed by post medieval activity
and modern services, although some Roman artefacts were recovered
from this area. A post medieval pit was recorded in the easternmost part of
the site, probably associated with properties fronting onto the High Street
prior to their demolition in the late 18th century. Walls and drains associated
with Castle Hill House were recorded in two trenches, indicating that the
remains of outbuildings associated with the house survive.
2. A programme of monitoring and recording was undertaken during the
excavation of a single soakage test pit. A sequence of layers, containing
small quantities of early medieval and late Roman pottery and animal
remains, was recorded. These are thought to be continuations of deposits
recorded in the earlier evaluation, where they were interpreted as being the
remains of a garden soil overlying a layer of Medieval plough soil.
3. Subsequent excavation revealed only limited evidence for garden
features associated with Castle Hill House, including some buried garden
soil layers. No cut features were confidently assigned to this period,
although some other features tentatively assigned an earlier date may
represent later garden features containing only residual artefacts. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

281

Asset name

137A & 138 High Street, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 24010 71700

Subtopic

Historic Buildings

EH reference

1128619

HER reference

Designation

Grade II Listed
Building

Value

Description

Probably 18th century, timber-framed with rendered fronts. Two storeys,
modern shop fronts, six plain sashes over, one 19th century oriel to No 138.
Steep pitch tiled roofs in two lines, No 138 modern. Right hand bay of No
138 same build with No 139. [1]

References

[1] National Heritage List
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Asset number

283

Asset name

Romano-British burial group, Castle
Hill, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 24000 71400

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

00868

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

2. A Romano-British burial group of four vessels with some burnt bone
found in the foundations of Mr. Guy Fisher's house, Castle Hill, Huntingdon.
Dated to end of 2nd century. 1, Pinkish-buff olla with depression on
shoulder, a waster, height 180mm, 2, Large grey ware jar, height 258mm
(restored), 3, Colour-coated ware flagon, top missing, present height
157mm, 4, Bag beaker of colourcoated (?Nene Valley) ware, height 89mm.
(Nos 2, 3 and 4 are in Norris Museum, see 'Location' below).
11 February 1971. The indicated site is now built over ... Dr Garrood is
dead. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

284

Asset name

Medieval iron arrowhead and pottery,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 24000 71530

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

02636

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. A Norman socketed iron arrowhead. Found by Mr. D Veasy, 1931, and
now in Huntingdon Museum 998. Medieval glazed pot, found by Mr.
Chambers, 1930. In Huntingdon Museum 892. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

285

Asset name

Cowper House, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 24000 71660

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1128638
366842

HER reference

02639
02639A

Designation

Grade II* listed
building

Value

High

Description

Huntingdon HIGH STREET 1. 5140 (south-west side) ---------------- Nos 29
and 30 TL 2371 2/26 10.1.51. (Cowper House) TL 2471 3/26 II* GV
2. Early 18th century, possibly older at rear. Two storeys with attics, red brick,
tile roof, band between storeys and modillioned eaves cornice. 11 windows,
three middle bays slightly projecting and with pediment. Two round-headed
doorways with cornices; six-panel doors in panelled reveals, pilasters, dentil
cornice to No 29, console brackets to No 30. Two small modern period shop
fronts. Painted arched window in pediment. The windows on the lst floor are
the original flush framed sashes with glazing bars, the centre three have cut
brick heads as do the ground floor ones. Old tile roof, two flat topped
dormers on either side of the pediment, big central brick stack. The interior
contains a good panelled room of circa 1720 and fragments of 16th century
wall paintings. Home of William Cowper 1765-1767. Similar rear elevation.
(RCHM 29).
Listing NGR: TL 23993 71651 [1]
16th/18th century house
(TL 24007166) 29 & 30 High Street (NAT) (1)
Cowper House, 29 & 30, High Street. Grade 2*. Two-storey house with
attics, built of red brick with tile roof. Early 18th century, possibly older at rear.
The interior contains a good panelled room of about 1720 and fragments of
16th century wall paintings. (2-3) [2]
3. Now two houses and a shop, Cowper House is two-storeyed with attics of
brick with tiled roofs. Built in the early 18th century with modern additions at
the back, the front is symmetrically designed and has a band-course
between the storeys. On the first floor two rooms are lined with original
panelling and one has a fireplace with an original stone surround. See also
MCB3302 - wall painting. [3]
1. The interior contains fragments of 16th century wall paintings.
2. Cowper House. Remarkable wall painting uncovered on removing
panelling from the north wall of offices of the Hunts Post. Painting c 1620, on
plaster, of birds and large flowers, all coloured and continued over studwork.
The house had been presumed to be of 18th century but it is a double crosswinged structure with a central chimney, timber-framed and plastered c
1550. Further extensive paintings on two walls of the former solar upstairs
also revealed by removal of panelling, are dated c 1600 (next to the
chimney) and c 1550; The design here includes strapwork and formal redbrown flowers with indications that the colouring was never completed. [4]

References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] English Heritage Archive
[3] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[4] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

286

Asset name

31 - 32 High Street, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23993 71668

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1128639

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon HIGH STREET 1. 5140 (south-west side) ---------------- TL 2371
2/28 10.1.51. Nos 31 and 32 TL 2471 3/28 II GV
2. Early 18th century. Red brick, one building, two storeys with attics, seven
windows, modillioned eaves cornice. Same character and length as
Cowper House but slightly later in date and altered by modern shop fronts.
Though not built quite at the same time, No 28, Cowper House and Nos 31
and 32 form an excellent example of street architecture of the period,
showing a unity of design with eaves cornices and roofs at the same level.
4:3 windows, flush framed sashes with later glazing bars. 2 dormers to No
31 only, brick stack.

Medium

Listing NGR: TL2399371668 1[1]
References

[1] National Heritage List

Asset number

287

Asset name

33 High Street, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23993 71677

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1161685

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon HIGH STREET 1. 5140 (south-west side) ---------------- No 33
TL 2371 2/28A TL 2471 3/28A II GV

Medium

2. Late 18th century on front an older building. Painted brick. Two storeys
and attic, one sash window with glazing bars over late 19th century shop
front. Brick dentil cornice, old tile roof with one dormer. Wing behind.
Exposed timber framing at side and rear.
Listing NGR: TL2399371677 [1]
References

[1] National Heritage List
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Asset number

288

Asset name

Roman coin, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23990 71360

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

02607

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Roman coins of Constantine and Valentinian (4th century).In Huntingdon
Museum.
February 1971. Material from Huntingdon Museum now in St Ives (Norris
Museum). See also RN 02608 for Roman coin. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

289

Asset name

Palaeolithic finds, Pathfinder House

Grid reference

TL 23990 71550

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB18576

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Amongst the flint assemblage recovered as residual finds from
excavated features were two segments from large crested blades, and a
further recorticated flake fragment. The use of cresting and size of the
blades is consistent with late Glacial or early post-glacial industries. Site of
this period are rare within Britain, but do appear to focus along the river
valleys of southern and eastern Britain. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

290

Asset name

Late Iron Age - Roman activity,
Pathfinder House

Grid reference

TL 23990 71550

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB18577

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An evaluation revealed deposits and remains dating from Roman to
Modern times. Roman pits and ditches of 2nd-4th century date were
encountered to the west and south of Pathfinder House. To the east of
Pathfinder House, around Castle Hill House, the overburden was deeper
and more disturbed by Post medieval activity and modern services,
although some Roman artefacts were also recovered from this area.
2. A programme of monitoring and recording was undertaken during the
excavation of a single soakage test pit. A sequence of layers, containing
small quantities of early medieval and late Roman pottery and animal
remains, was recorded. These are thought to be continuations of deposits
recorded in the earlier evaluation, where they were interpreted as being the
remains of a garden soil overlying a layer of Medieval plough soil.
3. Excavations on the site of Pathfinder House recorded a handful of Late
Iron Age and Late Iron Age/Early Roman features, comprising a post hole,
three pits, a ditch and several small linear features. A large number of
features and deposits across the site were provisionally dated as being
Roman, with much Roman material also occurring within later features.
Initial analysis of the findings indicate that the Roman activity comprised a
range of features, including ditches, wells and rubbish pits, possible
cesspits, graves and industrial features. A large number of Roman ditches
were recorded, the majority following an east-north-east to west-south-west
orientation with some perpendicular to this alignment, which appeared to
have divided the site into a series of small enclosures. A thin stony layer in
the south-east part of the site may represent the fragmentary remains of a
spur road to Ermine Street which was recorded in the 1970s. The majority
of ditches were aligned parallel or perpendicular to the course of Ermine
Street, which lay a short distance to the east. Five probable wells were
assigned a Roman date, together with up to four cess pits. Numerous pits
were also recorded, ranging in size and possible function, some clearly
used for the disposal of domestic waste while many contained industrial
residues. Postholes, a post pad, metalled surfaces and a burnt area in the
far north-west corner of the site may be the remains of a yard and burnt
building, provisionally dated to the Roman period, while a few linear
features and post holes may relate to further structures. Two Roman
inhumations were recorded, as well as a single neonate recovered from a
sub circular feature. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

291

Asset name

Saxon to Medieval activity,
Pathfinder House

Grid reference

TL 23990 71550

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB18578

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An evaluation revealed deposits and remains dating from Roman to
Modern times. A pit of 9th-13th century date was cut into a Roman feature.
2. A programme of monitoring and recording was undertaken during the
excavation of a single soakage test pit. A sequence of layers, containing
small quantities of early medieval and late Roman pottery and animal
remains, was recorded. These are thought to be continuations of deposits
recorded in the earlier evaluation, where they were interpreted as being the
remains of a garden soil overlying a layer of Medieval plough soil.
3. Excavations on the site of Pathfinder House revealed numerous remains
of Saxon to medieval date. A large ditch of probable Late Saxon/SaxoNorman date was encountered, potentially thought to be part of the
defences of the Danish burgh or part of the conquest of later castle.
Occupation on the site, thought largely to be of 11th-12th century date, is
evidenced by features including pits, wells and possible structural remains,
focussed at the south-east part of the site and fronting onto St. Mary's
Street. Initial analysis of the pottery indicates a decline in activity in the late
12th or early 13th century, which may reflect the diminishing importance of
the castle area after its dismantling in 1174. A single feature of 13th-15th
century date, possibly a pond, was also encountered, although this may
potentially be later and be associated with the former gardens of Castle Hill
House. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

292

Asset name

Prehistoric activity, Pathfinder House

Grid reference

TL 23990 71550

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB18573

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Excavations on the site of Pathfinder House recorded a handful of
features of probable earlier prehistoric date, including a pit of possible
Mesolithic to Neolithic date, a post hole of Neolithic to Bronze Age date and
a pit of Early Bronze Age date, although further analysis may reveal other
prehistoric features. In addition, prehistoric flint work was found redeposited in a number of later contexts. The majority of the flint
assemblage was characteristic of Mesolithic and early Neolithic
technologies, with later Neolithic flint work represented by two transverse
arrowheads. A small assemblage of potentially later prehistoric flint work
was also recorded. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

293

Asset name

Spiritualist Church next to
Huntingdon Castle

Grid reference

TL 23989 71490

Subtopic

Historic buildings

HER reference

CB14925

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Church depicted on modern Ordnance Survey maps. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

295

Asset name

36 - 38 High Street, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL23976 71697

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1330696

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon HIGH STREET 1. 5140 (south-west side) ----------------- Nos 36
to 38 (consec) TL 2371 2/25B 29.5.69. II GV

Medium

2. Early 19th century. Three storeys, gault brick, six sashes with glazing
bars, three doors with semi- circular-headed fanlights, eight-panel doors.
Cornice and blocking course. Arched windows with radiating bars on the
ground floor. Cornice, parapet, roof not visible.
Listing NGR: TL2397671697 [1]
References

[1] National Heritage List

Asset number

296

Asset name

Roman coin, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23970 71320

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366778

HER reference

02608

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

4th century Roman coins
(TL 2397 7132) Roman Coin found AD 1924 (NAT) (1)
Roman coin found on the 24 August 1924 on the site of Mr Drivers new
house near the Bathing Sheds at Huntingdon. In the possession of Mr
Driver. (2)
(TL 23997136) Roman coins of Constantine and Valentinian (4th C).
In Huntingdon Museum. (3)
Material from Huntingdon Museum now in St Ives (Norris Museum) (4) [1]
1 and 2. Roman coin found 24 August 1924 on the site of Mr. Driver's new
house near the Bathing Sheds at Huntingdon. In the possession of Mr.
Driver. See also RN 02607 for Roman coin. [2]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

297

Asset name

Roman cremations, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23970 71440

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366808

HER reference

02635

Designation

None

Value

Medium

Description

A Romano British cremation burial group was found just outside the Castle
Hill grounds. The cremation dated to the second half of the 2nd century and
consisted of an olla, an ovoid vessel, a flagon and a beaker.
(TL 23977144) RB burial group (cremation) found by Mr Allen of Wood
Walton from the foundations of Mr Guy Fischer's house (on the south side
of the path leading from Mill Common to the Castle Hill and just outside the
Castle Hill grounds). The group, dated to the second half of the 2nd century
consisted of an olla, a large vessel of ovoid shape, a flagon and a beaker
of Castor ware. (1)
The indicated site is now built over. The location of the finds was not
ascertained. Dr Garrood is dead. (2) [1]
1. Roman burial group (cremation) found by Mr. Allen of Wood Walton in
the foundations of Mr. G Fischer's house on south side of path from Mill
Common to Castle Hill grounds. Dated to 2nd half of 2nd century. An olla, a
large vessel of ovoid shape, a flagon and a beaker of Castor ware were
recovered. [2]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

298

Asset name

Iron Age and Romano British pottery.
Medieval mortar

Grid reference

TL 23970 71560

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366800

HER reference

02597; 02597a
02597b; 00867

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Iron Age and Romano British pottery. Medieval mortar
(Area TL 23917154) Symbol for finds of Roman pottery, coins etc on
Walker's small scale map. (1)
RB pottery, including Castor ware associated with La Tene (IA) sherds
indicating early (1stcentury AD) occupation site found in St Mary Street. (2)
(Area centred TL 23977156) (4) RB pottery found when trenching for a
water pipe in St Mary's Street. (3-4)
(Area centred TL 23977156) Md Mortar, found 1935 by Mr Borrison In
Huntingdon Museum. (5)
An example of Samian ware from St Mary Street is in St Ives Museum. (6)
Material from Huntingdon Museum is now in St Ives (Norris Museum). (7)
[1]
1. Finds of Roman pottery, coins etc on Walker's small scale map.
indicated at TL/2391/7154;
2. Roman pottery, including Castor ware associated with La Tene (IA)
sherds indicating early 1st century occupation site found in St Mary Street.
3. Mentions only grey ware, Castor ware and Samian ware.
4. Roman pottery found when trenching for a water pipe in St Mary's Street.
September 1969. An example of Samian ware from St Mary Street is in St
Ives Museum. [2]
1. Roman pottery, including Castor ware associated with La Tene (Iron
Age) sherds indicating early (1st century) occupation site found in St Mary
Street. See also RN 02597 for Roman pottery, coin; RN 02597b for
Medieval mortar. [3]
1. Medieval mortar found in 1935 by Mr. Borrison. Previously in St Ives
(Norris Museum), now in Longsands Museum. [4]
1. Pink ware jar, height 169mm (restored). From water pipe trenches in St
Mary's Street, Huntingdon [5]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[3] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[4] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[5] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

299

Asset name

Bellarmine pot, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23970 71680

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

02774

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Bellarmine pot, found in garden by Mr. Gurney, 1940, in Huntingdon
Museum, 1959. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

300

Asset name

Medieval and Roman remains,
Castle Moat Road, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23962 71499

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB18076

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Evaluation towards the street frontage and west of the site identified a
substantial overburden of late medieval, post medieval and modern
levelling layers, overlying a substantial ditch. The ditch crossed the
frontage of the site from north-east to south-west, and measured
approximately 6m wide by c. 1.8m deep, the base of which was 3.2m
below ground level. The size, location and orientation suggest it may be a
defensive ditch belonging either to a putative western bailey or the Saxon
burh. Roman remains were also encountered adjacent to the street
frontage, comprising a surface of compacted pebbles and an area of
intercutting pits containing Roman pottery and a dump of burnt stone. A pit
containing 11th/12th century Ely ware was also identified in this area. In the
east of the site the ground was more heavily disturbed and surviving
features were severely truncated. A pit containing two prehistoric worked
flints was encountered in this area, together with patches of subsoil cut by
a series of pits, interpreted as cess pits of probable medieval date. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

302

Asset name

40 High Street, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23955 71721

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1128640

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon HIGH STREET 1. 5140 (south-west side) ----------------- No 40
TL 2371 2/159 II GV

Medium

2. Early 19th century rendered front on a possibly older building. Three
storeys, three windows, sashes with glazing bars over modern shop front
with flat carriage arch to left. Slate roof. Included for group value.
Listing NGR: TL2395571721 [1]
References

[1] National Heritage List
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Asset number

303

Asset name

Commemoration Hall, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23952 71710

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1161692

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon HIGH STREET 1. 5140 (south-west side) ---------------- No 39
(Commemoration Hall) formerly listed as Literary and Scientific Institution)
TL 2371 2/25 10.1.51. II GV

Medium

2. Former Literary and Scientific Institution, founded 1840, building opened
1843. Architects Pocock and Glover. Plinth. Two storeys, gault brick with
stucco dressings. Front in three bays, with Corinthian pilasters and
entablature once surmounted by a figure of Minerva, now gone. Sash
windows with glazing bars in architrave surrounds. Pedimented doorway
with acroterion. Bracketed cornice, parapet, roof not visible.
Listing NGR: TL2395271710 [1]
References

[1] National Heritage List
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Asset number

304

Asset name

Late Iron Age/Roman remains,
Watersmeet

Grid reference

TL2394871366

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB16330

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An evaluation revealed significant late Iron Age/Roman and Medieval
remains. The Roman remains and the quantity of Late Iron Age/early
Roman pottery suggest that this location was close to an occupation site
during this period. This may suggest that this river crossing was used in the
Late Iron Age before the building of Ermine Street, or that there was late
Iron Age/Roman settlement precursor to the Roman villa 100m to the west
of the site. The inhumation may represent roadside activity.
2. Following evaluation, an excavation was carried out revealing a Roman
cemetery containing at least 73 inhumations aligned east-west and
unaccompanied by grave goods. Five outlying inhumations were also
revealed to the east of the cemetery. Three distinct layers of inhumations
were evident. On the eastern side of the site a late Roman field enclosure
was discovered with possible evidence for iron smelting.
3. Activity at the site was concentrated in the late Roman period. An early
Roman enclosure occupied an area of the site which became a late Roman
inhumation cemetery, yielding 68 skeletons most of which were buried on a
west to east alignment and in an extended supine position. Four skeletons
were buried outside the cemetery in the eastern part of the site, which was
dominated by a system of late Roman field ditches. The Watersmeet
cemetery is best understood as a small rural cemetery serving the
population of a wealthy villa estate. The remains exhibit many
characteristics of a Christian cemetery, although certain aspects of the
burials, such as the intercutting graves, argue against this interpretation.
4. Excavations c. 200m east of a Roman villa found evidence of an early to
middle Roman enclosure, succeeded by a later Roman cemetery with a
contemporary field system. Sixty-eight identifiable individual were buried in
the cemetery, with a further four among the field ditches. Inhumations were
generally in an extended supine position, oriented west-south-west to eastnorth-east; there was no evidence for use of coffins, and grave goods were
present in only two cases. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

306

Asset name

43A-45 High Street, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23941 71747

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1161714

HER reference

MCB19878

Value

Medium

515748
Designation

Grade II listed
building

Description

Huntingdon HIGH STREET 1. 5140 (south-west side) ---------------- No 43A
TL 2371 2/93 21.2.75. II GV
2. Early 19th century front to earlier probably timber framed structure.
Colour washed brick, steeply pitched old tiled roof. Two storeys, two 1st
floor sash windows nearly flush set with glazing bars. Altered early 19th
century shop front with simplified Doric pilasters, frieze cornice. Early 19th
century back wing with mansard wing.
Listing NGR: TL2394171744 [1]
A 19th century facade to an earlier timber framed building, probably a 15th
century house with 16th and 18th century alterations. To number 43A the
front is of colourwashed brick with an early 19th century shop front to the
ground floor and a rear wing of the same date. There is also a 19th century
shop front to number 45 which has a plastered and colourwashed front.
The roof over both properties is a steeply pitched tiled roof. [2]
1. A 19th century facade to an earlier timber framed building, probably a
15th century house with 16th and 18th century alterations. To number 43A
the front is of colourwashed brick with an early 19th century shop front to
the ground floor and a rear wing of the same date. There is also a 19th
century shop front to number 45 which has a plastered and colourwashed
front. The roof over both properties is a steeply pitched tiled roof. [3]

References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] English Heritage Archive
[3] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

307

Asset name

The Queen's Head Inn, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23931 71749

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1330697

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon HIGH STREET 1. 5140 (south-west side) ---------------- No 44
(The Queen's Head Inn) TL 2371 2/94 21.2.75. II GV
2. Altered late 18th century or early 19th century front to earlier, probably
timber framed, house. Steeply pitched old tiled roof with two gabled
dormers. Colour washed brick 1st floor has three flush sash windows with
glazing bars. Two segmentally arched sash windows to red brick ground
floor with carriageway on left. Two storeys and attics. Gabled back wing at
right angles to front block has four gabled dormers. (RCHM 27).

Medium

Listing NGR: TL2393171749 [1]
References

[1] National Heritage List

Asset number

308

Asset name

Romano British pottery, Medieval
pottery etc.

Grid reference

TL 23930 71710

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366723

HER reference

02625
02625A

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Romano British pottery, Medieval pottery etc.
(TL 23937171) (2) RB 1st century morarium, two Castor bases, a grey
indented beaker, pie dishes and a stone jar found with Medieval pottery
and shoe soles (probably 14th century) during excavations in building the
Hippodrome Cinema in Huntingdon High St. Specimens in Huntingdon
Museum. (1-2)
Material from Huntingdon Museum is now at St Ives. (Norris Museum). (3)
[1]
1. Roman 1st century mortarium, two Castor bases, a grey indented beaker,
pie dishes and a stone jar found during excavations in building the
Hippodrome Cinema in Huntingdon High St. Specimens in Huntingdon
Museum.
2. Material from Huntingdon Museum is now at St Ives (Norris
Museum).See also RN 02625A - Medieval finds. [2]
1. Medieval pottery and shoe soles (probably 14th century) found during
excavations in building the Hippodrome Cinema in Huntingdon High St.
Specimens in Huntingdon Museum.
2. Material from Huntingdon Museum is now at St Ives (Norris Museum).
[3]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[3] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

309

Asset name

45 High Street, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 2392 771754

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1161738

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon HIGH STREET 1. 5140 (south-west side) ----------------- No 45
TL 2371 2/95 21.2.75. II GV
2. Late 18th century or early 19th century plastered and colour washed front
to much earlier timber framed structure. High steeply pitched old tiled roof.
Two storeys, three flush 1st floor sash windows with glazing bars. On
ground floor an altered 19th century shop front with fascia and cornice over
shop door, window and passageway on left.

Medium

Listing NGR: TL2392771754 [1]
References

[1] National Heritage List

Asset number

310

Asset name

Saxo-Norman remains, Watersmeet

Grid reference

TL 23926 71368

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB16331

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Evaluation revealed significant late Iron Age/Roman and Saxo-Norman
remains. Several features containing Saxo-Norman pottery were identified,
including a large ditch and several pits/postholes on the scarp, suggested
to postholes for a substantial timber structure. There is also evidence for
the reshaping of the riverside escarpment, presumably for defensive
purposes. It is thought that these defensive works might represent a 'lost'
western bailey of the Norman castle, which might have only be in use for a
short period of time.
2. Open area excavation was carried out in 2003, revealing a few 10th-12th
century features at the site, comprising four pit complexes and a single
ditch fragment. However it is thought that none of these features appeared
to be defensive in nature, and therefore are unlikely to be related to the
defensive features of a castle bailey or the castle itself. No evidence for a
palisade for the hypothetical second bailey was found. The functions of the
pits remains unclear, with pottery and animal bone assemblages smaller
than would be expected for rubbish pits. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

311

Asset name

Saint Benedict's Church, Huntingdon
(churchyard)

Grid reference

TL 23910 71750

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366742

HER reference

02649

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Site of medieval church demolished in 1802
(TL 23917175) St Benedict's Church (NR) (Site of) (1)
The church of St Benedict stood on the north side of the Queen's Head Inn
(44 High St); a part of the churchyard remains, the rest being built over.
During the Civil War the church was badly damaged and the tower was
finally pulled down in 1802. (2-3)
The entrance to the churchyard is through a stone doorway on the High
Street marked 'St Benedict'. The yard itself is much overgrown and no
traces of the church were seen. (4)
TL239718 A Taylor and D Cozens excavated within the church site and
uncovered part of the plan, the tower and indications of three phases of the
medieval church that was mostly demolished in the seventeenth century.
'They call the church St Benet's' (5)
It seems likely that there was a church within the parish of St Benedict in
Saxon times. Documentary sources indicate that a church was in existence
on this site by the second quarter of the 12th century. St Benedict's was
severely damaged during the Civil War, presumably during skirmishes
associated with the entry of Charles the First into Huntingdon on 24 August
1645. Twenty three years later the damaged fabric of St Benedict's church
was described as 'quite pulled down in the tyme of the said late rebellion'.
The steeple was pulled down in 1802 and the masonry of the tower used to
build the Barley Mow at Hartford.
In February 1980 in advance of the demolition of the buildings standing
upon the site of the church it became possible to examine an area
approximately 5x4m alongside the foundations of the church tower. (see
illustration card).
The remains of the north-east corner of the tower were exposed along with
part of the nave floor. Several graves were encountered and a 15th century
base marking the northern limit of an Arch or Doorway linking the Tower
with the nave. Masonry recovered from the excavation of the church or
from the church yard wall was used in 1981 to construct the gazebo
standing in the entrance to St Benedict's Court (6)
Church of St Benet - listed (7)
Additional reference - excavation report, similar to auth 6 (8) [1]
1. St Benet's Church (NR) (site of).
2. The church of St Benet's stood on the north side of the Queen's Head
Inn (44 High St); a part of the churchyard remains, the rest being built over.
During the Civil War the church was badly damaged and the tower was
finally pulled down in 1802.
3. Huntingdon, St Benet's. A Taylor and D Cozens excavated within the
church site and uncovered part of the plan, the tower and indications of
three phases of the Medieval church that was mostly demolished in the 17th
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century. (Cambridgeshire Archaeological Committee and Huntingdon Local
History Society).
5. A small scale excavation was carried out on the site of St. Bene'ts
church in advance of development. Two sections of wall were exposed,
together with graves inside and outside the church. The dimensions of the
tower were also recorded. Records and finds held by CCC Archaeology.
6. Recent research into the Battle of Huntingdon suggests that the damage
to the town may have been less than previously suspected, and the
destruction of the church may have been as a result of neglect rather than
military action.
O2, The entrance to the churchyard is through a stone doorway on the
High Street marked 'St Benedict'. The yard itself is much overgrown and no
traces of the church were seen.
7. This church was shattered during the civil wars, and never afterwards
repaired. [2]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

312

Asset name

Post medieval house, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23900 71700

Subtopic

Built

HER reference

02676

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. House 90 yards south-south-east of All Saints' Church is of one storey
with attics, timber framed and plastered and partly faced with brick. The
roofs are tiled. It was built in the 17th century but the south end has been
pulled down except for the south gable. The chimney stack, formerly
central, is original and has grouped diagonal shafts and pilasters. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

313

Asset name

Post medieval house and shop,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23900 71700

Subtopic

Historic buildings

HER reference

02675

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. House and shop on the west side of the High Street. Two storeys, timber
framed and plastered with a tiled roof. It was built probably early 16th
century but has been converted into a modern shop and considerably
altered. At the south end of the building is a cart way with chamfered beam
and exposed joists. The opening in front has an original crossbeam with
curved brackets carved with foliage. The upper storey formerly projected in
front but has been under-built. The building is currently in good condition.
[1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

314

Asset name

Walden's Charity School,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23879 71766

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1547407

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Remains of Walden's Charity School. The original school was built on the
site in 1736 but the current building was erected in 1848. It is constructed
of brick with a timber roof covering. The building is currently used for
storage.

Low

The school has a long history, having been established in 1736, but the
current building dates from 1848: 'A new and commodious schoolhouse
was erected in 1848 on the site of the old one; it is a neat structure of brick
about 40 feet by 25 feet, ornamented with a stained timber roof' (Hatfield's
Directory, 1854)
The building is a brick structure with a gabled roof. It has a blocked door,
and a high window which may be a later insertion. The colour of the
brickwork varies considerably, around the gable end for example, indicating
at least one period of rebuilding. A flat roofed, brick built extension
protrudes from the gable end. The inside of the roof structure appears to be
original. (1) [1]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

315

Asset name

Medieval ditches and 17th century
floor, St Benedict's Court,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23882 71736

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB19137

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Trial trenching in 1975 identified a small triangular ditch which may have
been part of the proposed line of Ermine Street. This feature was cut by
deep medieval ditches. 17th century floors were also identified. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

316

Asset name

Early Medieval deposits, Mill
Common, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23880 71480

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

10486

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. In June 1992 an archaeological assessment was undertaken in advance
of the present car park being extended. Four 1m by 1m test pits were
hand-excavated to a maximum depth of 1.5m. Three of the test pits
produced medieval pottery, dating from the 10th to the 13th century, as well
as animal bone and oyster shell. One test pit was cut by a ditch containing
medieval material. The fourth test pit contained only modern infill.

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

322

Asset name

4 Princes Street, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23846 71698

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1128568

HER reference

1525383
Designation

Grade II listed
building

Description

HUNTINGDON

Value

Medium

898/2/39 PRINCES STREET 21-FEB-75 (east side) 4
GV II House; late 18th century, built of brick, rendered and painted, with
tiled roofs.
PLAN: The house is L-shaped, with a main range of two storeys and attics,
with three bays fronting Princes Street; there is a two storey wing to the
rear of the main range at the northern end.
EXTERIOR: The main range has a tiled, mansard roof with two box
dormers each to the front and back; these have six paned sash windows,
those to the front, west elevation with horns. There are external stacks to
both north and south gable ends, the latter particularly pronounced; at this
end the roofline of a neighbouring house, now demolished, can be seen
either side of the chimney stack. The rear wing is lower than the main
range, and has a pitched, tiled roof with a central ridge stack. The west
elevation of the main range is symmetrical with a central wooden doorcase
with panelled pilasters, cornice, fanlight and late C20 door, flanked by
sixteen paned unhorned sash windows, above which are three similar
windows to the first floor. There are sash windows to the ground floors of
the north and south gable ends of the main range, that to the south with
horns. The ground floor of the east elevation of the main range has paired
twelve light sash windows separated by a wooden mullion, above which is
a single twelve light sash. All windows in the main range are recessed
within cambered arched openings, as they are to the gable end of the rear
wing. Other windows in this wing are mainly six paned horned sashes, and
there are also modern French windows to the ground floor of the south
elevation, and a modern glazed door to the north elevation.
INTERIOR: The plan of the main range has been altered. On the ground
floor walls have been removed to create an open space for a shop. The
first floor is reached from a modern staircase in the rear wing, accessed
directly from the door in the north elevation. The first floor plan has also
been altered by the removal of partition walls, and both this floor and the
attics are used as offices. There are no fireplaces, and no other detail
survives.
HISTORY: The building dates from the late 18th century; originally a house,
it was converted to a shop and offices in the late 20th century. The ground
floor shop is currently vacant. Historic Ordnance Survey maps dating to
between 1888 and 1926 show the house with a more substantial rear wing,
and with gardens and outbuildings. Originally at the north end of a row of
smaller buildings, now demolished, it shared its south gable chimney stack
with its neighbour to the south. The current rear wing appears to have been
built in the mid-late 20th century.
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REASONS FOR DESIGNATION: No.4 Princes Street is listed at Grade II
for the following principal reason: * It is of special architectural and
historical interest as a substantially intact late 18th century house which
retains both fabric and external detail. [1]
The building dates from the late 18th century and was originally a house. It
was converted in to a shop and offices in the late 20th century. The building
is built of brick, rendered and painted white with tiled roofs. It is L shaped in
plan with a main range of three bays and two storeys and attics and a
lower storey wing to the rear. Inside the plan has been altered by the
removal of walls to create an open space for a ground floor shop. The
building was Listed Grade I but was downgraded to Grade II in 2010. [2]
References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

324

Asset name

1 Princes Street, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23839 71735

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1128567

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
luilding

Value

Description

Huntingdon PRINCE'S STREET 1. 5140 (east side) --------------- No 1 TL
2371 2/97 21.2.75. II GV

Medium

2. Early to mid19th century. Stock brick. Welsh slated roof with brick end
stacks. Two storeys. Three 1st floor sash windows with glazing bars, central
window round arched. Ground floor has two modern windows under
original segmental arches flanking central door under flat arch in round
arched panel. Included for group value.
Listing NGR: TL2385371802 [1]
References

[1] National Heritage List
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Asset number

325

Asset name

10 & 10A Princes Street,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23837 71682

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1128569

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon PRINCE'S STREET 1. 5140 (west side) --------------- Nos 10
and 10A TL 2371 2/225 II GV
2. Originally the stable block to Lawrence Court. 18th century. Long one
storey and attic range with a modern extension on the south. Wall to street
rebuilt in gault brick in 19th century. Three sash windows with glazing bars.
Plain doors, the gable ends and rear elevation are the original red brick.
Pantiled roof with four gabled dormers at rear. Included for group value.

Medium

Listing NGR: TL2383671682 [1]
References

[1] National Heritage List

Asset number

327

Asset name

Roman to Post Medieval remains,
land rear of Princes Street,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23830 71674

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB16324

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Evaluation was carried out in advance of the Huntingdon Town Centre
Modernisation Scheme. Trench 6 was located to the rear of cottages
fronting onto Prince's Street. This trench was the only one to produce
tangible evidence of Roman occupation, in the form of a large feature
containing Roman pottery. One pit containing pottery datable to AD9001200 was recorded in this trench. The majority of features were dated to
the medieval period, in particular the 13th and 14th centuries, and comprise
a couple of large pits and several large features of unknown function, but
which were found to contain small quantities of cereal grains, seeds and
fish bones. Overlying these features was a layer thought to be late
medieval cultivation soil, which contained pottery dating to AD 1350 - 1500
and cereal grains/chaff and the seeds of weeds. A series of early post
medieval deposits were recorded, thought to represent cultivation soil and
levelling layers. Finally a series of brick drains and wall foundations were
recording, dating to the 18th and 19th centuries, together with patches of
cobbles and clay. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

330

Asset name

Jubilee Drinking Fountain,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23823 71782

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1330711

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon MARKET HILL 1. ----------- 5140 Jubilee Drinking Fountain TL
2371 2/200 II GV
2. On north wall of Town Hall. Sandstone tablet inscribed 'Erected by
Huntingdon Borough Council 1887. Pink granite basin with bronze lion's
head spout.

Medium

Listing NGR: TL2382371782 [1]
References

[1] National Heritage List

Asset number

332

Asset name

Garden wall of Lawrence Court
fronting The Walks, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23820 71650

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1128571

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon PRINCE'S STREET 1. 5140 (west side) -------------- Garden
wall of Lawrence Court fronting The Walks TL 2371 2/226 II GV

Medium

2. 18th century and later, repaired. Red brick. Scenic value.
Listing NGR: TL2382071650 [1]
References

[1] National Heritage List
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Asset number

333

Asset name

Huntingdon Town Hall, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23820 71800

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1128584

HER reference

02736

Value

High

366844
Designation

Grade II* listed
building

Description

Huntingdon MARKET HILL 1. ----------- 5140 Town Hall TL 2371 2/22
10.1.51. II* GV
2 1745, incorporating earlier fittings and added to and altered in 1817.
Three storeys, red brick, surmounted by cupola and with portico on ground
floor, with paired Tuscan columns. 2:3:2 bays, the centre set forward with
pediment over, this an alteration of 1817. Sash windows with glazing bars,
except ground floor, French casements over porch. Arched on top floor in
centre. East and west fronts have Venetian windows and a Tuscan loggia
on the ground floor, these were added in 1817 for the meat-market, that on
the west now blocked in. The Assembly Room has good pictures and
chandeliers. Late 17th century staircase with turned balusters and moulded
strings. Hipped slate roofs, clock in pediment. (RCHM 11).
Listing NGR: TL2382471797 [1]
A town hall built in 1745 and added and altered to in 1817. It is three
storeys high and constructed from red brick with slate roofs. The building is
surmounted by a cupola and has a portico on the ground floor. The
additions of 1817 were for the meat market.
(TL 23827180) Town Hall (NAT) (1)
Town Hall, Grade 2*. Built in 1745, incorporating earlier fittings and altered
in 1817. Three storeys, built of red brick, surmounted by a cupola with a
portico on the ground floor, and slate roofs. The staircase is 17th century.
(2-3)
Scheduled listing (4) [2]
1. The Town Hall stands on the south-east side of Market Hill in the middle
of the town. The present building was erected in 1745 on the site of the old
Court House and was added to and altered in1817. It contains a late 17th
century staircase, which was probably retained from the old Court House.
This rises from the ground to the 1st floor, and has moulded strings and
hand-rail, turned balusters and square newels. Condition - good.
3. Town Hall, Grade II*. Three storeys, built of red brick, surmounted by a
cupola with a portico on the ground floor, and slate roofs.
4. Brick two storey building dating from end of 18th century or early 19th
century. The interior contains a Court Room with early 19th century fittings.
The windows are unaltered with their original sashes, but the interior has
been carved up with Mod partitions to house the Council staff. The whole
building has been refurbished and redecorated both inside and outside to a
high degree of excellence. The entrance hall, now floored with quarry tiles,
reveals several pillars, both round and square which were part of the
colonnaded open market area. The building is used as a magistrates court
and other functions. Formerly a Scheduled Ancient Monument (CB189),
de-scheduled 6 December 1999. [3]
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[1] National Heritage List
[2] English Heritage Archive
[3] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

335

Asset name

Huntingdon Library

Grid reference

TL 23808 71723

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1446961

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

The library was erected in 1971 to the designs of Mr. K.G. Sparrow, the
County Architect. The library is rectangular in plan but with a circular
element imposed onto it and partially projecting as a semi-circle from the
south side. It is divided into two distinct sides, a public access library and
administrative area.

Negligible

The library follows the modern form of a reading room and an open plan
public access area, alongside a restricted access administration block and
closed shelves. The mobile library garage is interesting in social history
terms in that it indicates the intention to provide this service at the outset.
The area of most architectural interest is in the public access area; the
rotunda. The natural lighting from the wall and roof light gives it an open
and light feel. The building may be under threat of demolition. (1) [1]
Building demolished in the late 2000s and replaced by a modern building
which holds the library, archives and council offices.
References

[1] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

337

Asset name

Gazeley House (County Education
Office) , Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23806 71768

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1128586

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon MARKET HILL 1. ----------- 5140 No 5 (Gazeley House)
(County Education Office) TL 2371 2/21C 29.5.69. II GV
2. Early/mid 19th century. Gault brick. Two storeys, 1:3:2 windows the
centre set forward, sashes with glazing bars, one paired one on right
ground. Band at 1st floor level. Arched doorway to left with arched window
over. Cornice, parapet, roof not visible. Brick end stacks.

Medium

Listing NGR: TL2382871771 [1]
References

[1] National Heritage List
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Asset number

339

Asset name

Lawrence Court, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23802 71688

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1128570

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon PRINCE'S STREET 1. 5140 (west side) --------------- Lawrence
Court TL 2371 2/41 29.5.69. Lawrence Court II GV
2. Early/mid18th century altered. L-shaped. Red brick. Two storeys, 2:3
windows on the inner faces of the L, sashes with glazing bars, one
tripartite. Late 19th century porch in the inner angle. Eaves cornice,
parapet, old tile roof of M profile, brick stacks. Similar rear elevations.
Listing NGR: TL2382371841 [1]

References

[1] National Heritage List

Asset number

340

Asset name

Roman occupation features, Mill
Common, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23801 71358

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB16329

Value

Low

EH reference

Medium

Designation

None

Description

1. An evaluation revealed a number of pits, gullies and a ditch, containing
Roman pottery and tile and consistent with Romano-British riverside
occupation. The majority of the pottery recovered dates to the mid-1st to
late 2nd century AD. The remains are not contemporary with the late 3rd
century villa site excavated on Mill Common in 1968, and may represent an
earlier phase of activity. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

341

Asset name

Watermill, Huntingdon (site of)

Grid reference

TL 23800 71300

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

02614

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Water mill. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

344

Asset name

Possible crude World War I
runway, Mill Common

Grid reference

TL 23797 71483

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB19130

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An earthwork survey carried out in 2009 identified a low, broad
embankment measuring 12m wide, aligned north-north-east to southsouth-west. The remains suggest a length of 130m and is possibly the
remains of a crude World War I runway. A squadron of the Royal Flying
Corp was primarily based to the east of the survey area during the latter
stages of World War I on land that has now been largely developed. They
may however have been responsible for some of the activity in the eastern
extremity of the survey area. This may be the remains of one of their crude
runways as can be seen on contemporary oblique aerial photographs of
the squadron base and Huntingdon. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

345

Asset name

Saxo-Norman to Post Medieval
remains, land rear of HPDC
building, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23795 71648

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB16323

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Evaluation was carried out in advance of the Huntingdon Town Centre
Modernisation Scheme. Trench 5 was located in the car park to the rear of
the HPCD building. The earliest remains recorded were a shallow hollow
containing pottery datable to AD900-1200. Two features dating to the
medieval period were recorded, a shallow pit/ posthole and another
posthole These features were sealed by a layer thought to be late medieval
cultivation soil, which in turn was cut by a possible clay-filled pit. Two early
post medieval layers were recorded. Finally a foundation for a brick wall
was recorded, which lies on a similar orientation to the standing 18th
century malting wall which forms the boundary to the bus station to the
south. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

353

Asset name

2 The Walks North, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23770 71629

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1309682

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon THE WALKS NORTH 1. --------------- 5140 No 2 TL 2371 2/245
II GV
2. Early 19th century, but modernized and altered to a more 18th century
appearance. Red brick. Two storeys, three windows, 16-pane sashes.
Central doorway in arched recess, modern panelled door and broken
pediment surround. Modern pantile roof. Included for group value.

Medium

Listing NGR: TL2377071629 [1]
Forms a group with numbers 2 and 3-4 the Walks (Assets 353 and 359).
Sited on the Walks, a narrow pedestrian route to the north of Mill Common,
now flanked to the north-east by the town ring road (the B1514) and the
bus station, both of which result in noise and visual intrusion on the
building. The building’s setting on Mill Common and views from the
principal elevation across the undeveloped common land forms an
important element of its setting, reflecting both the original intention of the
builder, and the historic character of the building’s setting. [2]
References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] S. Honeywell, site inspection 01 April 2014

Asset number

355

Asset name

Saxo-Norman to Post Medieval
remains, Huntingdon library carpark

Grid reference

TL 23765 71685

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB16322

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Evaluation was carried out in advance of the Huntingdon Town Centre
Modernisation Scheme. Trench 4 was located in the car park of
Huntingdon Library. The earliest remains found was a large pit containing
pottery datable to AD900-1200, although a Post-Conquest date is more
probable. This cut three small pits/postholes, the fill of one contained a
large quantity of cat bone. A spike from a fibre-processing tool was also
recovered from the surface of an unexcavated pit. It is thought likely that
further remains of this date may be present below later levels. The majority
of features were dated to the medieval period, in particular the 13th and 14th
centuries, and comprise a number of pits, a post pipe, postholes. Overlying
these features was a layer thought to be late medieval cultivation soil,
representing a change in use of the site. A series of dumped post medieval
layers were recorded, thought to represent cultivation/garden soil. Finally a
ditch was recorded in section, dated stratigraphically to the post medieval
or modern periods. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

357

Asset name

Medieval ditch and ridge and
furrow, Mill Common, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23760 71580

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB17352

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. A community excavation was undertaken at Mill Common as part of the
Huntingdon Octocentenary celebrations. In this area the ridge and furrow
was investigate to establish its origin and the time it remained under
cultivation. A broad shallow pit was recorded, suggested to be a tree throw.
A large assemblage of pottery of 12th to 14th century date was recovered
from the topsoil and subsoil, which corresponds to the peak in manuring
and ploughing activity, and suggests that ploughing activity ceased during
the 14th century. A machine trench dug through the ridge and furrow
revealed a wide, 2.5 m deep ditch with a broad V-shaped profile, and which
contained a large amount of charcoal and burnt clay and unabraded pottery
of the mid-12th to mid-14th centuries. This ditch, which heads in the
direction of the castle mound, may represent the medieval town ditch,
which would have formed the western side of the town's defences.
3. Ridge and furrow earthworks survive from at least four furlongs of the
open field system, with possible evidence of the subdivision of cultivation
strips. The ridges appear to measure between 7 and 9 meters in width [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

359

Asset name

3 - 4 The Walks North, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23756 71619

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1330705

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon THE WALKS NORTH 1. --------------- 5140 Nos 3 and 4 TL
2371 2/246 II GV
2. Early 19th century. Red brick pair. Three storeys, four windows to whole,
sashes with glazing bars, single tripartite sash on the ground floor.
Panelled doors with radiating fanlights. Tiled roof. [1]

Medium

Forms a group with numbers 2 and 3-4 the Walks (Assets 353 and 359).
Sited on the Walks, a narrow pedestrian route to the north of Mill Common,
now flanked to the north-east by the town ring road (the B1514) and the
bus station, both of which result in noise and visual intrusion on the
building. The building’s setting on Mill Common and views from the
principal elevation across the undeveloped common land forms an
important element of its setting, reflecting both the original intention of the
builder, and the historic character of the building’s setting. [2]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] S. Honeywell, site inspection 01 April 2014
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Asset number

361

Asset name

Saxo-Norman to Post Medieval
remains, land rear of Gazeley
House, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23747 71727

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB16321

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Evaluation was carried out in advance of the Huntingdon Town Centre
Modernisation Scheme. Trench 3 was located behind Gazeley House. The
earliest remains found were several sherds of Bronze Age pottery, which
were recovered from a later pit. Although found in a residual context, the
size and quantity of sherds could suggest that features of this date are
nearby. Several features containing Saxo-Norman pottery were identified,
comprising several postholes and pits containing domestic refuse and
possible tanning waste. A number of features were dated to the medieval
period, in particular the 13th and 14th centuries, which comprise numerous
pits, a posthole and a single. Overlying these features was a layer thought
to be late medieval cultivation soil, representing a change in use of the site.
A further layer above this may be a post medieval cultivation layer or
remains of horticultural activities. Finally a Victorian rubbish dump was
excavated at the western end of the trench, although no evidence of post
medieval or Victorian buildings were found. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

362

Asset name

5- 6 The Walks North, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23746 71613

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1162376

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon THE WALKS NORTH 1. --------------- 5140 Nos 5 and 6 TL
2371 2/247 II GV
2. Early 19th century. Red brick. Two storeys, two windows to pair, blank in
centre over paired doors in arched recess. No 5 has sashes with glazing
bars and four-panel door, No 6 has modern features Slate roof. Included
for group value.

Medium

Listing NGR: TL2374671613 [1]
Forms a group with numbers 2 and 3-4 the Walks (Assets 353 and 359).
Sited on the Walks, a narrow pedestrian route to the north of Mill Common,
now flanked to the north-east by the town ring road (the B1514) and the
bus station, both of which result in noise and visual intrusion on the
building. The building’s setting on Mill Common and views from the
principal elevation across the undeveloped common land forms an
important element of its setting, reflecting both the original intention of the
builder, and the historic character of the building’s setting. [2]
References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] S. Honeywell, site inspection 01 April 2014
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Asset number

364

Asset name

Roman ditch, Mill Common,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23744 71328

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB18096

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An evaluation was carried out at the National Grid Gas depot at Mill
Common, Huntingdon. Archaeological features were identified to the northwestern end of the development area albeit heavily truncated for the most
part. A ditch orientated east-west, of Roman date which would have run
parallel to the Alconbury Brook immediately to the south of the
development area was recorded in trench 1. Pottery recovered from the
ditch included a variety of 2nd - 4th century AD wares including a small
number of heavily abraded Nene Valley ware sherds. Fragments of box
flue tile, building material and large amphorae would suggest that the
feature is late Roman in date, considering its proximity to the Whitehills
Villa site. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

368

Asset name

Medieval inhumations, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23730 71670

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366790

HER reference

02805

Designation

None

Value

Medium

Description

Possible Medieval burial ground.
(TL 23737167) Human remains found AD 1918 (TI) 'A' (1)
Medieval pottery found in garden by Mr Govier, 1938, and now in Hunts
Mus. 1497-1501. (2)
('B' TL 23757168) 2 skeletons found 1958 (3)
No additional information. Dr Garrood is dead. This burial ground is
possibly associated with one of the early Huntingdon hospitals (TL 27 SW
9 & 11) (4) [1]
1. Human remains found AD 1918 (TI) 'A'
2. Medieval pottery found in garden by Mr. Govier, 1938, and now in Hunts
Museum. 1497 - 1501.
3. Two, skeletons found 1958.
O3, No additional information. This burial ground is possibly associated
with one of the early Huntingdon hospitals. [2]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

375

Asset name

Roman channel, Mill Common,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23710 71300

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB17364

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An evaluation revealed significant evidence for Roman riverside activity
which may be related to the nearby Roman villa at Whitehills. A large ditch,
containing Roman building material, may represent a man-made channel
or a palaeochannel. Post medieval activity was also evident in the form of a
ditch and a Victorian wall. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

392

Asset name

Medieval remains, 9-10 George
Street, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23674 71713

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

CB15671

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. The results from the evaluation revealed extensive 13th century and 14th
century quarrying. In addition ditches, postholes and pits were uncovered
in the western part of the development which also produced 13th century
and 14th century pottery. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

395

Asset name

Roman villa, Mill Common,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23660 71380

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366748

HER reference

02545a

Designation

None

Value

Medium

Description

Excavations uncovered the site of a Roman villa; it consisted of late 2nd
century AD timber building which was replaced by a 3rd-4th century AD
corridor villa. This was succeeded by an Anglo-Saxon inhumation cemetery
and probable church. The assumed remains of the siege castle of 1174
were also uncovered and the remains of a medieval church/chapel which
incorporated fragments of the Anglo-Saxon structure.
(TL 23667138) Huntingdon Siege Castle. Emergency excavations by
MPBW in 1967 and 1968 revealed the following sequence of occupation:1. Ditches and pits showing 1st century occupation.
2. Remains of a 3rd-4thC corridor type villa, successive hearths and thick
deposits of ash and rubbish indicate industrial use, although an adjoining
room had a mosaic floor.
3. An early religious building, probably Saxon, to which the cemetery
containing over 400 burials with associated late Saxon pottery seems to
have belonged.
4. Scraping and traces of the Siege Castle of 1174. A number of scattered
skeletons of soldiers associated with this siege were found.
5. Ruined walls of what may have been a church or chapel including one
re-used stone with Saxon interlacing carving, which was a 13th century
arch-moulding cut on the other side. All probably a rebuilding of 3 above.
(1-2)
The site is now occupied by a large house and the scraping of the siege
castle has been incorporated and modified as garden landscaping. (3)
Further excavations on the Roman villa revealed a probably late 2nd
century timber building, which was replaced by a larger corridor structure.
Other 2nd century buildings were incorporated into one long range. A series
of early medieval quarry pits containing tiles and 14th century sherds were
also found in what had been thought to be the large ditch of the siege
castle. (4)
Classified as a corridor type villa - see plan. (5)
CA 101 Listed as the probable site of a Roman corridor villa. (6) [1]
1. Below, and included with RN 02545b, very fragmentary remains of a
Roman building (? a temple) including a kiln.
2. The Roman building has proved to be a villa of the corridor type, of
which six rooms have so far been uncovered. One room was built partly
below ground with its floor almost 5 ft below the level of the surrounding
rooms. Successive hearths and thick deposits of ash and rubbish indicate
an industrial use. The adjoining room, however, had a decorative mosaic
floor with a border of large tesserae, parts of which have remained in situ.
The villa seems to be of 3rd century - 4th century date, but ditches and pits
beneath its walls indicate an earlier occupation of the site in the 1st century
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AD.
3. The Roman corridor villa still continues. A further series of rooms has
been revealed, and closer dating evidence has been obtained.
Four periods of occupation have now been distinguished: A series of
ditches of the period 90 - 190 AD. A fragment of a building with weak
mortared flint foundation - probably a timber structure of the late 2nd
century. Early 3rd century demolition of the period 2 building and the
construction in Barnack limestone of a larger building with a corridor. It
probably had a separate suite of unheated rooms at its north end. Partial
demolition (of partition walls) and building of new partitions making smaller
rooms in dark brown sandstone. Possible other period two buildings were
incorporated into one long range.
4. A low natural mound overlooking the Alconbury Brook had been chosen
as the site for a small Roman villa.
6. Correspondence summarising findings of excavations at Whitehills. The
earliest feature of the site was a cremation burial dated between 60 and 80
AD. A slight building with thin mortared foundations and a timber
superstructure may have been of the same date. A series of ditches were
then dug across the site, which yielded 2nd century pottery. The first phase
of the villa was constructed in the 3rd century, consisting of three large,
almost square rooms, leading from a corridor. The corridor was itself
divided at the south end into a small room and entrance lobby. A large
rectangular room to the south projecting forward in front of the corridor
(under the west side of the current house) could belong to this phase or be
added later. Separated from the main building at the north end was a large
room, with a water channel which flowed in through a gap in the wall on the
east side, possibly a latrine or part of a bath suite. Additional rooms may
have been located to the north under the modern road. During the second
phase of the villa, the existing building was almost totally demolished and
rebuilt on the same site, using the line of the earlier long front and back
walls, but re-siting the partition walls to make more and smaller rooms,
linking the latrine building to the main block and continuing the corridor to
the north. The walls of the most southerly of the three large rooms were
thickened, and its floor level lowered to cellar proportions, presumably to
support an upper storey. The other two rooms were replaced by three one
of which had a ten feet square decorative mosaic panel bounded by a
cable pattern and surrounded by a course mosaic border. Two rooms were
built in the space between the two earlier buildings, and the latrine building
was made slightly smaller, although it is not clear whether it retained this
use. The building continued northwards under the modern road. No dating
evidence was found for this rebuilding, but the earliest levels in the cellar
room yielded pottery of the fourth century. [2]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

396

Asset name

Early Medieval church and
cemetery, Mill Common,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23660 71380

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

02545b

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Many skeletons were found - one category estimated at 400, coming
from a probable early but hitherto unknown Christian cemetery; all these
skeletons were lying in regular order east-west.
2. No trace of the later buildings has been found, but several hundreds
more skeletons of late AS date, associated with Thetford and St Neots
ware pottery, overlie the Roman levels, some obviously lined up along the
villa walls, and some overlying the robber trenches, showing that the
robbing of the stonework must have taken place during the life of the
cemetery, shortly before the Norman Conquest. Stone with interlacing
decoration, re-used in Medieval times.
3. A Christian cemetery was later established on the mound and sometime
before the conquest a small church or chapel was built to serve the
growing cemetery.
5. Correspondence summarising findings of excavations at Whitehills. Later
features uncovered at the site included a cemetery dating from Saxon
times to the 14th century.
O1, five skulls from cemetery above the Roman villa are on display in
Longsands Museum, St Neots; more are stored in a cupboard there.
Remainder are in CAAM.
O2, A silver penny of Cnut was found lying on the natural gravel where it
presumably became deposited during the digging of the lowest graves
which extend to the gravel almost everywhere in this area and are
undisturbed. The coin has been identified by the British Museum as from
the Chester mint c 1017. RCHME is to send the coin to The Norris
Museum, St Ives. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

397

Asset name

Multiperiod site, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23660 71380

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

02545

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Emergency excavation was undertaken in December 1967, by the
Ministry of Public Buildings and Works as a builder had commenced
levelling the site for the erection of two houses. The work was temporarily
stopped and as the excavation proceeded (which was to discover more
about the Siege Castle) it became apparent that the work would be very
complicated as several buildings seem to have occupied the site at
different dates both before and after the construction of the Siege Castle.
The Ministry are to issue a detailed report in due course.
2. Excavation on the site reported in R1 has been continued in an area on
the north side of that begun by the Ministry of Public Buildings and Works,
first by Group Captain TPF Trudgian and now by Mr. G Rudd. Excavation
work continues.
4. Excavated by BK Davison. A low natural mound overlooking the
Alconbury Brook. Now half destroyed by a bungalow. The site is now
occupied by a large house and the scarping of the siege castle has been
incorporated and modified as garden landscaping. Brian Davison should
have excavation report.
6. Excavation report held on microfilm, PRN 1004.

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

398

Asset name

Siege Castle, Huntingdon
(inhumations)

Grid reference

TL 23660 71380

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

02545c

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

2. Excavations to discover more about the Siege Castle. Many skeletons
were found which can be divided into at least 2 categories (1) those in
scattered confusion which were probably of soldiers killed in 1174 when
Huntingdon Castle was captured by the Crown after a rebellion. (2 - see
RN 02545b). Scarping and traces of the siege castle of 1174.
3. In the later 12th century the mound was put into a state of defence
possibly as part of the preparation for the siege of Huntingdon
Castle in 1172 (sic). To this end the sides of the mound were given a
vertical timber revetment. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

399

Asset name

Medieval windmill and church
remains, Mill Common, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23660 71380

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

02545d

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An earlier wind mill, possibly of the 15th century. Very ruined walls of
what may have been a church or chapel, including one re-used stone with
AS interlacing carving, which had a 13th century arch-moulding cut on the
other side. All probably a rebuilding of earlier chapel (RN 02545b).
2. A later feature, presumed to be part of the large ditch of the siege castle,
was found to be part of a series of quarry pits of early Medieval date, the
upper fill of which contained many green glaze-splashed tiles and 14th
century potsherds - probably debris from the destruction of the Medieval
chapel found earlier on the site.
3. Later, a post mill was built on the site.
5. Correspondence summarising findings of excavations at Whitehills. Later
features uncovered at the site included a gravel roadway, apparently
leading to the mill.
O1, Material from villa site in Longsands Museum, St Neots, in a box of
Roman material in store room; green glazed sherd with part of handle, shell
gritted sherds.

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

400

Asset name

Gallows, windmill and cottages, Mill
Common, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23660 71380

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

02545e

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation
Description

None

th

1. Foundations of two 19 century cottages. Foundations of a 18th century
wind mill. The gallows erected in the 16th century.
2. A very large posthole, with stone packing and with 17th century pottery in
its fill, may well have been the site of the gallows.
3. By the 17th century gallows were built here; in the early 19th century, a
cap mill.
5. Correspondence summarising findings of excavations at Whitehills. A
socket for a very large single post of 17th century date was also recorded,
which could be the site of the gallows which stood in the vicinity. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

401

Asset name

Medieval features, Mill Common,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23660 71520

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB17357

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. A community excavation was undertaken at Mill Common as part of the
Huntingdon Octocentenary celebrations. In this area three medieval
features were excavated, two pits and a shallow ditch. The purpose of the
features is not known, and the pits are suggested to be the result of
quarrying activity. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

406

Asset name

White Mill, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23655 71356

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

02567

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

R1, Wind mill. Called "White Mill". [1]

References

[1 Local Historic Environment Record (HER)]

Asset number

412

Asset name

Roman coins, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23620 71370

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366781

HER reference

02602

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Roman coins
(TL 23627137) Ro coins, Tetricus, Constantine I. In Hunts Mus 622 A & B.
Found by Mr W Tyrrell 1927. (1)
Material from Huntingdon Museum is now in St Ives (Norris Museum)
(2) [1]
1. Roman coins, Tetricus, Constantine 1. In Huntingdon Museum 622 A
and B. Found by Mr. W Tyrrell 1927. Material from Huntingdon Museum is
now in St Ives (Norris Museum)
A 3rd brass of Constantine 1, illegible, is in Norris Museum, with no other
site than Huntingdon. No mention of a coin of Tetricus in catalogue. [2]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

415

Asset name

Black Mill (windmill), Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23600 71400

Subtopic

Arch

HER reference

02568

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Wind mill. Called "Black Mill". [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

416

Asset name

Earthwork remains of ridge and
furrow, quarrying and hollow ways

Grid reference

TL 23600 71500

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

1449858

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Ridge and furrow, quarrying and hollow ways of probable medieval and
post medieval date were visible as earthworks during a visit to Mill
Common, Huntingdon undertaken as part of the Urban Commons project.

Low

The earthwork remains of ridge and furrow, quarrying and hollow ways of
probable medieval or post medieval date are visible on Mill Common,
Huntingdon centred on TL 236715. The common was visited as part of the
Urban Commons project by David McOmish and Sarah Newsome on 21
June 2006. It is covered by extensive broad ridge and furrow which
probably dates to the medieval period. The remains of probable headlands,
together with the ridge and furrow, form the pattern of an open field system.
A hollow way runs roughly east-west through the narrowest part of the
common. This cuts the ridge and furrow and must be later than the
agricultural phase. To the south of the hollow way, close to the A14,
possible earthwork platforms are visible along with a regular, rectangular
quarried area which appears to be of no great antiquity.
Quarrying, presumably for gravel, is visible on the common at the far east
and west sides and a very substantial gravel quarry, depicted on the 1st
edition 6 inch Ordnance Survey map of 1889-1892 (1), is visible at TL 2362
7156. In places this quarrying has destroyed the ridge and furrow and is
therefore later, of medieval or post medieval date.
NB The substantial ditch and bank earthwork to the western side of the
common is recorded in TL 27 SW 44. (2) [1]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive
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Asset number

417

Asset name

Human remains, Birchmead,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23600 71660

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

08660

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Human skeletal remains. Fragmentary remains of at least four
individuals recovered in a secondary deposit in front garden of house.
Original provenance unknown. Includes more than 30 cranial and maxilla
fragments, one complete cranial vault, 10 fragments of long bones, 11 ribs,
six vertebrae and four pelvis fragments. The secondary context also
included fragments of plastic and glass so the context was dumped in its
place in the recent past, but before current owner took possession. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

425

Asset name

Roman pottery & Norman
arrowhead, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23560 71650

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366793

HER reference

02604
02604A

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Medieval and Romano-British pottery and a Medieval arrowhead found.
(TL 23567165) Iron Arrowhead ? Norman. Md & RB pottery 'Chivers Pipe
Line' (site ?). In Hunts Mus Nos 1554-6.
Found in 1933 by G.E Govier. (1)
Material from Huntingdon Museum is now at St Ives, (Norris Museum). (2)
[1]
1. Iron arrowhead ? Norman. Medieval pottery 'Chivers Pipe Line (site?). In
Huntingdon Museum Nos 1554 - 1556. Found in 1933 GE Govier.
Material from Huntingdon Museum is now at St Ives (Norris Museum). [2]
1. Roman pottery 'Chivers Pipe Line' (site?). In Huntingdon Museum Nos
1554 - 1556. Found in 1933 by GE Govier.
Material from Huntingdon Museum is now in St Ives (Norris Museum).
Not in Roman catalogue, Norris Museum.
See also RN 02604 - Medieval arrowhead and pottery. [3]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[3] English Heritage Archive
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Asset number

426

Asset name

Roman coin, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23550 71390

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366784

HER reference

02603

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Roman coin
(TL 23557139) Ro coin, 3rd Brass, Constantius II. Found by Mr Read 1926,
in Hunts Mus 622. (1)
Material from Huntingdon Museum is now in St Ives. (Norris Museum)
(2) [1]
1. Roman coin, 3rd brass, Constantius 2. Found by Mr. Read 1926, in
Huntingdon Museum 622.
Material from Huntingdon Museum is now in St Ives (Norris Museum).
Not in Roman catalogue, Norris Museum. [2]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

427

Asset name

Undated features, Mill Common,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23520 71660

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB17358

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. A community excavation was undertaken at Mill Common as part of the
Huntingdon Octocentenary celebrations. In this area four features were
investigated, including two undated ditches and a possible pit. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

429

Asset name

Roman lead cistern

Grid reference

TL 23500 71500

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366754

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Roman lead cistern
(Huntingdon TL 2371) Roman lead cistern found in the bed of the Ouse,
near Huntingdon. In Museum of Archaeology, Cambridge.(1)
Additional reference (2) [1]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
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Asset number

430

Asset name

Holy Trinity Church (site of)

Grid reference

TL 23500 71500

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366854

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Site of church

Low

A church dedicated to the Holy Trinity was owned by St. Neots Priory in the
12th century. Mention of the parish is found as late as 1434 but in 1364 the
church was said to be derelict for want of parishioners. (1)
(Trinity Place is centred at TL 24067174). (2)
Holy Trinity church. Medieval. Site uncertain (3) [1]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

431

Asset name

Hospital of St Giles (Site of)

Grid reference

TL 23500 71500

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366730

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

13th century hospital last documented in 1501. Location unknown.

Low

(Huntingdon TL 2371) Hospital of St Giles founded 13th century, closed
c1350 (?) (1)
Not located. (2)
It is documented in 1501. (3) [1]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

432

Asset name

St Edmund's Church (site of)

Grid reference

TL 23500 71500

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366851

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Site of church
The church of St. Edmund belonged to Huntingdon

Low

Priory in 1147. In 1312 the living had become so small that it was united to
St. Mary's. (1)
St Edmund's church. Medieval. Site destroyed (2) [1]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive
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Asset number

433

Asset name

St Nicholas' Church (site of)

Grid reference

TL 23500 71500

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366857

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Site of church

Low

St. Nicholas' Church belonged to Huntingdon Priory but no names of
incumbents have been found and its position is unknown. (1)
St Nicholas' church, medieval. Site uncertain. (2) [1]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

434

Asset name

St Martin's Church (site of)

Grid reference

TL 23500 71500

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366852

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Site of church
St. Martin's Church was acquired by Huntingdon Priory in 1147. In 1343 the
parish was united with St. Mary's and the priory received permission to do
as they thought fit with the church and churchyard. (1)

Low

St Martin's church, medieval, site uncertain (2) [1]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

435

Asset name

Hospital of St Margaret (site of)

Grid reference

TL 23500 71500

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366726

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Hospital for the sick and leprous said to have been founded by Malcolm IV
of Scotland (died 1165). It was impoverished and granted to Trinity Hall,
Cambridge, in 1461.
(Huntingdon TL 2371) Hospital of St Margaret founded c1165, closed
c1461. (1)
Not located. (2) [1]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

436

Asset name

Neolithic flakes

Grid reference

TL 23500 71500

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366807

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Neolithic flakes
(Huntingdon, TL 2371) Ne flakes found on rising land above river. (1) [1]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
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Asset number

437

Asset name

Huntingdon - Danish 'burh'

Grid reference

TL 23500 71500

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366868

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Danish 'burh' founded circa 879, it became one of the five lesser burhs of
the Danelaw. Captured by Edward the Elder in 917 and refortified.
Huntingdon was established as a Danish 'burh' about 879 and became one
of the five lesser burhs of the Danelaw. The town was retaken by the
Mercian King Edward the Elder in 917 as part of his re-conquest of eastern
England. (1-4) [1]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

438

Asset name

St Michael's Church (site of)

Grid reference

TL 23500 71500

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366853

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Site of church
Very little is known of the parish and church of St. Michael. The patronage
belonged to Huntingdon Priory in 1290 but appears to have passed to
Hinchingbrooke Priory by 1416. No mention of incumbents has been found
and the building was in ruins in 1533. (1)

Medium

Low

ST Michael's church. Medieval. Site uncertain. (2) [1]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

439

Asset name

St Botolph's Church (site of)

Grid reference

TL 23500 71500

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366856

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Site of church
St. Botolph's Church belonged to Huntingdon Priory but no names of
incumbents have been found and its position is unknown. (1)

Low

ST Botolph's church, medieval, site uncertain (2) [1]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive
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Asset number

440

Asset name

Iron Age uninscribed gold stater

Grid reference

TL 23500 71500

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366769

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Iron Age (IA) uninscribed gold stater

Low

IA coin found at Huntingdon in 1882; in the collection of Mr Frank
Latchmore of Hitchin. Evans type B:6, uninscr gold stater (coin of the "First
Belgic Invasion" acc to Brooke: The Philluppus in the West, Num Chron 5
XIII (1933) Map IV). (1)
IA gold stater found 1882. (2) [1]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

442

Asset name

Earthwork on Mill Common

Grid reference

TL 23479 71543

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

1004669
366812

HER reference

02543

Designation

Scheduled
Monument

Value

High

Description

This record has been generated from an "old county number" (OCN)
scheduling record. These are monuments that were not reviewed under the
Monuments Protection Programme and are some of our oldest designation
records. As such they do not yet have the full descriptions of their
modernised counterparts available. Please contact us if you would like
further information. [1]
A substantial earthwork bank and ditch known as the Bar Dyke is visible on
Mill Common, Huntingdon at TL 236715. Field observations and
excavations suggest that the earthworks were part of the town's Civil War
defences and that they were preceded by an earlier medieval ditch.
(Centred TL 235715) Unclassified earthworks on Mill Common consisting
of a bank with a ditch on the west side; it is broken by the railway cutting,
then continues south almost to the Mill Stream. (1)
Flanked by rig and furrow, this feature is the largest of several enclosure
banks on the common, which are probably fairly recent.(2)
Earthwork on Mill Common. Scheduled 188 (3)
The earthwork bank and ditch described above was noted during a visit to
Mill Common, Huntingdon (TL 236715) undertaken by David McOmish and
Sarah Newsome on 21-JUN-2006 as part of the Urban Commons project.
The earthwork is very substantial and was thought likely to relate to town
defences, probably from the Civil War. NB Other earthworks noted on the
common during the visit are described in TL 27 SW 160. (4)
The earthwork appears to fit into the known layout of the town's Civil War
lines of defence. (5)
Excavations in 2005 found the ditch was 12m wide and nearly 2.5m deep,
its scale suggesting a Civil War date. Beneath this was another ditch, likely
to be medieval in date, which may represent the dyke or lane mentioned as
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Bar Dyke in 14th century documents. (6) [2]
1. As part of a community excavation in 2005, a trench was opened
perpendicular to the line of Bar Dyke, a scheduled ancient monument (see
SAM 188 and PRN 02543). The trench was located in an area where the
bank had been levelled but the hollow of the ditch was clearly visible. Three
features were recorded as part of the ditch and bank sequence, comprising
an Anglo-Saxon ditch or hollow way, a possible medieval ditch and a large
post medieval ditch. Two small sherds of Anglo-Saxon pottery were
recovered from the possible hollow way, and two sherds of 12th-13th
century pottery were identified in the fill of the medieval ditch. A number of
large horse bones, a few roof tile fragments and a clay tobacca pipe bowl
were recovered from the fill of the large post medieval ditch. [3]
References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] English Heritage Archive
[3] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

445

Asset name

Huntingdon County Hospital (Main
Building only Listed) , Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23473 71698

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1161623

HER reference

1054578
Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Medium

Description

Huntingdon GEORGE STREET 1. ------------- 5140 County Hospital (Main
Building only) TL 2371 2/152 II
2. 1853. By T. Smith of Hertford; enlarged 1863 and extended since,
especially in 1897. Gault brick with stucco dressings, quoins, band at 1st
floor level. Post Inigo Jones style. Two storeys, 5:3:5 windows, the centre
set forward, sashes with glazing bars, keyed heads to windows the outer
bays have alternate flat and pedimented heads, the central ones have
segmental heads. Big arched doorway in centre with alternate plain and
vermiculated voussoirs, glazed door. The centre portion has an eaves
pediment containing a blind bullseye with keyed surround and swags. Slate
roofs. The side elevations are of eight bays, some of which still have the
17th century style mullion and transom casements. West end largely
obscured by later wing.
Listing NGR: TL2347371698 [1]
Hospital built 1853-54 to designs by Thomas Smith. Various additions,
most notably a wing of 1912 by S Inskip Ladds, have been demolished
restoring the building to its original form. [2]
Hospital located to the north-west of Mill Common, set back from Brampton
Road and reached by a curving driveway flanked by mature trees. Now
flanked to the rear (south) by a large modern extension which severs views
to and from the original hospital building, however views across the
common remain from the east and west elevations. When built, the
hospital was deliberately sited on the periphery of the town to provide some
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separation between ill and healthy residents. The intention of the hospital
designers remains legible in the location of the hospital on Mill Common.
The setting of the hospital is adversely affected by the presence of the A14
viaduct. [3]
References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] English Heritage Archive
[3] S Honeywell site inspection 01 April 2014

Asset number

448

Asset name

Saxon, medieval and post medieval
earthworks, Bar Dyke, Mill
Common

Grid reference

TL 23420 71700

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB17359

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. As part of a community excavation in 2005, a trench was opened
perpendicular to the line of Bar Dyke, a scheduled ancient monument (see
SAM 188 and PRN 02543). The trench was located in an area where the
bank had been levelled but the hollow of the ditch was clearly visible. Three
features were recorded as part of the ditch and bank sequence, comprising
an Anglo-Saxon ditch or hollow way, a possible medieval ditch and a large
post medieval ditch. Two small sherds of Anglo-Saxon pottery were
recovered from the possible hollow way, and two sherds of 12th-13th
century pottery were identified in the fill of the medieval ditch. A number of
large horse bones, a few roof tile fragments and a clay tobacca pipe bowl
were recovered from the fill of the large post medieval ditch. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

451

Asset name

Huntingdon East Station (site of)

Grid reference

TL 23356 71489

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

499834

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Site of railway station on the Huntingdon and Kettering Railway, opened in
1866 and closed in 1959. [1]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

455

Asset name

Roman coin, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23300 71600

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

00871

Value

Negligible

EH reference

Low

Designation

None

Description

1. 3rd brass, obverse illegible, reverse --- PVBLICA, winged Victory. C4.
From the garden of one of the houses at Huntingdon railway station. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

458

Asset name

Huntingdon Station

Grid reference

TL 23293 71611

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1128648

HER reference

499835
Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

High

Description

Huntingdon BRAMPTON ROAD 1. ------------- 5140 Huntingdon Railway TL
2371 2/101 Station II
2 Opened 1849, designed probably by Lewis Cubitt, and apparently little
altered since but modernised 1960-1. Gault brick with slate roofs. Single
storey main block and parcels office with station-master's house at north
end. The central portion of 1:3:1 bays, the outer ones set forward, arched
sash windows with radiating heads, square headed central doorway. Three
further bays to left with parcels office. Canopy over central portion. Similar
frontage to up platform with cast-iron columns supporting a later canopy.
The station-master's house is cement rendered. Two storeys, three
windows, canted bays on ground, sashes with glazing bars above.
Bracketed eaves, slate roof. The iron footbridge is original apart from the
corrugated iron roofing, as is the waiting room building on the down
platform. The station was opened as Huntingdon North on the Great
Northern Railway.
Listing NGR: TL2329371611 [1]
Railway station on the Great Northern Railway, opened in opened 1849,
designed probably by Lewis Cubitt, and apparently little altered since, but
modernised 1960-1. Gault brick with slate roofs. Single storey main block
and parcels office with station-master's house at north end. Listed Grade II.
[2]
Located to west of Huntingdon and flanked by car parking to the north,
south and east. Setting of the station is dominated by the viaduct carrying
the A14 dual carriageway and currently makes little contribution to the
value of the listed building. [3]

References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] English Heritage Archive
[3] S Honeywell site inspection 14 April 2014
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Asset number

459

Asset name

Undated features, Ullswater Road,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23250 72190

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB17809

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An evaluation revealed two shallow gullies and seven more substantial
ditches, generally on a north-west to south-eastor north-west to south-east
alignment. None of the features produced any artefactual material, and
probable represent field boundaries. A single possible furrow was also
identified. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

460

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Hinchingbrooke,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 22804 72197

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

08751

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. South end ridge and furrow running north-east to south-west, north end
earthworks.
2. Evidence of two distinct phases of ridge and furrow cultivation were
recorded during evaluation on the New School Site (located to the southwest).
3. The archaeology identified in the area were parcels of ridge and furrow
cultivation. The photographs were unable to provide evidence for or against
the presence of any pre-medieval features. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

461

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23200 72200

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

08747

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Ridge and furrow. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

462

Asset name

Human remains, Scholars Avenue

Grid reference

TL 23102 71546

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB16199

Value

Medium

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Fragments of human bone found in garden on Scholars Avenue on 13
April 1997. Identified by Hinchingbrooke pathologist as cranial and
vertebral material, more than 100 years old. Located during digging of
foundations for new houses and site destroyed before more investigation
could take place. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

463

Asset name

Stone coffin and inhumations
(undated), Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23000 72000

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

00888

Value

Negligible

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. A stone coffin was dug up before 1824, and several skeletons were
found on neighbouring premises. Exact site not known. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

467

Asset name

Roman burial, Nuns' Bridge

Grid reference

TL 22800 71400

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366755

HER reference

02586

Designation

None

Value

Medium

Description

A Roman burial was found at Nuns Bridge, Huntingdon containing a coin,
pottery, glass bottle and bronze Hanging bowl. The burial is dated to circa
180 AD. The finds are in the Cambridge Museum of Archaeology and
Ethnology.
TL228714. Roman grave discovered during the making of a by-pass at
Nuns Bridge, Huntingdon. In the mouth of the skeleton was a much eroded
coin which dated the burial to c180 AD. In the wall of the grave was a
rectangular glass bottle containing the original libation. Another glass bottle
and earthenware pot, both broken, were found, and beneath the head of
the skeleton was a bronze hanging bowl, decorated on its sides with four
heads (Jupiter?). The bones and artefacts have been removed to the
Museum of Arch and Ethnology, Cambridge, for further examination and
report. (1)
Indicated find spot now occupied by new road. (2)
The bronze pot found in the grave is decorated with smith's tools and three
heads. Now in Cambridge University Museum. (3)
Additional reference (4) [1]
R1. Roman grave excavated by M Cra'ster found during the making of a
by-pass at Nuns Bridge, Huntingdon. In the mouth of the skeleton was a
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much eroded coin which dated the burial to c.180 AD. In the wall of the
grave was a rectangular glass bottle containing the original libation.
Another glass bottle and earthenware pot, both broken, were found, and
beneath the head of the skeleton was a bronze hanging bowl, decorated on
its sides with four heads (Jupiter?). The bones and artefacts have been
removed to the CAAM for further examination and report.
O2. Indicated find spot now occupied by new road.
R3. The bronze hanging bowl is decorated with three heads, possibly all
Vulcan, and smith's tools. Cult object. Now in CAAM. [2]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

468

Asset name

Iron Age features on land adjacent
to Cambridgeshire Constabulary
HQ, Hinchingbrooke Park,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 22763 71774

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB17935

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. An evaluation was undertaken on land adjacent to Hinchingbrooke
Constabulary in advance of proposed development of sports facilities for
Huntingdonshire Regional College and revealed a small assemblage of
Neolithic flint work, Neolithic and Bronze Age pottery and a range of
features including pits, postholes and boundary ditches dateable to the Iron
Age. Later activity was indicated by finds from the Roman and Medieval
periods, but these are likely evidence of occupation in the wider
environment and significant truncation was observed in the trenches to the
western portion of the development area. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

469

Asset name

Gatehouse and Walls at
Hinchingbrooke House

Grid reference

TL 22744 71535

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1128651

HER reference

Designation

Grade I listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon BRAMPTON ROAD 1. ------------- 5140 Gatehouse and walls at
TL 27 SW 5/105 Hinchingbrooke House I GV
2. 16th century and earlier stone walls on either side of main entrance gate.
The gatehouse is of circa 1500 and was brought by the Cromwells from
Ramsey Abbey. Stone. Central carriage arch with pedestrian arches on
either side, the right hand one is modern. The main arch has traceried
spandrels with a quatrefoil frieze flanked by figures of wild men.
Battlemented parapet. Pattern repeated on the internal face. High rubble
walls on either side. (RCHM 10).

High

Listing NGR: TL2274471535 [1]
Gatehouse sited to the north of Hinchingbrooke House and historically
formed the main entrance into the site. Forms a group with the main
house, boundary walls and terrace walk, and forms the most visible public
façade of the Hinchingbrooke House complex. The gatehouse is reached
from an avenue of lime trees planted in the early 20th century, and is now
degraded by the use of the area to the north of the gatehouse for car
parking. Relationship of the gatehouse to the buildings of the
Hinchingbrooke House complex is an integral element of its value. [2]
References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] S Honeywell site inspection 14 April 2014

Asset number

470

Asset name

Gates and Wall of Hinchingbrooke
Park at right of main entrance

Grid reference

TL 22734 71563

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1128653

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon BRAMPTON ROAD 1. ------------- 5140 Gates and wall of
Hinchingbrooke Park at right of main entrance TL 27 SW 5/107 II GV
2. 16th century. Castellated red brick wall including a later elliptical arch
with 18th century wrought- iron gates. At right angles to this is a further
section of red brick walling probably 18th century.
Listing NGR: TL2273471563 [1]

References

[1] National Heritage List
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Asset number

471

Asset name

Hinchingbrooke House

Grid reference

TL 22730 71480

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1128649

HER reference

02707

366796

02707A

Designation

Grade I listed
building

Value

High

Description

Huntingdon BRAMPTON ROAD 1. ------------- 5140 TL 27 SW 5/4 10.1.51.
Hinchingbrooke House I GV
2. In origin an Augustinian nunnery suppressed in 1538 and between then
and 1627 largely rebuilt and extended by the Cromwells. There was a
serious fire in 1830 and the house was restored/rebuilt by Blore; it was
further restored in 1894 and again in the 1960's. During the most recent
restoration the entrance to the chapter house was discovered, but
otherwise little of the medieval fabric is visible. The buildings are irregular,
and of two and three storeys. They are of stone and ancient brick, the Blore
rebuilding being in stone, and with a large wing in brick with stone
dressings of 1894. The buildings are castellated throughout and have many
tall chimneys of the Tudor type. The kitchen wing to the north has timber
framed gables. The most notable external feature is the semi-circular bow
window of the library, dated 1602 on the parapet. This originally had an
open loggia on the ground floor, and was moved and reconstructed in its
present form by Blore in 1830. There are other canted bays which also
appear to be of Blore's rebuilding. The interior of the main rooms was
entirely rebuilt by Blore, mostly in a Jacobean character. Some older
fittings remain, the main staircase panelling by Vennard circa 1663, and the
library chimney piece dated 1580 are especially noteworthy, There is also
the very fine staircase from Rolls Park installed in the 1960's restoration by
Marshall Sisson, this is sumptuously carved, and dates from the late 17th
century. (RCHM.10).
Listing NGR: TL2273971477 [1]
16th century house incorporating remains of Benedictine nunnery (pre 1087
- 1536)
[TL 22737148] HINCHINGBROOKE HOUSE [LB]
Remains of PRIORY (Benedictine Nuns Founded AD 1087) (1)
A small priory of Benedictine Nuns was founded or moved from Eltisley to
Hinchingbrooke, before 1087 and was dissolved in 1536. (2)
The site of the nunnery was granted to Sir Richard Williams in 1538 and
either he or his son mainly rebuilt the nunnery buildings as a house.
Further additions were made in the 17th-19th centuries. (3)
A Norman window was discovered beneath plaster in the north wall of
Hinchingbrooke House. (4)
Investigation by P G M Dickinson before recent conversion of the house
revealed that the W and N walls of the nave of the Nunnery Church are
incorporated in Hinchingbrooke House. (5)
Hinchingbrooke House is shortly to be used as the administration block and
senior classrooms for Huntingdon Grammer School. The library, ranged
along the south face, was part of the nunnery church but now has a
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Jacobean exterior. The window noted by Authy 4 is exposed in its north
(now internal) wall and is clearly EE. A late Norman arch can also be seen
in the room adjacent to the north. The south-west tower, of stone and
buttressed, and the north ranging brick kitchen block known as the
'Nunnery' are both apparently Tudor. The other surviving feature is the
stone precinct wall to the NW. The gateway is 15th century and was
brought from Ramsey Abbey in the 16th century. West of this gate the wall
contains much re-used material and is probably not original. See photos.
(6)
Hinchingbrooke House, Gatehouse and Walls. Grade 1.
Park Wall fronting Brampton Road, Grade 2*. (7) [2]
Hinchingbrooke House.
O1, The small priory of Benedictine nuns at Hinchingbrooke was dissolved
in 1536 (R2). The site was granted to Sir Richard Williams in 1538 and
either he or his son mainly rebuilt the nunnery buildings as a house.
Further additions were made in 17th century - 19th century (R3).
O1, The library (formerly part of the nunnery church) now has a Jacobean
exterior. The south-west tower, of stone and buttressed, and the north
ranging brick kitchen block known as The Nunnery are both apparently
Tudor.
R4. Evaluation revealed no archaeological evidence, despite proximity to
the historic building of Hinchingbrooke House and its garden. This
suggests that activity related to the house was confined to the immediate
area around the church.
R5. A watching brief was carried out when wall foundations were exposed
during construction work. A single wall was recorded, which lay on the
south-east side of the proposed Pepys building, and a 19th century brick
culvert within the courtyard adjacent to Hinchingbrooke House was
recorded. The location and form of the wall suggests that it is the remains
of a garden wall. The worked and ornamental limestone appears to have
been robbed out of some prestigious building, possibly part of the
Benedictine nunnery which preceded Hinchingbrooke House. No dating
evidence was found, but it is possible the wall was removed when the
formal gardens gave way to the existing landscape design (possibly in the
18th century). [3]
1. Remains of Priory (Benedictine Nuns founded AD1087).
2. A small priory of Benedictine Nuns was founded, or moved from Eltisley
to Hinchingbrooke, before 1087 and was dissolved in 1536.
3. A Norman window was discovered beneath plaster in the north wall of
Hinchingbrooke House.
4. Investigation by PGM Dickinson before recent conversion of the house
revealed that the west and north walls of the nave of the Nunnery Church
are incorporated in Hinchingbrooke House.
5. Evaluation revealed no archaeological evidence, despite proximity to the
historic building of Hinchingbrooke House and its garden. This suggests
that activity related to the house was confined to the immediate area
around the church.
6. A watching brief was carried out when wall foundations were exposed
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during construction work. A single wall was recorded, which lay on the
south-east side of the proposed Pepys building, and a 19th century brick
culvert within the courtyard adjacent to Hinchingbrooke House was
recorded. The location and form of the wall suggests that it is the remains
of a garden wall. The worked and ornamental limestone appears to have
been robbed out of some prestigious building, possibly part of the
Benedictine nunnery which preceded Hinchingbrooke House. No dating
evidence was found, but it is possible the wall was removed when the
formal gardens gave way to the existing landscape design (possibly in the
18th century).
O2, The library, ranged along the south face, was part of the Nunnery
Church. Window noted by R3 is exposed in its north (now internal) wall and
is clearly Early English. A late Norman arch can also be seen in the room
adjacent to the north. The other surviving feature is the stone precinct wall
to the north-west. The gateway is 15th century and was brought from
Ramsey Abbey in the 16th century [4]
Located to the west of the historic town of Huntingdon, Hinchingbrooke
House forms a group with associated historic buildings including the
gatehouse (Asset 469), and park wall (Asset 472). The setting of the listed
building is formed by the designed landscape which was developed in
conjunction with the house during the post-medieval period. The designed
landscape includes the entrance court to the north and east of the house,
pleasure grounds to its south, the terrace walk on the park wall (Asset
472), the wilderness, the rose, yew and Japanese gardens, the kitchen
garden and the former park. With the exception of views from the roof
leads and the terrace walk, views from the house are largely contained
within the designed landscape. The setting of Hinchingbrooke House
within the designed landscape contributes significantly to the value of the
listed building, and its conception and development. To the north of
Hinchingbrooke Park Road, the former outer park also makes some
contribution to the value of the asset, although of less significance than the
area directly around the house. This area formerly included the home
farm, and retains a former dower house and gate lodge, and contributes to
a lesser degree to the understanding of the house’s development and
functioning. [5]
References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] English Heritage Archive
[3] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[4] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
[5] S Honeywell site inspection 14 April 2014
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Asset number

472

Asset name

Park wall of Hinchingbrooke House
fronting Brampton Road

Grid reference

TL 22708 71372

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1128652

HER reference

Designation

Grade II* listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon BRAMPTON ROAD 1. ------------- 5140 Park wall of
Hinchingbrooke TL 27 SW 5/106 House fronting Brampton Road II* GV
2. 17th and 8th century. Ashlar wall fronting the road. The coping is
decorated with a succession of ball finials. The building of the wall and
terrace behind is mentioned by Pepys in 1667, but its present form may be
later. The wall turns to the west and crosses the south side of the gardens.
The southern extension is of coursed stone and brick with three tall early
18th century ashlar piers with vase finials. (RCHM 10).

High

Listing NGR: TL2270871372 [1]
The raised terrace walk behind the park wall is described as ‘probably the
most important and celebrated feature of the Hinchingbrooke Gardens’. [2]
The walk provides views to the south-east, across pasture fields towards
Alconbury Brook, providing one of a limited number of views outside the
designed landscape surrounding associated the house and providing a link
to the former rural setting of the site. [3]
References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] Williamson, T and Harrison, S. 2006. Hinchingbrooke house,
Huntingdon: an assessment of the historic landscape.
[3] S Honeywell site inspection 14 April 2014

Asset number

474

Asset name

Gate piers and iron gates at north
end of wall of Hinchingbrooke Park

Grid reference

TL 22698 71641

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1128654

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon BRAMPTON ROAD 1. ------------- 5140 Gate piers and iron
gates at north end of wall of Hinchingbrooke Park TL 27 SW 5/108 II GV
2. 18th century Ashlar piers with cornice and ball-finials. Wrought iron
gates.

Medium

Listing NGR: TL2269871641 [1]
References

[1] National Heritage List
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Asset number

475

Asset name

Well in courtyard to north of
Hinchingbrooke House

Grid reference

TL 22693 71536

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1128655

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon BRAMPTON ROAD 1. ------------- 5140 Well in courtyard to
north of Hinchingbrooke House TL 27 SW 5/109 II GV
2. 1909 well with circular stone wall. Covered by a conical tile roof.
Included for group value.

Medium

Listing NGR: TL2269371536 [1]
References

[1] National Heritage List

Asset number

476

Asset name

Brewhouse and laundry at
Hinchingbrooke House

Grid reference

TL 22688 71502

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1128650

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Huntingdon BRAMPTON ROAD 1. ------------- 5140 Brewhouse and
Laundry TL 27 SW 5/104 at Hinchingbrooke House II GV

Medium

2. 16th century, upper storey 1909. Partly of stone of nunnery origin, built
up in brick in 1909. Two storeys, divided into four bays by buttresses.
Mullioned casements with drip-moulds apparently mostly renewed.
Castellated parapet and crow-stepped gables. Tile roof with two big multishafted brick stacks. (RCHM 10).
Listing NGR: TL2268871502 [1]
References

[1] National Heritage List
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Asset number

484

Asset name

Cambridge to Denver Roman Road

Grid reference

TL 45600 61980

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

1044591

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Well established Roman road alignment running from Cambridge to
Denver, with some straight stretches and physical evidence. Northern
terminus uncertain. [1]
A well-established Roman road with good straight stretches and some
physical evidence. The early authorities take it through Denver right up to
the coast, while Margary considers it prudent to end it at Littleport, though
he does not discount its continuation to Denver, which, as a meeting place
with the Fen Causeway, form a natural terminus. The name 'Akeman
Street' as applied to this piece of road, is only of late antiquarian origin
according to the English Place Name Society. [See OS Linear Archive for
bibliography to 1978, 1940s and 1960s partial air photo coverage and field
investigation 1962, 1972, and 1979]. (1) [1]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

485

Asset name

Dismantled Railway: Cambridge
and St Ives Branch

Grid reference

TL 45100 62100

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

1367200

HER reference

MCB19611

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

The St Ives and Cambridge Railway were opened in 1847 by the Eastern
Counties Railway from Chesterton Junction, on the Cambridge and Lynn
line, to St Ives. St Ives station was shared with the Ely and Huntingdon
Railway, over which line the East Coast Railway (ECR) had running
powers. The line closed to passengers in 1970 but remains open as a
mineral railway. [1]
1. The railway line from Cambridge to St. Ives was opened in 1847 across
the parish, with a station next to the Impington boundary where the line
crossed the Cambridge road. The station closed in 1970 but a single-track
freight line remained in 1986 From: 'Histon: Introduction', A History of the
County of Cambridge and the Isle of Ely: Volume 9: Chesterton,
Northstowe, and Papworth Hundreds (1989), pp. 90-94. URL:
http://www.britishhistory.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=15338&amp;strquery=1847 Date
accessed: 15 June 2012. [2]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

486

Asset name

Godmanchester to Colchester
Roman road

Grid reference

TL 41330 61650

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

1044090

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Roman road running from Godmanchester to Colchester.

Low

Roman road, RR 24 (Margary), Godmanchester-Colchester - For full
details including bibliography and OS field investigator comments see
Ordnance Survey Linear Archive file (RR 24), held at NMRC. (1) [1]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

487

Asset name

Ermine Street

Grid reference

TL 26300 67500

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

1164915

HER reference

CB15034

Designation

None

Value

Medium

Description

Roman road running from Braughing to Chesterton (Durobrivae)
extending for 49.5 miles. It follows modern roads and parish boundaries
for much of its extent. [1]
1. (Site 9) Sheep Lair Farm Roman Road, Folksworth - trenching through
the Roman roadway recorded its construction sequence
3. Roman Road, south end of King Street at junction with Ermine street,
visible as a gravel track without agger. Unpub - An excavation took place
in the garden of 8a London Road, Godmanchester, between 25 August
1978 and 22 September 1978. A trench was cut across the line of the
Roman road, Ermine Street, (Margary ID, Roman Roads in Britain, 1973,
204, 2b) and an area 9,5m square was excavated to establish the nature
of the Roman and Medieval occupation on the site.
4. Assessment found 48 features, with density increasing to the north. No
evidence of the Roman road or associated features was seen, and one
possible abraded Roman sherd marks the only find dating to this period.
Medieval ditched features to the south do not align with the Stukeley
Road, and neither does the structure/fence line found. However, they do
align with each other, and suggest that the modern road does not exactly
follow the line of the Roman road, with the old road being angled slightly
more to the north-west.
5. 15 trenches were evaluated. Two in the southern end of the proposed
route revealed the fragmentary remains of a possible Roman road &
flanking ditch, possibly part of the Ermine St Roman road.
6. Excavation at Stanton Butts, Huntingdon revealed a roadside ditch. [2]

References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

488

Asset name

Sandy to Godmanchester Roman
Road

Grid reference

TL 23700 68300

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

1044754

HER reference

MCB17569

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

A Roman road linking the Roman settlements at Braughing, Baldock,
Sandy and Godmanchester is suggested by alignments of modern roads,
place name evidence and possible traces of agger.
Cross country route linking the Roman settlements at Braughing,
Baldock, Sandy and Godmanchester. Suggested by alignments of
modern roads, place-name evidence, and possible traces of agger e.g. at
Hasell Hedge near Sandy. [See OS Linear archive for bibliography to
1973, 1940s and 1950s air phot coverage and field reports from 1973].
(1) [1]
1. The line of the Sandy to Godmanchester Roman road is marked on the
1:10000 Ordnance survey map.
2. This stretch of road forms part of a secondary road which leads from
Sandy to Godmanchester. The line of the road is marked by parish
boundaries and trackways as far as the moated site at Eynesbury
Hardwick, beyond which the road continues as far as Godmanchester.
3. This source describes in great detail the course of the road from
Baldock, through Sandy to Godmanchester. There has been much
discussion about the course of the northern end of the road as it nears
Godmanchester. In 1903 Codrington suggested that the road followed the
line of Hail Lane, but an excavation by Tebbutt in 1938 revealed this not
be the case. Reportedly the OS established from APs that the road ran in
a direct line from Sandy to Godmanchester. A section cut across the road
at Sandy in 1954 revealed it to have been 17ft wide with a distinct camber
and surfaced with rammed gravel. Pottery finds from beneath the road
suggested a 1st-century construction date. [2]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)
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Asset number

489

Asset name

Great Northern Railway

Grid reference

TL 22200 68500

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1364309

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

The London and York Railway, better known as the Great Northern
Railway, was originally proposed in 1827, but not seriously considered
until 1833 when rival interests began to realise its potential. By May 1844,
three main rival routes were being proposed. The Great Northern Railway
won authority from Parliament in 1846, via Peterborough, Lincoln and
Gainsborough. However, the Act did not allow the route to proceed
beyond Moss to the North of Doncaster, running powers being granted
beyond Moss. A more direct route to York beyond Doncaster was not built
until 1869 (see Linear 1471). The whole route, 272 miles long, was
opened in August 1850. [1]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

490

Asset name

River Great Ouse Navigation

Grid reference

TL 21700 68400

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1341706

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

The river Great Ouse rises near Brackley in Northamptonshire, but has
never been navigable above Bedford. In the Middle Ages it ran via
Upware and Wisbech, but changed course before the end of the 13th
century to come out at King's Lynn. During the 14th century navigation
was not possible above St Ives. Improvements for navigation above St
Ives came in 1617 when a Letters Patent was granted by the Crown to
John Gason. By 1635 navigation had reached Great Barford, some 7.5
miles short of Bedford. However, the Civil War resulted in the decline of
these improvements. An Act was passed in 1665 to make the Ouse
navigable to Bedford, but nothing was done until 1674 when a lease of
the site was secured by Henry Ashley. By 1687 he had restored the
navigation to Great Barford with Bedford being reached in 1689. Between
1817 and 1821 the Ouse outfall was modified with a 2.5 mile cut-off
channel constructed from Eau Bank to King's Lynn harbour, designed to
increase scour and reduce siltation. In 1892 the navigation was bought by
Leonard Taylor Simpson who increased traffic from King's Lynn to
Bedford. Simpson's attempts to charge realistic tolls was opposed by the
county councils and by Bedford and Godmanchester Corporations, who
combined to force closure of the navigation in 1904. By 1909 there had
been no navigation above St Ives, but the river was opened as far as
Godmanchester in 1935 and Eaton Socon in 1939. In 1951 the Great
Ouse Restoration Society was formed to reopen to Bedford and after the
repair of several locks the navigation reached Bedford in 1978. [1]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
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Asset number

491

Asset name

Thrapston to Huntingdon railway

Grid reference

TL 20200 69000

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

363807

HER reference

00691

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

The Huntingdon and Kettering Railway opened in 1866. Passenger traffic
ceased between Huntingdon and Kimbolton in 1959 and Twywell and
Kimbolton in 1963. The Kettering - Twywell section remained open until at
least the mid 1970's to serve the quarries at Islip.
(SP 961780 to TL 229706) Track of old railway (NAT) (Three times) (1)
The line from Thrapston to Huntingdon belonged originally to the Midland
Railway. It was closed to passenger traffic on 15June 1959 and closed
entirely on 28 October 1963. (2) [1]
R1, Track of old railway;
R2, The line from Thrapston to Huntingdon belonged originally to the
Midland Railway; it was closed to passenger traffic on 15 June 1959 and
closed entirely on 28 October 1963. [2]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
[2] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

492

Asset name

Roman Road from Dorchester on
Thames to Alconbury

Grid reference

TL 17400 71800

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

992825

HER reference

Roman road running from
Dorchester-on-Thames to
Alconbury

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Roman road running from Dorchester-on-Thames to Alconbury.
Roman Road: Dorchester-on-Thames to Alconbury. For full details see
Linear archive. [1]

References

[1] English Heritage Archive
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Asset number

493

Asset name

Ely and Huntingdon Railway
(route of)

Grid reference

TL 24380 71360

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

02600

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Track of Old Railway (NAT).
2. Course of former Ely and Huntingdon Railway (later Great north and
Great east Joint Railway) from St Ives to Godmanchester opened in 1847
and joined (by an end-on junction) with the Midland Railway from
Kettering opened 1866 (see also TL 17 SW 18), Closed to passengers in
1959 and completely closed in 1962. [1]

References

[1] Local Historic Environment Record (HER)

Asset number

494

Asset name

King's Hedges site of camp

Grid reference

TL 45890 62050

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

King's Hedges Camp labelled in this location on the 1st edition 25"
Ordnance Map of 1888.

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey Map 1888

Asset number

495

Asset name

Farm (site of)

Grid reference

TL4579061940

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

Value

Low

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Farm shown on 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map. [1] Site now
redeveloped.

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey Map 1888
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Asset number

496

Asset name

Impington Farm

Grid reference

TL 44233 61639

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Farm shown on 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map. [1] Farmhouse of
probably mid-19th century date, in poor condition. Two storeys, three
bays farmhouse of painted brick. Plain tile roof with gable end stacks and
unhorned sash windows. Single-storey outbuildings to rear. Not
inspected closely due to land access constraints.
Site is located on a small remnant patch of agricultural land adjacent to
the A14 dual carriageway. The setting of the farm is now dominated by
road noise, highways structures and the movement of vehicles.

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey Map 1888
[2] S Honeywell site inspection 17 April 2014

Asset number

497

Asset name

Woodhouse Farm

Grid reference

TL 43778 61594

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Polite farmhouse of 19th century date, depicted on 1st edition 25"
Ordnance Survey map of 1888. [1] Two storeys, gault brick with shallow
hipped slate roof. Two storeys, principal elevation of three bays,
orientated to the southwest with central entrance in projecting porch.
Unhorned sash windows with margin glazing retained. Extended and
altered to the rear. Not fully inspected due to access constraints.
Set within garden and flanked by mature trees, rural landscape retained
to the south however setting is dominated to the north by the A14 dual
carriageway, resulting in noise intrusion on setting. [2]

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey Map 1888
[2] S Honeywell site inspection 17 April 2014

Asset number

498

Asset name

Cottages, Cambridge Road

Grid reference

TL 4257 061560

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Row of three worker's cottages, date stone of 1872. Brick, two storey
terrace with slate roof and gault brick stacks. Now amalgamated and
extended to form larger dwelling. Set in roadside location close within
Girton. [1; 2 ]

References

[1] 1st edition 25" ordnance Survey map 1886 Cambridgeshire Sheet XL.9
[2] S Honeywell site inspection 17 April 2014
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Asset number

499

Asset name

How Hill Farm (site of)

Grid reference

TL 42250 60930

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Site of farm depicted on 1st edition Ordnance Survey map of 1886. [1]
Now replaced by modern agricultural buildings.

References

[1] 1st Edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, 1886, Sheet XL.9

Asset number

500

Asset name

New Cottages (site of)

Grid reference

TL 41780 61330

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference
Designation

Value

Negligible

HER reference
None

Value

Negligible
nd

Description

Site of cottages depicted on 2 edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of
1903. [1] Demolished in advance of highways construction in the late 20th
century.

References

[1] 2nd edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, 1903, Sheet XL.5
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Asset number

501

Asset name

American Military Cemetery

Grid reference

TL 40530 59620

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1,001,573

HER reference

Designation

Grade I
Registered
Landscape

Value

Description

The only permanent American Second World War cemetery in Britain,
designed by Perry, Shaw, Hepburn and Dean, Architects and Olmsted
Brothers, landscape architects and dedicated in 1956.

High

HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT
The American Cemetery is one of twenty four permanent American
Second World War cemeteries erected on foreign soil by the American
Battle Monuments Commission. It was established as a temporary
military cemetery in 1943 on land donated in perpetuity by the University
of Cambridge and was later selected as the only permanent American
Second World War military cemetery in the British Isles. Following this
decision, the architects Perry, Shaw, Hepburn and Dean of Boston,
Massachusetts, were commissioned to design the built elements of the
cemetery, which were set within a landscape laid out by Olmsted
Brothers, landscape architects of Brookline, Massachusetts. The site was
dedicated in July 1956 and some forty-two per cent of those temporarily
interred in England and Northern Ireland were reinterred at Cambridge.
The cemetery holds many of the American servicemen and women who
were crew members of American aircraft during the Second World War,
together with those who died in the invasions of North Africa and France,
the remains of in all 3812 individuals. The site remains (2001) in the
ownership and management of the American Battle Monuments
Commission.
DESCRIPTION
LOCATION, AREA, BOUNDARIES, LANDFORM, SETTING The
American Cemetery is situated c 8km to the west of Cambridge, on the
north side of the A1303 St Neots Road. The c 12.5ha site is bounded to
the north by Cambridge Road, which links the villages of Coton and
Madingley, to the west by a track beside Madingley Wood, to the east by
farmland, and to the south by the A1303. The cemetery occupies a rural
position on the north slope of a hill which gives extensive views
northwards over the surrounding countryside and towards Ely cathedral,
some 22km away, which can be seen on clear days.
ENTRANCES AND APPROACHES The main entrance to the cemetery
lies in the south-west corner, beside the Visitors' Centre which is set back
off the A1303. Beside the main gates, a vehicular access drive leads into
the boundary woodland to a parking area. In the north-west corner of the
site stand the lower gates to the cemetery, reached from Cambridge
Road. From these gates, steps lead up to the north end of the West Mall.
PRINCIPAL BUILDING The main building on the site is the tall,
rectangular Memorial chapel and museum room (listed grade II*) situated
towards the south-east corner of the site. It is constructed of Portland
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stone of extremely high quality and has simple lines. The tall, teakwood
doorway faces west over the reflective pool gardens (also listed grade II*)
and has a gable above with a commemorative inscription. The north wall
has five projecting stone piers the full height of the wall, each inscribed
with one of the years from 1941 to 1945, while the south wall carries an
inscription and map of the United Kingdom. The Memorial and its facing
garden were designed by Perry, Shaw, Hepburn and Dean between 1952
and 1954, using Hughes and Bicknell of Cambridge as the local architects
executing the project.
OTHER LAND The main entrance beside the Visitors' Centre in the
south-west corner gives onto a wide gravel walk leading to the c 30m tall
flagpole, surrounded by clipped hedges. The flagpole stands on a raised
platform with an inscription around its base and forms the termination of
the Mall and Memorial to the east, and the West Mall to the north. From
the platform there are good views north-east over the field of headstones.
The West Mall is a wide tarmac walk connecting the flagpole to a curved
viewing bastion in the north-west corner of the site. It is lined by an
avenue of Sophora japonica, the Japanese pagoda tree, and is bordered
to the west by an oak grove which runs along the western boundary of the
cemetery, screening service buildings and offices.
On the main axis to the east of the flagpole lies the Court of Honour. This
area is reached by wide steps which descend from the platform into a
garden area enclosed by low Portland stone walls to the north and the
high Wall of the Missing to the south, which is inscribed with the names of
those lost while serving in Britain during the Second World War. Between
the south side of the Wall and the south boundary is an oak grove which
contains areas for parking. Within the garden itself are three long
rectangular reflection pools, bordered by rose beds, which stretch
between the flagpole area and the Memorial at the eastern end; along the
low northern boundary wall is a line of hawthorns. The Memorial chapel
looks west and behind it, below its eastern facade, is a small enclosed
garden area.
Between the West Mall and the Memorial chapel are the plots of
headstones, which stretch between the two in a wide arc. From the
northern end of the West Mall a gravel path runs east and south-east to
the Memorial. It follows the curve of the boundary wall, along which is
planted a deep shrub border. Below the boundary wall, to the north and
north-east is a plot of land at a lower level, currently (2001) laid to grass
with some shrub areas, which is used for additional parking. The grave
plots are arranged in parallel, curved lines interspersed by gravel paths
lined with box hedges occupying the sector between the two.
REFERENCES
Cambridge American Cemetery and Memorial, Visitors' handbook,
(American Battle Monuments Commissioned) N Pevsner, The Buildings
of England: Cambridgeshire (1970), p 437
REASONS FOR DESIGNATION The American Military Cemetery is
designated at Grade I for the following principal reasons:
* A unique example of a Post-War Military Cemetery (mid-1950s) of the
highest design quality and social importance. * It commemorates the lives
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of all US servicemen who perished in Britain in World War II and contains
the remains of over 3800 war dead. * The landscape design was by
Olmsted Brothers, an internationally renowned landscape firm which
created a striking and moving formal design applied to a commemorative
landscape, dominated by monumental architecture including a chapel,
wall of remembrance and flagpole. * The uniformity of the individual
headstones and their formal arrangement in a regular pattern across a
large area set on lawn contributes an exceptional character, equalled in
England by the military cemetery at Brookwood. * The cemetery survives
in excellent condition with components including a variety of high quality
structures and a memorial chapel.
References

[1] National Heritage List description

Asset number

502

Asset name

Grange Farm Cottages

Grid reference

TL 41062 61922

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Site of cottages depicted on 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of
1886. Now replaced by modern residential buildings.

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, Cambridgeshire Sheet
XXXIX.12 1886

Asset number

503

Asset name

Grange Farm

Grid reference

TL 41031 62132

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference
Designation

Value

Negligible

HER reference
None

Value

Low

st

Description

Farm depicted on the 1 edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of 1886, [1]
now considerably expanded. Farmhouse remains to the south of the site
comprising a two-storey three bay house with wing projecting to the rear.
Detailed inspection of farmhouse curtailed due to presence of dogs.
Single-storey outbuildings of later date extend to the rear. Large
agricultural sheds located to the north. Setting comprises large agricultural
fields, screened from the A14 by a band of woodland, however road noise
clearly audible within setting, detracting from rural character. [2]

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, Cambridgeshire Sheet XXXIX.8
1886
[2] S Honeywell site inspection 14 April 2014
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Asset number

504

Asset name

Catch Hall

Grid reference

TL 40536 62244

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

none

Description

Site of farmstead identified from 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of
1886. [1] Now demolished and replaced by late 20th century farm buildings.

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, Cambridgeshire Sheet XXXIX.8
1886

Asset number

505

Asset name

Building (site of)

Grid reference

TL 39130 63450

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

Value

Negligible

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Site of building identified from 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey mapping. [1]
Now demolished.

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, Cambridgeshire Sheet XXXIX.8
1886

Asset number

506

Asset name

Rhadegund Buildings (site of)

Grid reference

TL 38680 63668

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference
Designation

Value

Negligible

HER reference
None

Value

Negligible
st

Description

Site of farm depicted on the 1 edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of 1886.
[1] Now replaced with residential buildings of mid-20th century date.

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, Cambridgeshire, Sheet XXXIX.3
1886
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Asset number

507

Asset name

Hazlewell Court

Grid reference

TL 38640 64480

Subtopic

Historic Buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Negligible

Description

Farm shown on the 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of 1886
comprising farmhouse set to the south of farm buildings laid out on a
courtyard plan. [1] Current buildings appear to have been substantially
modernised and / or substantially rebuilt. Two storey farm house located to
the south of the complex, much modernised or rebuilt. Rendered externally
with slate roof, originally farmhouse of three bays, extended to the east.
Projecting bay windows to all bays, sash windows with margin glazing.
Buildings to the rear constructed on similar footprint to that shown on
historic maps, all are weather boarded however available evidence
suggests these to be modern re-buildings for use as offices. Complex is
located in large arable fields to the north of the A14. Well maintained
gardens are located in front of the farmhouse from which views towards the
A14 are screened by an earth bund. [2]

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, Cambridgeshire Sheet XXXIX.3
1886
[2] S Honeywell site inspection 17 April 2014

Asset number

508

Asset name

Noon Folly Farm

Grid reference

TL 38320 64650

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Negligible

Description

Site of courtyard plan farm shown on the 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey
map of 1886. [1] Only surviving historic building is now a two storey range
of cottages, built of gault brick with segmental arches to window and door
openings. All windows and doors are modern fittings. Surrounding farm
buildings all of later 20th century date and no historic interest. Set within
large arable fields created by amalgamation of smaller fields in the later
20th century. [2]

References

[1] 1st edition 25” Ordnance Survey map, Cambridgeshire Sheet XXXIX.3
1886
[2] S Honeywell site inspection 17 April 2014
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Asset number

509

Asset name

King William IV Pub (site of)

Grid reference

TL 37848 64343

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Site of pub depicted on the 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of 1886.
Now demolished and forms part of a large arable field.

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map Cambridgeshire Sheet XXXIX.3
1886

Asset number

510

Asset name

Milepost (site of)

Grid reference

TL 37399 64619

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

Value

Negligible

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Site of milepost identified on 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of 1886.
Now removed.

References

[1] 1st edition 25” Ordnance Survey map, Cambridgeshire Sheet XXXIX.3
1886

Asset number

511

Asset name

Lodge Cottages (site of)

Grid reference

TL 39989 64477

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference
Designation

Value

Low

HER reference
None

Value

Low
st

Description

Site of cottages shown on 1 edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of 1886. [1]
Now removed.

References

[1] 1st edition 25” Ordnance Survey map, Cambridgeshire Sheet XXXIX.3
1886

Asset number

512

Asset name

Hill Farm Cottages

Grid reference

TL 36931 64959

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Negligible

Description

Pair of two storey labourer's cottages of negligible architectural interest.
Constructed of Gault brick with slate roofs and shared central stack. Flat
brick lintels to windows, doors in short elevations. All modern fittings.
Situated on farm track adjacent to the A14, associated with Hill Farm,
located further to the north. Surrounded by large arable fields of 20th
century origin. Setting dominated by noise and visual intrusion from the
existing A14. [1; 2]

References

[1] 1st edition 25” Ordnance Survey map, Cambridgeshire Sheet XXXIX.3
1886
[2] S Honeywell site inspection 16 April 2014
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Asset number

513

Asset name

College Farm (site of)

Grid reference

TL 36657 64742

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Site of courtyard plan farm identified from the 1st edition 25" Ordnance
Survey map of 1886.

References

[1] 1st edition 25” Ordnance Survey map, Cambridgeshire Sheet XXXIX.3
1886

Asset number

514

Asset name

New Inn

Grid reference

TL 35627 65835

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

Value

Low

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Much altered roadside public house of mid-19th century date. Two storey
building originally of three bays, with later extension to the rear of the
building. Painted render and modern tile roof. Much altered and extended.
All modern window and door fittings. Currently disused and sited directly to
the north of the A14, setting dominated by traffic on the dual carriageway.

References

[1] 1st edition OS map Cambridgeshire Sheet XXXIII.14 1886

Asset number

515

Asset name

Grapevine Cottages

Grid reference

TL 34990 64880

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

Value

Negligible

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Terrace of six labourer's cottages of mid-19th century date, erected in two
separate phases. Two storey, red brick with slate roof and casement
windows. Despite some alteration to window openings, the terrace retains
much of its historic character. Long narrow gardens extend between
cottages and road. Located on the outskirts of Boxworth, earthwork
evidence of historic agriculture survives in fields to the north. Located on
the northern edge of Boxworth village, the setting of the cottages remains
rural in character, characterised by the presence of large arable fields
created by amalgamation in the later 20th century. [2]

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, Cambridgeshire sheet XXXIX.2
[2] S Honeywell site inspection
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Asset number

516

Asset name

Gardens of Boxworth House,
formerly the Rectory, Boxworth

Grid reference

TL 34789 64607

Subtopic

Historic buildings

HER reference

12029

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

1. Rectory gardens? Ponds, walks etc but small. Lawns and trees only.
2. Formerly the Old Rectory. Extensive ground of 10 acres which include a
medieval street and part of the old village green. The Ordnance Survey
map of 1888 shows a kitchen garden, and plunge pool and canal with boat
house. The property now includes part of an old orchard on medieval ridge
and furrow, and Brown Leys Grove, the remains of an extensive elm wood
with cross rides. The grounds also include specimen trees of evergreen
oak, plane and chestnut. [1]
Located on the northern edge of Boxworth village, the gardens are
accessible from the churchyard, and well screened from surrounding 20th
century amalgamated fields by mature woodland planting.

References

[1] HER

Asset number

517

Asset name

Bronze Age flints, Boxworth wind
farm site

Grid reference

TL 34679 65282

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB15934

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

A desk-based study and field evaluation were undertaken on the site of a
proposed wind farm. Trial trenches were placed on each of the proposed
turbine, substation and anemometry sites. A trench on the site of the
proposed substation revealed a deposit containing eight worked flints of
Bronze Age date. A stack of 19th century bricks and two ceramic field
drains were also located. [1]
Historic maps show a brick works to have been located here at the time of
the 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of 1886. [2]

References

[1] HER
[2] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, Cambridgeshire sheet XXXIX.2
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Asset number

518

Asset name

New Barn (site of)

Grid reference

TL 34490 64950

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Site of farmstead labelled as New Barn depicted on the 1st edition 25"
Ordnance Survey map of 1886. Now destroyed and site turned over to
agriculture. [1]

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, Cambridgeshire sheet XXXIX.2,
1886

Asset number

519

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Boxworth

Grid reference

TL 34000 65000

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

00292

Value

Negligible

EH reference

Value

Negligible

Designation

None

Description

1. Extensive ridge and furrow indicated in north on strip map (roughly
drawn) of 1650. Small furlongs, very few named. (Also in E 2. Traces of
curving ridge and furrow of open-field type occur on aerial photographs
over most of the parish. To the north of the village around TL/344-/651- two
blocks, end to end, each over 100yds long and with reversed-S ridges,
appear to have been ploughed as one, resulting in ridges 320yds long with
double reversed-S curves and with the intermediate headlands ploughed
out. The three open fields of the parish to which most of these traces
belonged were called in 1650 'South', 'North' and 'West' fields, and in 1839
'Backend', 'Down' and 'Elsworth Way' Fields. [1]
Site now in under arable crop and regularly ploughed.
2. An Unmanned Ariel Vehicle (UAV) survey was undertaken across the
area identified as Borrow Pit 5. These identified a small number of possible
banks though to be part of an early field system now largely ploughed
away. [2]

References

[1] HER
[2] Wessex Archaeology 2014b, Borrow Pit 5
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Asset number

520

Asset name

Ridge and furrow, Conington

Grid reference

TL 34200 66100

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

00480

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Ridge and furrow. The traces visible on APs over most of the rest of the
parish appear to be of normal open-field type arranged in abutting furlongs.
In three fields south-west of Friesland (around TL/342-/661-) the traces fit
exactly into the field boundaries, in 1800 these were old enclosures
presumably taken from the open fields. Before enclosure the parish was
already divided into six large 'Fields': 'Down', 'Marsh', 'Mill', 'Sand', 'Smee'
and 'Stepshill'. [1]
Now under arable crop.

References

[1] HER

Asset number

522

Asset name

Arrowhead find, Conington

Grid reference

TL 33697 65615

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

CB14743

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Arrowhead found 13th October 2001 [1]

References

[1] HER

Asset number

523

Asset name

Friesland Farm

Grid reference

TL 34530 66270

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Farm depicted on the 1st edition ordnance survey map of 1886. [1] Not
accessible during site inspection, however information from the project
team indicates that the current farm buildings are modern. Surrounded by
large arable fields of 20th century origin.

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, Cambridgeshire sheet XXXIII.14,
1886

Asset number

524

Asset name

Milestone - 1 mile to Fen Drayton

Grid reference

TL 33510 67260

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference
Designation

Value

Negligible

HER reference
None

Value

Low
st

Description

Site of mile post depicted on the 1 edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of
1886 recording 1 mile to Fen Drayton. [1] No longer extant.

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, Cambridgeshire sheet XXXIII.14,
1886
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Asset number

525

Asset name

New Barns Farm

Grid reference

TL 33020 66780

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Negligible

Description

Site of farm depicted on the 2nd edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of 1902.
Now largely redeveloped with 20th century farm buildings. A pair of modest
labourer's cottages survives adjacent to the road, now converted to form a
single dwelling. Two-storey gault brick with modern slate roof, UPVC
windows and modern door. All window openings have been altered. Rural
setting within fields resulting from amalgamation in the 20th century. [1; 2]

References

[1] 2nd edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, Cambridgeshire sheet XXIII.9,
1902
[2] S. Honeywell site inspection 16 April 201416/04/14

Asset number

527

Asset name

Footbridge

Grid reference

TL 30800 68000

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Footbridge labelled on the 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of 1888.
[1] Not accessible during survey.

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, Huntingdon Sheet XXII.8 1887

Asset number

528

Asset name

Milestone / parish boundary marker
north of Hilton

Grid reference

TL 29530 67760

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

Value

Low

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Combined parish boundary marker and milestone located in grass verge
adjacent to road from Hilton to Hemingford Grey. Four-faced stone post
inscribed: "Potton 13 miles"; "St Ives 3 miles" and names of Hilton and
Hemingford parishes. Benchmark on top of stone. Painted white with
black painted inscription.

References

[1] S Honeywell site inspection 15 April 2014
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Asset number

529

Asset name

Five Arch Bridge (site of)

Grid reference

TL 29300 67200

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Five arch bridge labelled on the 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of
1888. Current bridge is a concrete deck structure of no historic or
architectural interest. [1; 2]

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, sheet XXII.12. 1888
[2] S Honeywell site inspection 15 April 2014

Asset number

530

Asset name

Linton's Farm (site of)

Grid reference

TL 29800 67700

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

Value

Negligible

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Negligible

Description

Site of farm shown on the 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of 1888.
Now replaced by modern farm outbuildings. [1; 2]

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, sheet XXII.12. 1888
[2] S Honeywell site inspection 15 April 2014

Asset number

531

Asset name

Topfield Farm (site of)

Grid reference

TL 28400 68100

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference
Designation

HER reference
None

Value

Negligible
st

Description

Site of farm shown on the 1 edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of 1888.
Now replaced by modern farm outbuildings. [1; 2]

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, sheet XXII.12. 1888
[2] S Honeywell site inspection 15 April 2014

Asset number

532

Asset name

Milepost (site of)

Grid reference

TL 26330 67580

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference
Designation

HER reference
None

Value

Low
st

Description

Site of milestone identified on the 1 edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of
1887. Now removed. [1; 2]

References

[1] 1st edition Ordnance Survey map, 1887, Huntingdonshire Sheet XXII.10
[2] S Honeywell site inspection 15 April 2014
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Asset number

533

Asset name

King's Bush

Grid reference

TL 25960 68310

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

366272

HER reference

02471

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

King's Bush "- having passed by Beggars Bush (now an Elm Tree planted
there and called King's Bush)" - John Byng in 1790.
Slight indications of mound at this point.
The elm tree mentioned by Authy 1 still occupies the site and flourishes.
The slight mound of Authy 2 is barely visible and its origin uncertain. [1; 2]
"When James I was passing through this place [Huntingdon] on his way to
the Metropolis, the farmers met him about a mile and a half from the town,
with 70 ploughs drawn by as many teams of horses, which novel sight was
so agreeable to his Majesty, that he granted them a charter, to be
governed by 2 bailiffs, and 12 assistants; at the same time, the social
monarch condescended to partake of a cold collation, which they had
prepared for him under a large white-thorn bush, which, time having
decayed, the farmers, to commemorate the grateful event, replaced with a
wych-tree, at present large and pleasant, and which still goes by the name
of the King's Bush. It is also known to travellers by the name of the
Beggar's Bush, and stands in the London Road, between Huntingdon and
Caxton." [3]

References

[1] HER
[2] EH Archive
[3] William Pinnock, 1833, The Guide to Knowledge, Volume 1, 339

Asset number

534

Asset name

Depden Farm

Grid reference

TL 25830 67840

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

One and a half storey cottage, originally erected 1806, as recorded by a
date stone in the gable wall, and substantially renovated and rebuilt in
1992. Painted brick with pitched plain tile roof. Principal elevation of three
bays with gabled dormer windows and entrance set between second and
third bays in modern brick porch. Modern rea extension. Set within rural
landscape formed by large fields resulting from amalgamation in the later
20th century. [1]

References

[1] S Honeywell site inspection 03 April 2014
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Asset number

535

Asset name

Wyboston Farm

Grid reference

TL 23770 68460

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Negligible

Description

Farmstead shown on the 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of 1885,
originally laid out on an irregular courtyard plan. Today, only a single
double-height barn survives, formerly located on the north side of the
farmyard. Gault brick in Flemish bond with slate roof. Tall opposing doors
in long elevations, one of which is blocked with brick. Hay loft doors and
windows now also largely brick blocked. Lower outbuilding of later 20th
century date attached to the east. Set within large arable fields resulting
from amalgamation in the 20th century. [1; 2]

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, Huntingdonshire Sheet XXII.5
1885
[2] S. Honeywell, site inspection 03 April 2014

Asset number

536

Asset name

Offord Hill Farm

Grid reference

TL 23130 68460

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference
Designation

HER reference
None

Value
th

Low
st

Description

Farm of mid19 century date. 1 edition 25" Ordnance Survey map [1]
shows as a courtyard plan farm however outbuildings have been partially
demolished. Farmhouse located to the south comprises brick two-storey
building of three bays with modern concrete pantile roof, now extended to
front and rear. All modern windows and doors. To rear of farmhouse
remains a barn and a single-storey outbuilding, both weatherboarded with
pantile roof. Larger modern sheds located to the east. Set within rural
landscape to the north of Offord Cluny, surrounded by large fields created
by amalgamation of parliamentary enclosures. [2]

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map 1888
[2] S Honeywell site inspection
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Asset number

537

Asset name

Offord Cluny conservation area

Grid reference

TL 21960 67130

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

Conservation
area

Description

Conservation area covering the historic core of the village of Offord Cluny.
Of medieval or earlier origin, the village today is characterised by a looseknit linear plan. Medieval parish church remains at the centre of the
village. Village buildings are varied in design, scale and construction, and
typically date from the 17th century onwards. Vernacular design and
construction forms a characteristic feature of the conservation area as does
the presence of farm buildings and open space interspersed between
buildings, whilst the most notable example of polite architecture is the 18th
century Manor House. The village is set within a rural setting, and is
predominantly inward looking, however the conservation area Character
Statement for the village identifies the long range view from the north edge
of the designated area to the rural landscape beyond and identifies views
east from the grounds of the Manor House to be significant. [1; 2] Both
these views provide a link to the rural setting of and the character of the
village and contribute to its value.

References

[1] S Honeywell site inspection
[2] Huntingdon District Council, 2003, Offord Cluny conservation area
Character Appraisal, External Conservation Draft.

Asset number

538

Asset name

Lodge Farm

Grid reference

TL 20559 68482

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

Value

Medium

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Negligible

Description

Farm shown on the 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of 1888,
outbuildings now demolished so only farmhouse now survives. T-plan two
storey gault brick building ornamented with red brick bands. Three bays
with central doorway, sash windows retained. Now disused and in
declining condition. Rural setting within large arable fields resulting from
amalgamation of earlier fields. Pasture field retaining evidence for ridge
and furrow remains to the north of the farm building. [1; 2]

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, Huntingdonshire Sheet XXI.8,
1888
[2] S Honeywell site inspection 02 April 2014
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Asset number

539

Asset name

Vicarage Farm

Grid reference

TL 20640 68960

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Farm complex shown on the 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of 1888.
[1] Not accessed during site inspection. Modern aerial photographs
indicate that the historic farmhouse survives, however other farm buildings
shown on the 1st edition map appear to have been replaced.
Semi-rural setting comprising large arable fields located to the south of the
farm. To north is a small industrial site and landfill site.

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map 1888.

Asset number

540

Asset name

Grafham Road Cottages

Grid reference

TL 19748 69914

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Pair of cottages of mid-19th century date, two-storey, gault brick with slate
roof. Cottages each of one bay with paired doorways in centre of elevation
with pent roof over. Lean to outshuts against gables. Modern glazing to
windows. Prominent end stacks with decorative brickwork. Set within
compact garden in rural landscape adjacent to the A14. Located in arable
fields resulting from amalgamation of smaller fields. Setting is dominated
by noise and visual intrusion from dual carriageway and the presence of a
highways overbridge directly to the northeast of the building. [1]

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map
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Asset number

541

Asset name

Brampton Lodge

Grid reference

TL 19370 70080

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Site of farm identified from the 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of
1888. Farmhouse now demolished. Labourer's Cottage, barn and cart
shed are only remaining structures. Cottage constructed of gault brick
with modern concrete tile roof and gabled dormer windows. Extended and
refenestrated in mid-20th century. Substantial barn is of five bays with
sliding hayloft doors at first floor level, blocked ventilation holes and
doorways, and full height sliding barn doors. Cart shed is also of gault
brick, open fronted with cast iron columns supporting slate roof. Complex
is set adjacent to a small copse within large arable fields resulting from
amalgamation in the later 20th century. [1; 2]

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map 1888, Huntingdonshire, sheet
XXI.3
[2] S Honeywell Site inspection 03 April 2014

Asset number

542

Asset name

Grove Farm (site of)

Grid reference

TL 19260 71130

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

Value

Negligible

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Site of Grove Farm identified from historic Ordnance Survey map of 1887.
[1] Now demolished.

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map Huntingdonshire Sheet XVII.15
1887
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Asset number

543

Asset name

Rectory Farm

Grid reference

TL 19030 71640

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Farmstead shown on the 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of 1888,
now partially demolished. Farmhouse comprises two-storey yellow brick
building with red brick employed for decorative banding, cornices and
window lintels. Double pile plan, modern windows and doors throughout.
Separate wash house to the north. Small range outbuildings survive to the
north of the building although in poor condition. Set within large arable
fields created by amalgamation of smaller enclosures in the later 20th
century. The presence of the A14 and A1 carriageways form prominent
elements within the building's setting and result in noise and visual
intrusion, whilst the presence of the Brampton Hut services also forms an
intrusive element within the building's setting. [1; 2].

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map Huntingdonshire Sheet XVII.15
1887
[2] S Honeywell site inspection 03 April 2014

Asset number

544

Asset name

Sun Inn (site of)

Grid reference

TL 19370 71710

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Site of inn identified from historic mapping. [1] Now demolished.

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map Huntingdonshire Sheet XVII.16
1887

Asset number

545

Asset name

Buildings (site of)

Grid reference

TL 19710 71750

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

EH reference

Value

Negligible

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Site of buildings identified from the 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map.
[1] Now demolished.

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map Huntingdonshire Sheet XVII.16
1887
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Asset number

546

Asset name

Roman cremation pit, Weybridge
Farm, Alconbury

Grid reference

TL 17950 72100

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

11673

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Excavations revealed a small pit containing two pottery vessels, quantities
of cremated human bone and charcoal. This cremation pit was cut into the
upper fills of two ditches. The vessels have been provisionally dated to the
Roman period, although at least one has similarities with Iron Age forms.
[1]

References

[1] HER

Asset number

547

Asset name

Possible duck decoy

Grid reference

TL 18415 72408

Subtopic

Archaeological remains

HER reference

MCB19303

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

A possible duck decoy (an irregular long, thin feature to the west of the
square) was observed from aerial photography, and is also visible on the
First Edition Ordnance Survey map.

References

[1] HER

Asset number

548

Asset name

St Mary's Parish Hall, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23886 71619

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference
Designation

HER reference
None

Value

Low

th

Description

Parish Hall of late 19 century date. Designed in Tudor style with red brick
footings, decorative timber framing and roughcast infill panels, plain tile
roof with decorative moulded brick stacks. Canted bay window to west
elevation with leaded and stained glass. Sited on the north side of Mill
Common close to the historic core of Huntingdon, and 18th and 19th century
buildings overlooking the common. Although now separated from the
common by the town ring road, the siting of the historic building on the
edge of the historic town remains clearly legible. [1]

References

[1] S. Honeywell, site inspection, 01/04/14
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Asset number

549

Asset name

Water Tower, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23178 71830

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Concrete water tower of early-mid-20th century date sited close to
waterworks established in late 19th century to serve Huntingdon. Of
functional design, the water tower forms a recognisable local landmark.
The water tower is sited close to the A14 dual carriageway and cutting for
the Great Northern Railway (Asset 489), a peripherical location, reflecting
the utilitarian nature of the site. [1]

References

[1] ]S. Honeywell site inspection, 01 April 2014

Asset number

550

Asset name

Hinchingbrooke Cottage,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23138 71768

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

Value

Low

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Late Victorian villa, possibly erected as a dower house in connection with
Hinchingbrooke House. Tudor style, two-storey house with applied timber
framing to the first floor and brick used across the ground floor. Brick
chimney stacks with moulded caps. Canted bay over entrance. Two
storey stable block located to the east. Set within mature though compact
grounds, reached by tree-lined driveway. Association with Hinchingbrooke
House has been obscured to some extent by presence of modern road to
the west and police HQ buildings. A14 forms an intrusive element within
the building's setting resulting in significant noise intrusion on the building's
setting. [1]

References

[1]S. Honeywell site inspection, 01 April 2014

Asset number

551

Asset name

Milestone south of Washpit Road

Grid reference

TL 41286 61739

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

Value

Low

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Fragmentary remains of former cast iron milepost, now located on the slip
road to the Cambridge northern bypass (A14). One of a series of cast iron
mileposts manufactured by J. Morton of Huntingdon located between
Huntingdon and Cambridge. [1]

References

[1] Milestone Society Database CA_GMCA12
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Asset number

552

Asset name

Milestone, Brampton Hut

Grid reference

TL 19190 71946

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Milestone recorded by the Milestone Society in the verge within the
Brampton Hut services. Stone post, painted white with 'Huntingdon, 3
miles' picked out in black paint. Recorded by milestone society in 2009. [1]

References

[1] Milestone Society Database HU-HUTH03

Asset number

553

Asset name

Porch House, Offord Cluny

Grid reference

TL 22053 67431

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1309599

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

House dated 1632 on lintel above doorway. Only the wall to the road
remains of the original timber framed house. Two storeys with two 17th
century, two storey splayed bays with modern fenestration. Entry in gabled
porch, much altered but with egg and dart moulding and some framing
surviving from 17th century. Original door of nine sunken, square panels.
Plain tiled roof with two later gabled dormers. The single storey wing to the
North is late 17th century, timber framed and of two bays. Half hipped roof.
[1]

Medium

Located on north edge of the historic rural village of Offord Cluny, retaining
semi-rural setting overlooking pasture fields to the north. The presence of
the East Coast Mainline introduces intermittent visual movement into the
building's setting. [2]
References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] S Honeywell site inspection 03 April 2014

Asset number

554

Asset name

208 High Street, Offord Cluny

Grid reference

TL 22014 67398

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1130282

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

17th century cottage. Timber framed, rendered. Three unit plan with entry to
centre bay. Half hipped, thatched roof with ridge stack to north. One storey
and attic. One gabled dormer and three 19th century casements. [1]
Located on north edge of the historic rural village of Offord Cluny, retaining
semi-rural setting overlooking pasture fields to the north. The presence of
the East Coast Mainline introduces intermittent visual movement into the
building's setting. [2]

References

[1] National Heritage List
[2] S. Honeywell site inspection 03 April 2014
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Asset number

555

Asset name

Offord Hill House

Grid reference

TL 2291068890

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Edwardian villa first shown on the 3rd edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of
1926. [1] Not accessible during site inspection. Available information
suggests this to be a large red brick building with decorative timer-framing
in the gables. [2] Set within large, mature gardens on hilltop overlooking
Offord Cluny.

References

[1] 3rd edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, 1926
[2] Archaeological Solutions Ltd. 2009. 5 Offord Road, Godmanchester,
Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, Archaeological Evaluation.

Asset number

560

Asset name

Fen Drayton conservation area

Grid reference

TL 33930 68240

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

Value

Low

HER reference

Designation

Conservation
area

Value

Description

Small rural village set along the banks of a brook. Historic plan form of
north-south High Street, intersected by smaller lanes is retained in the
village core. Buildings within the conservation area are predominantly of
post medieval date, and include a mixture of modest vernacular cottages
and substantial high status farmhouses aligned along the east side of the
brook. The medieval parish Church of St Mary's is located in a small
churchyard to the south of the village. Village is predominantly inward
looking and set within open countryside to the north of the A14. Although
located over 800m from the existing A14, road noise is audible and distant
views of moving traffic are possible from the south edge of the churchyard,
however the remainder of the village is largely unaffected by the existing
road. [1]

References

[1] S. Honeywell site inspection 16 April 2014
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Asset number

561

Asset name

Fenstanton conservation area

Grid reference

TL 31910 68660

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

Conservation
area

Description

Village located on the historic route from Godmanchester to Colchester.
Settlement from the Roman period onwards. The village is now
characterised principally by development of post medieval date, particularly
reflecting its development during the 18th century, when the village was a
stop on the turnpike road network. Buildings within the conservation area
are predominantly constructed of red brick with plain tile roofs, with some
limited use of colour washed render. Polite Georgian buildings are a
characteristic building type within the designated area, although vernacular
structures also form a valuable feature of the village. Key buildings in the
conservation area include the medieval parish church of St Peter and St
Paul, and the Clock Tower which includes the former village lock up. The
conservation area is flanked to the east by modern residential
development, however retains a more rural setting to the north and west,
with views to surrounding agricultural land possible from Chequer Street.
The conservation area is located directly to the north of the existing
A14and, whilst the road is largely screened from the village, its operation
does result in significant noise intrusion upon its setting. [1]

References

[1] S. Honeywell site inspection 15 April 2014

Asset number

562

Asset name

Brampton conservation area

Grid reference

TL 21300 70700

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

Value

Medium

HER reference

Designation

Conservation
area

Value

Description

Conservation area covering the historic core of the village of Brampton,
focussed on the High Street and a small area on Huntingdon Road. The
conservation area retains much of its historic village character, with High
Street lined by a mixture of residential buildings dating from the 17th to 20th
centuries including vernacular cottages, Georgian cottages and houses,
Victorian villas, and terraced cottages of 19th century date. To Huntingdon
Road, the conservation area includes large houses of varied date set back
from the road within large buildings. Notably present within this area is a
substantial post medieval house which was the home of the Pepys family.
Low level road noise is audible throughout the conservation area due to the
nearby A14. The conservation area is now largely surrounded by modern
residential development, however retains a rural setting to the east and
south which continues to contribute to its understanding as a historic rural
village. [1]

References

[1] S Honeywell site inspection 28 May 2014
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Asset number

563

Asset name

1-8 George Street, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23558 71774

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1330693

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Almshouse row built apparently in two sections 1846 and circa 1851 but
this does not appear visually as it is a balanced composition. Tudor style.
Gault brick with stone dressings. Buttressed two storeyed range of 3:2:3
bays, the centre section is taller, flanked by octagonal castellated turrets
and topped by a paired gable. Each almshouse has one window, two light
casement with dripmould, continuous dripmould on the ground floor. Plank
door. Slate roof with grouped round shafted chimneys. [1]

Medium

Located on busy thoroughfare of George Street on western approach to
Huntingdon town centre, close to the listed building of Huntingdon County
Hospital (Asset 445). Now flanked by a mixed townscape of 19th and 20th
century date. To the west, the streetscape is terminated by the A14
viaduct.
Listed building location given in National Heritage List is incorrect based on
findings of site inspection. [2]
References

[1] National Heritage List

Asset number

564

Asset name

Red Lodge, Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23028 71652

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Gate Lodge erected for Hinchingbrooke House. Current structure appears
to be of Late 19th/early 20th century date, constructed close to the site of
the Old Lodge depicted on the 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map of
1888. One and a half storey, L-plan building constructed of red brick with
decorative timber faming to gables. Plain tile roof with pierced ridge pieces
and red brick stacks. Located on the Brampton Road, the lodge is of group
value with the buildings of the Hinchingbrooke House complex. Its value is
enhanced by the presence of mature planting within the former grounds
associated with Hinchingbrooke House and its proximity to the former
dower house of Hinchingbrooke Cottage (Asset 550). [1]

References

[1] S Honeywell site inspection 01 April 2014
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Asset number

565

Asset name

Godmanchester Earning Street
conservation area

Grid reference

TL 24859 70488

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

Conservation
area

Value

High

Description

Conservation area centred on the quiet lane of Earning Street to the east
of Godmanchester. There is a long history of settlement in
Godmanchester, dating back to the Romans, however the current
architectural character results principally from development in the 17th 19th centuries, during a period of particular prosperity for the town and
following the grant of Borough status to Godmanchester in 1604. The
conservation area includes a short stretch of Cambridge Road, and the
quiet lane of Earning Street. Buildings within the conservation area
include grand post medieval timber-framed houses, Georgian and
Victorian cottages and villas, post medieval vernacular cottages and
farms, often of timber-framed construction, and outbuildings. Together
with the Post Street conservation area (Asset 236), Earning Street
conservation area contains a number of notable listed buildings and is
assessed to be of High value due to its historic and architectural interest.
Now surrounded by modern residential development, the conservation
area is of group value with the Godmanchester Post Street conservation
area (Asset 236). Traffic levels on Cambridge Street result in noise and
visual intrusion on the designated area. [1; 2]

References

[1] Huntingdonshire District Council, 2003. Godmanchester (Earning
Street) Conservation area Appraisal
[2] S. Honeywell site inspection 03 April 2014

Asset number

566

Asset name

Edward House, Mill Common,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23760 71377

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Former Boy's Home established by the Earl of Sandwich in 1905 called St
Edward's Home. [1] Two storey building designed in Tudor style, brick
with applied timber framing to first floor, substantial red brick chimney
stacks and hood moulds to windows. Principal elevation located to the
south with projecting flat-roofed porch with entrance set below a
cartouche containing three diamonds below a crown. Some
modernisation of the building with replacement UPVC windows and fire
escape added to rear. Located to north of Mill Common road, close to the
A14 embankment, resulting in noise intrusion from traffic. [2]

References

[1] Erskine, S. 1919. Memoirs of Edward Earl of Sandwich, 1839-1916.
page 278
[2] S. Honeywell, site inspection, 01 April 2014
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Asset number

567

Asset name

Monthermer, Mill Common,
Huntingdon

Grid reference

TL 23548 71376

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Substantial Edwardian villa set on the banks of a former mill stream to the
north of Port Holme. Brick to ground floor with applied timber framing to
first floor and substantial brick chimney stacks. Set in generous gardens
overlooking Portholme. [1]

References

[1] S Honeywell site inspection 01 April 2014

Asset number

568

Asset name

Possible cropmark, Fen Drayton

Grid reference

TL 33200 67600

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

09665

Value

Low

EH reference

Value

Low

Designation

None

Description

No separate note on St J index. Appears on CUCAP APs AHZ 72 - 73;
Not plotted - Suspect NGR (R Desmond -- /08/1989); See also RN 08827
for APs plotted. [1]

References

[1] Cambridgeshire HER

Asset number

569

Asset name

Cropmarks

Grid reference

TL 33698 67299

Subtopic

Archaeology

EH reference

369156

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

"TL 337673 Fen Drayton, St John's College Farm; enclosures".
The indicated site falls on arable land; there are no surface indications of
any enclosures, and no surface archaeological finds were made.

Low

The cropmark remains of a number of small rectilinear and curvilinear
enclosures and associated ditched boundaries (some enclosures are
attached to these boundaries) are visible (centred as a group) at
approximately TL 3377 6740. This is consistent with the evidence noted
by authority (1) above. These features are probably part of a later
Prehistoric/Roman settlement. These features were visible on aerial
photographs taken by English Heritage in July 2006 as part of the
Reconnaissance Recording programme. [1]
References

[1] English Heritage Archive
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Asset number

570

Asset name

Roman copper alloy coin

Grid reference

TL 31200 67800

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

CAM-5DAD74

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

A copper alloy Roman coin. Both faces are too corroded to read. Late 3rd
or 4th century. Mid green patina with patches of light green corrosion. [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/263708

Asset number

571

Asset name

Roman copper alloy coin

Grid reference

TL 31200 67800

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

CAM-5D8263

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

A copper alloy Roman coin. Both faces are too corroded to read. Head
facing right. Late 3rd or 4th century. Mid green patina with patches of light
green corrosion. [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/263702

Asset number

572

Asset name

Pewter buckle fragment

Grid reference

TL 31160 67870

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

CAM-8353E7

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Two fragments most probably of the same object but whose breaks do
not adjoin. Cast pewter (mixed with tin?) buckle, probably 17th century.
Together the length is 40mm and width 11mm. The total weight is 5.75g.
It is a fragment of a square or rectangular object with a rounded corner.
One face has a decorative design of two rows of raised pellets
punctuated by a frond, the other curved fragment just being decorated
with two rows of raised pellets. The colour is dark grey with light
grey/cream corrosion.
Evidence of reuse: None [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/263827
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Asset number

573

Asset name

Roman copper alloy coin

Grid reference

TL 31837 67845

Subtopic

Arch

HER reference

CAM-5CD777

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

A Roman copper alloy coin. A probable nummus likely to be of the 4th
century. The coin is very worn and corroded therefore the identification of
the Emperor is not possible. [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/263689

Asset number

574

Asset name

Lead spindle whorl

Grid reference

TL 31673 67784

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

CAM-5C8A65

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Cast lead, probably Medieval, spindle whorl. The object is sub-spherical
and small (18.1mm diameter). It has a 4.5mm aperture running through
which is slightly off centre. It weighs 21.1g There are two score marks on
the side. The object is greyish in colour with whiteish corrosion. [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/263686

Asset number

575

Asset name

Post medieval boot or garter
buckle

Grid reference

TL 31710 67810

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

CAM-5B7006

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Boot or garter buckle. A post medieval (circa 1660-1720) cast copper
alloy buckle. The buckle is D-shaped in plan. It has two holes in each of
its long arms for a spindle, which is missing. The object is D-shaped in
section. See nos. 597 and 598 in Whitehead 2003, Buckles 1250-1800,
page 97. A boot or garter buckle. It has a dark green patina and patches
of rust. The object could not be taken out of its card/plastic mount so the
weight is approximate. [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/263675
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Asset number

576

Asset name

Georgian buckle

Grid reference

TL 31690 67720

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

CAMHER-5AEF11

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

A Georgian (circa 1720 to 1790) cast copper alloy buckle. Subrectangular with a longitudinal bar with two spikes. Length: 16.5mm,
width:15mm, thickness: 2.5mm, weight 1.55g. See nos. 733 and 734 in
Whitehead, 2003, Buckles 1250-1800, page 114. There are the remains
of rust on the bar. The object has a mid-green patina and the remains of
some tinning. The object could not be taken out of its card/plastic mount
so the weight is approximate. [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/263670

Asset number

579

Asset name

Medieval strap fitting

Grid reference

TL 31650 67800

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

CAMHER-59EB21

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

A Medieval cast copper alloy strap loop. (c. AD 1350 – c. AD 1400).
Length: 25.05mm; width: 18mm; thickness: 5mm; weight: 3.2g. The frame
is five-sided/arched in plan and sub-rectangular in cross-section. The bar
has a circular perforation to accommodate a separate iron rivet the
remains of which are in place. This strap fitting has a dark green patina.
Egan, Dress Accessories 1150-1450, 2002, page 233-235 dates these to
the late 13th to late 14th century, ref. 1252). This may be for a belt or an
archer’s wrist guard strap. [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme.
Http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/263662

Asset number

580

Asset name

Silver vessel spout

Grid reference

TL 24600 67700

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

PAS-539970

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Small silver spout from a vessel comprising hollow fluted spout
broadening out at the base into six petals-shaped projections, two of
which are missing; loop handle on either side of spout. No sign of solder
or attachment holes/loops on surviving petals. Approx. 1.5 cm long.
16th-17th Century. [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/215439
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Asset number

581

Asset name

Early medieval ingot

Grid reference

TL 26350 67890

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

CAM-862A68

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

The find consists of one end of a cigar-shaped ingot of roughly planoconvex section, which has broken across a deep flaw. There is a fresh
nick on one side, however caused.
Ingots of similar form are well known from the Viking period, dating mainly
from around the late 9th and 10th centuries, e.g. from the Cuerdale Hoard
deposited around AD 905-910. They were probably used as bullion in
trade and commercial transactions before the introduction of coinage and
possibly also sometimes as stock pieces of precious metal for casting into
jewellery. Earlier examples sometimes occur, too. The ingot fragment
from Godmanchester would therefore qualify as Treasure under two of
the stipulated criteria of the Treasure Act: it is more than 300 years old
and the precious metal content exceeds 10%. [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/218179

Asset number

582

Asset name

Roman silver finger-ring
fragment

Grid reference

TL 22400 68100

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

CAM-ADEF88

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

Silver finger-ring fragment. The entirety of the hoop is missing, meaning
that the only part to survive is the bezel and shoulders. Originally the ring
may have been of keeled type. The shoulders are flat and rectangular,
inscribed with a central line and lined on each edge. The bezel is a
rounded -square disc, undecorated.
Date: c. 2nd to 3rd century AD
Wt.: 1.00g Total surviving l.: 12.6mm D. of bezel: 6.4mm
Note: this item is made substantially of silver and is more than 300 years
old, and thus qualifies as treasure as stipulated in the Treasure Act 1996.
[1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/578701
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Asset number

583

Asset name

Possible forged copper alloy
coin

Grid reference

TL 23020 68520

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

BH-8275B8

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

An incomplete and heavily worn copper-alloy coin with traces of black
coating. The size of this coin and an interpretation of the visible lettering
suggests it may be a contemporary forgery of a shilling of Edward VI,
1547-1551. It measures 28.4mm in diameter, 0.8mm thick and weighs
3.31g. [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme,
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/288490

Asset number

584

Asset name

Scottish silver hammered coin of
James VI of Scotland

Grid reference

TL 20300 68400

Subtopic

Arch

HER reference

CAM-29CBC7

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

A Scottish silver hammered coin of James VI of Scotland, AD1567-1625
(James I of England). This coin is worn and some of the edge of the flan
is missing making identification difficult. The incomplete coin weighs 0.6g,
has a diameter of 16.43mm and thickness of 0.32mm. This coin is either
a Scottish Merk of eighth coinage (AD1601-1604), Quarter Merk of eighth
coinage (AD1601-1604) or Eighth Thistle Merk of eighth coinage
(AD1601-1604) and due to the size of this coin it is more likely to be an
Eighth Thistle Merk. The Reverse legend is mostly illegible but is likely to
have read: [REGEM IOVA PROTE] GIT 16[0?]. Translated the legend is
Jehovah protects the king 160_. Reverse shows Crown above a thistle,
only one leaf of the thistle is still visible. Obverse legend is mostly illegible
but is likely to have read: IACOB [US 6 D.G.R. SCOTORUM]. Translated
the legend is James VI by the grace of God King of Scots. Obverse
shows Crown above Royal shield. The crown breaks the legend. Die axis
is probably 12 o'clock.
See Lobel, R. Coincraft's Standard Catalogue of the Coins of Scotland,
Ireland, Channel Islands & Isle of Man. 1999, London. p.130-131 (Merk),
137-139 (Quarter Merk) & 140 (Eighth Thistle Merk). [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/567514
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Asset number

585

Asset name

Post medieval knife terminal

Grid reference

TL 20300 68400

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

CAM-993DD0

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

A complete copper-alloy post medieval knife terminal of c.AD1525 date.
The terminal is ovoid in shape with a sub-rectangular cross-section. The
terminal weighs 6.3g, has a width of 14.75mm, height of 13.05mm and
thickness of 6.94mm. 1525 is incised onto both the front and back of the
terminal with an incised line above and below. Along the top edge are two
parallel incised diagonal lines. AD1525 may not be the year that the
terminal was made but it seems likely to have been made in the 16th
century and probably in the years closer to AD1525 if not that exact year.
The rest of the knife is missing although traces of iron corrosion can be
seen along the base and shorter sides.
See PAS record SF-2041B1 for an example of a similar artefact. [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/566562

Asset number

586

Asset name

Iron age gold stater

Grid reference

TL 20600 68400

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

CAM-21E976

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

An Iron age gold stater of the North-Eastern uninscribed 'Ferriby' type
dating to the period 50 to 20 BC. Diameter is 19.27mm, thickness is
3.24mm. cf. ABC p. 92, no. 1743. [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/464355

Asset number

587

Asset name

Medieval coin

Grid reference

TL 20600 68400

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

CAM-1B2C54

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

No further information. [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/411996
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Asset number

588

Asset name

Medieval coin

Grid reference

TL 20600 68400

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

CAM-1B2242

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

No further information. [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/411995

Asset number

589

Asset name

Stirrup strap mount

Grid reference

TL 20600 68400

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

CAM-06AD95

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

No further information.

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme,
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/411854

Asset number

590

Asset name

Medieval silver long-cross
penny

Grid reference

TL 20000 68600

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

BH-B04F23

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

A silver long-cross penny of Medieval date. The remaining obverse
legend and the style of the bust suggest that this coin was struck under
Edward III (Fourth coinage onwards), Edward IV or Edward V. The coin is
very worn and is bent. It measures 17.3mm in diameter, 0.2mm thick and
weighs 1.02g. [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/285088

Asset number

591

Asset name

Silver long-cross penny of
Edward I

Grid reference

TL2000068600

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

BH-B02304

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

A heavily worn silver long-cross penny of Edward I, Edward II or Edward
III; minted at London, 1279-1344. The coin measures 17.3mm in
diameter, 0.1mm thick and weighs 0.87g. There is a central piercing. [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme.
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/285087
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Asset number

592

Asset name

Silver halfgroat of Henry VI

Grid reference

TL 20000 68600

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

BH-AFFFC8

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

A silver halfgroat of Henry VI, First Reign (1422-1461); Rosette Mascle
issue, minted at Calais, 1427-1430. The coin is in good condition, with
little wear or corrosion. It measures 21mm in diameter, 0.3mm thick and
weighs 1.66g. [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/285086

Asset number

593

Asset name

Silver sixpence of Elizabeth I

Grid reference

TL 20000 68600

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

BH-AF4077

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

A silver sixpence of Elizabeth I (1558-1603); Third issue coin, dated 1575.
The coin is incomplete and very worn. It measures 25.8mm in diameter,
0.4mm thick and weighs 2.68g. [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/285082

Asset number

594

Asset name

Silver penny of Elizabeth I

Grid reference

TL 20000 68600

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

BH-AFDEA7

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

A silver penny of Elizabeth I (1558-1603); Second issue coin, minted
1560-1561. The coin is bent and slightly worn. It measures 13.8mm in
diameter, 0.2mm thick and weighs 0.44g. [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme:
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/285085

Asset number

595

Asset name

Silver three halfpence of
Elizabeth I

Grid reference

TL 20000 68600

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

BH-AFC9E4

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

A silver three halfpence of Elizabeth I (1558-1603); Third issue coin,
dated 1567. The coin is bent and worn. It measures 16mm in diameter,
0.1mm thick and weighs 0.66g. [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/285084
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Asset number

596

Asset name

Silver sixpence of Elizabeth I

Grid reference

TL 20000 68600

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

BH-AFA291

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

A silver sixpence of Elizabeth I (1558-1603); uncertain issue and date.
The coin's surfaces are very worn. It measures 24.6mm in diameter,
0.3mm thick and weighs 2.61g. [1]

References

[1] Portable Antiquities Scheme
http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/285083

Asset number

597

Asset name

Roman beacon, Beacon Field,
Godmanchester

Grid reference

TL 25800 68100

Subtopic

Archaeology

EH reference

366286

HER reference

02490

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

It is recorded that a Roman beacon formerly stood in this field. (1958 6"
OS map). The field is under plough; no evidence of a former mound seen.
The site has excellent all round visibility and is a most suitable position for
a beacon (of any period). [1]
Supposed site of Roman beacon. The field has been ploughed and there
is now no trace of any mound, although good all round visibility make the
spot a suitable beacon site. [2]

References

[1] Cambridgeshire County Council HER
[2] English Heritage Archive

Asset number

598

Asset name

Barn to east south east of the
Gables Farmhouse

Grid reference

TL 31308 68227

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1128520

HER reference

Designation

Grade II isted
building

Value

Description

FENSTANTON HILTON ROAD 1. 5140 (east side) Barn to east-southeast of The Gables Farmhouse TL 31 68 19/50 II GV 2. C17 single aisled
barn, soft red brick, corrugated iron roof, dentil brick eaves cornice,
parapet gable to right hand and repaired brick gable to left hand. Three
bays with double, flat arched entry in central bay facing north-west. Aisle
posts with pairs of straight braces to tie beams, jacklegs on moulded
wooden corbels. Later 18th century king post roof of seven bays with
double butt purlins. [1]

References

[1] National Heritage List
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Asset number

599

Asset name

Barn to south east of the Gables
Farmhouse

Grid reference

TL 31276 68225

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1309443

HER reference

Designation

Grade II listed
building

Value

Description

Late 16th century barn. Timber-framed and weather-boarded with
corrugated iron roof. Five bays with inserted north-west facing double
entry. Queen strut roof with windbraces in each hay. [1] Formerly in rural
setting, now set within a small residential development to the south of
Fenstanton.

References

[1] National Heritage List

Asset number

602

Asset name

Manor House

Grid reference

TL 31074 68760

Subtopic

Historic buildings

EH reference

1128510

HER reference

Designation

Grade II* listed
building

Value

Description

FENSTANTON CAMBRIDGE ROAD 1. 5140 (north side) Manor House
(formerly listed as Manor Farmhouse under Hemingford Grey Road) TL
31 68 19/6 24.10.51 II* GV 2. Early to mid-18th century farmhouse, part of
the Manor of Fenstanton owned by 'Capability' Brown in the late 18th
century. L-plan. Two-storeys with attics. Steeply pitched hipped, slated
roof, two symmetrical ridge stacks and gable stack to rear wing with
parapet gable. Projecting modillioned eaves cornice. Three flat-roofed
dormers, with horizontal sliding sashes and glazing bars. Three bays;
central bay slightly projecting, of soft red brick. Ashlar pilasters at quoins,
band between floors, and cappings to plinth. Symmetrical range of seven
first-floor recessed hung sash windows with glazing bars in flat gauged
brick arches with key blocks. Similar windows flank central doorway with
original eight raised and fielded panelled door. 19th century reeded
doorcase with corner bosses and projecting cornice. Interior has fine
original open-string staircase. Fire plaque. Sun Insurance 551360
purchase by L Brown. (Sources: VCH, RCHM p 93. Inskip Ladds
Records, Norris Museum, St Ives, N Pevsner p 245). [1]

Medium

High

Located in agricultural land to the east of Fenstanton conservation area
(Asset 561), the Manor House is set parallel to Low Road, enabling
formal views towards the principal elevation of the building. Farm
buildings set to the rear (north) of the Manor House. Although screened
by mature tree planting, noise intrusion on the setting of the Manor House
results from proximity of the A14.
References

[1] National Heritage List
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Asset number

610

Asset name

Brickworks (site of)

Grid reference

TL 40350 61360

Subtopic

Archaeology

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Site of brickworks shown on 1st edition Ordnance Survey map. [1]

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map

Asset number

611

Asset name

Gravel pit (site of)

Grid reference

TL 32770 66890

Subtopic

Archaeology

EH reference

Value

Low

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Site of gravel pit shown on 1804 map of Conington. No longer visible. [1]
Not described in text, but part of group of features described as AP21. [2]

References

[1] A Map of Conington 1804 (Ref. R6024216(b))
[2] Air Photo Services 2014, AP21

Asset number

612

Asset name

Debden Farm (site of)

Grid reference

TL 25780 68180

Subtopic

Archaeology

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Site of Debden Farm identified from historic Ordnance Survey mapping.
Current structures are all of modern origin. [1; 2]

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map 1888
[2] S Honeywell site inspection 03 April 2014

Asset number

613

Asset name

Malthouse (site of)

Grid reference

TL 23911 71637

Subtopic

Arch

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Site of a malthouse indicated on a first edition OS map and no longer
extant. [1]

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, 1885, sheet XVIII.13
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Asset number

614

Asset name

Malthouse (site of)

Grid reference

TL 23849 71721

Subtopic

Archaeology

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Site of a malthouse indicated on a first edition OS map and no longer
extant. [1]

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, 1885, sheet XVIII.13

Asset number

615

Asset name

School (site of)

Grid reference

TL 23657 71644

Subtopic

Archaeology

EH reference

Value

Low

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Site of a school indicated on a first edition OS map and no longer extant.
[1]

References

[1] 1st edition 25" Ordnance Survey map, 1885, sheet XVIII.13

Asset number

616

Asset name

Settlement and Medieval fields
(cropmarks)

Grid reference

TL 32400 67200

Subtopic

Archaeology

EH reference

Value

Low

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

1. Buried ditched enclosures and other ditches indicate the present of
past settlement features which now show as crop marks, in addition to
eroded medieval ridge and furrow. Some of these features are cut by the
centre line of the proposed route. [1]
2. Multi-phase settlement remains producing secure dating evidence for
Iron Age, Romano-British and Saxon activity, notably including an Early
Saxon (i.e. post-Roman) burial.[2]

References

[1] Air Photo Services 2014, AP 20
[2] Wessex Archaeology 2014a, Land Parcel 1086
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Asset number

617

Asset name

Settlement (cropmarks)

Grid reference

TL 29250 67900

Subtopic

Archaeology

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Medium

Description

1. Enclosures, pits and ditches which indicate the presence of a complex
area of buried settlement. These features lie outside but adjacent to the
study corridor and may extend within it. They lie adjacent to a further area
of complex ditched features which are cut by the proposed route centre
line at site AP 19. [1]
2. A dispersed concentration of ditches was recorded during
archaeological trial trenching in 2014. Limited dating evidence was
recovered to indicate a post-medieval date. [2]

References

[1] Air Photo Services 2014, AP 18
[2] Wessex Archaeology 2014a, Land Parcel 1099

Asset number

618

Asset name

Enclosed Settlement
(cropmarks)

Grid reference

TL 26400 67400

Subtopic

Archaeology

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Four, possibly five, sub rectangular ditched enclosures with terminal
defined entrances and outlying ditches. Two lie within the study corridor
and three further sites lie to the east and southeast of the area. A further
ditch, of unknown date, is visible to the north of the enclosures within the
study area. The enclosures are likely to date to the Iron Age or the
Romano-British period. [1]

References

[1] Air Photo Services 2014, AP 17

Asset number

619

Asset name

Enclosure and ditches
(cropmarks)

Grid reference

TL 25000 68000

Subtopic

Archaeology

EH reference

Value

Low

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Rectilinear enclosures and ditches which lie outside but near to the study
area. As in all other locations within this study area, there is potential for
peripheral or other deposits adjacent to these sites. [1]

References

[1] Air Photo Services 2014, AP 16
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Asset number

620

Asset name

Ridge and furrow (cropmarks)

Grid reference

TL 23200 68000

Subtopic

Archaeology

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Medieval ridge and furrow and associated plough headlands once
extensively covered this area, it is now eroded and buried, but shows
clearly on occasions as marks in crops. Ridge and furrow often overlies
and can mask other prehistoric deposits, and the area does carry some
potential for their presence, although they may not in this instance be
visible as crop marks. [1]

References

[1] Air Photo Services 2014, AP 15

Asset number

621

Asset name

Roman Pottery (findspot)

Grid reference

TL 20700 67900

Subtopic

Arch

HER reference

MCB1085
859

Value

Low

EH reference

Value

Low

Designation

None

Description

Part of a jar of red ware, with black slip and a grey core; five perforations
in base, everted rim. Half of cullender of black paste with five holes in
base, flanged rim.
Part of a jar of red ware, with black slip and a grey core; five perforations
in base, everted rim. Height 90mm,diameter at base 50mm.Half of
cullender black paste with five holes in base, flanged rim, height 9cm,
width 5cm. [1]

References

[1]
http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=M
CB1085&resourceID=1000

Asset number

622

Asset name

Coin (findspot)

Grid reference

TL 20490 67800

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

BH-99A321
272395

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

A silver sixpence of Elizabeth I; Third issue coin, dated 1573. The coin is
bent and very worn, particularly on the obverse. It measures 24.3mm in
diameter, 0.3mm thick and weighs 2.48g. [1]

References

[1] http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/272395
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Asset number

623

Asset name

Bell (findspot)

Grid reference

TL 20390 67490

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

CAM-1EA095

EH reference

406618
Designation

None

Description

A copper-alloy crotal (rumbler) bell. The bell has a diameter of 37.75 with
a raised ridge 3.33mm wide around the mid-point. The upper half is
undecorated and has two sound holes of 4.97mm diameter. Above the
upper half are the remains of a suspension loop. The suspension loop
only survives to a height of 3.42mm now. The arms of loop had a cross
section of 0.66mm and the loop was 4.52mm thick. The lower half of the
bell is decorated with the common sunburst design. Two sound holes are
present each with a diameter of 6.13mm and joined together by a slit
2.62mm wide. To one side of the slit is an incised semicircle with hammer
symbol. The bell has a height of 36.42mm giving a current total height of
39.84mm when the remains of the suspension loop are included. The iron
pea survives within the bell. [1]

References

[1] http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/406618

Asset number

624

Asset name

Coin (findspot)

Grid reference

TL 20350 67880

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

BH-999254
272394

Value

Low

EH reference

Value

Low

Designation

None

Description

A copper-alloy nummus of AD c. 300-402. The coin is worn, encrusted
and is corroded around the edges. It measures 15.1mm in diameter,
1.7mm thick and weighs 1.27g. [1]

References

[1] http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/272394

Asset number

625

Asset name

Coin (findspot)

Grid reference

TL2035067880

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

BH-998427
272393

Value

Low

EH reference
Designation

None

Description

A worn and corroded copper-alloy radiate of AD c. 260-c. 275. Measures
16.8mm in diameter, 1.9mm thick and weighs 2.56g. [1]

References

[1] http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/272393
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Asset number

626

Asset name

Coin (findspot)

Grid reference

TL 20350 67880

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

BH-996F80

EH reference

272392
Designation

None

Description

A copper-alloy nummus of the House of Constantine; 'She-wolf and twins'
reverse; minted at Lyon, AD 333-334; RIC. No. 267. The coin has a black
(possibly silvered) surface and is slightly worn and corroded. It measures
16.3mm in diameter, 1.4mm thick and weighs 1.93g. [1]

References

[1] http://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/272392

Asset number

627

Asset name

Roman Bronze Pin (findspot)

Grid reference

TL 20300 67500

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

MCB1086

EH reference

Value

Low

860
Designation

None

Description

Wide headed bronze pin, rather like a large drawing pin. Diameter of
head 22mm. [1]

References

[1]
http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=M
CB1086&resourceID=1000

Asset number

628

Asset name

Ridge and Furrow

Grid reference

TL 20100 70700

Subtopic

Archaeology

HER reference

MCB13515
11502

Value

Low

EH reference

Value

Low

Designation

None

Description

Earthworks of extensive ridge and furrow cultivation, directly west of Park
Road, Brampton. [1]

References

[1]
http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?uid=M
CB13515&resourceID=1000
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Asset number

629

Asset name

Enclosures (cropmarks)

Grid reference

TL 19602 73706

Subtopic

Archaeology

EH reference

363730

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

(Nothing visible on available APs RAF 1947).Site under plough; nothing
of archaeological interest seen during investigation. The quoted AP is not
available in Deparenment of Aerial Photography, Cambridge.
Recent cropmark photography reveals the cropmarks of a complex of
rectilinear enclosures and linear features, possibly of Prehistoric or
Roman date, visible around TL 1958 7379.

Medium

In the adjacent field immediately to the north of the probable Iron
Age/Roman features described by the previous authorities further
cropmarks of rectilinear enclosures were seen on aerial photographs
taken by English Heritage in July 2006. These enclosures were centred
as a group at TL 1961 7384 and appeared to be a complex of conjoined
rectilinear enclosures with the appearance of an Iron Age/Roman
settlement, and are probably a continuation of the site recorded to the
south. Within the western part of the northern complex of enclosures is a
large circular enclosure. It is not clear whether this is part of the complex
of enclosures or if it belongs to another phase. [1]
References

[1]
http://www.pastscape.org.uk/hob.aspx?hob_id=363730&sort=2&type=&ty
peselect=c&rational=a&class1=None&period=None&county=None&distric
t=None&parish=None&place=&recordsperpage=10&source=text&rtype=
monument&rnumber=363730

Asset number

630

Asset name

Ridge and Furrow Cropmarks
North of Rectory Farm

Grid reference

TL 18914 71617

Subtopic

Archaeology

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

An area of former quarrying was visible as an area crop mark and is now
built over. There are extant traces of buried ditches which are visible as
crop marks. [1] Although not described in the text, an area of ridge and
furrow cropmarks is indicated at this location. [1]

References

Air Photo Services 2014, AP07
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Asset name

Grid reference

Subtopic

EH reference

HER reference
Value

Archaeology

Designation

None

Negligible

Description

Fragmentary slightly sinuous ditches indicate the presence of likely buried
archaeological features on this site as opposed to evidence for natural
frost cracks in the substrate, which also cause crop marks. [1]

References

[1] Air Photo Services 2014, AP09

Asset number

632

Asset name

Grid reference

Subtopic

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Although not described in the text, an extensive area of ridge and furrow
cropmarks is indicated at this location, adjacent to Asset 129. [1]

References

[1] Air Photo Services 2014, AP19

Asset number

HLC1

Asset name

20th century agriculture with
relict 18th – 19th century
boundaries

Grid reference

TL 2081 6901

Subtopic

Historic landscape

EH reference

Value

Archaeology

Negligible

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Large modern agricultural fields that have been formed by the
amalgamation of several smaller, 18th or 19th century parliamentary
enclosure fields which retain one or more of earlier field boundaries.

References

Asset number

HLC2

Asset name

18th – 19th century enclosures

Grid reference

TL 1886 7199

Subtopic

Historic landscape

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Areas of farmland where all the existing field boundaries can be traced
back to their enclosure in the late 18th to mid-19th centuries.

References
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Asset number

HLC3

Asset name

Woodland

Grid reference

TL 4074 6093

Subtopic

Historic landscape

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

Areas of woodland, several of which have been in existence since the
early 19th century, and include small pockets of woodland left to provide
cover for foxes and game birds within an otherwise arable landscape.

References

Asset number

HLC4

Asset name

20th century agriculture

Grid reference

TL 1897 7279

Subtopic

Historic landscape

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Negligible

Description

Large agricultural fields whose boundaries were all established during the
20th century.

References

Asset number

HLC5

Asset name

Water bodies, features and
associated landscaping

Grid reference

TL 2111 6812

Subtopic

Historic landscape

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Negligible

Description

Man-made bodies of water and any features or landscaping associated
with them.

References

Asset number

HLC6

Asset name

Industry

Grid reference

TL 3593 6583

Subtopic

Historic landscape

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Negligible

Description

Areas of industry, including business parks and research centres.

References

Asset number

HLC7

Asset name

Landfill

Grid reference

TL 2071 6917

Subtopic

Historic landscape

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

Areas of landfill

Value

Negligible

References
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Asset number

HLC8

Asset name

Recreation

Grid reference

TL 2283 7181

Subtopic

Historic landscape

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Negligible

Description

The grounds of the Cambridgeshire Constabulary HQ.

References

Asset number

HLC9

Asset name

Urban

Grid reference

TL 2298 7248

Subtopic

Historic landscape

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Negligible

Description

Areas of urban settlement, such as towns and cities.

References

Asset number

HLC10

Asset name

Huntingdon Castle

Grid reference

TL 2402 7146

Subtopic

Historic landscape

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

Scheduled
monument

Value

High

Description

A parcel of land which includes the scheduled monument (SM) of
Huntingdon Castle, the earthworks of which are still visible within the site.
Currently within an area of open grassland within a public park belonging
to the Town Council.

References

Asset number

HLC11

Asset name

Common land

Grid reference

TL 2364 7153

Subtopic

Historic landscape

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Medium

Description

Areas of land owned by one person over which one or more people are is
entitled to exercise rights of common such as grazing animals or cutting
bracken for livestock bedding.

References
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Asset number

HLC12

Asset name

Small scale settlement

Grid reference

TL 2036 6737

Subtopic

Historic landscape

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

This historic landscape type is characterised by farmsteads of post
medieval date, and particularly the 19th century, set in the midst of arable
fields.

References

Asset number

HLC13

Asset name

Highway

Grid reference

TL 4151 6118

Subtopic

Historic landscape

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Negligible

Description

Major roads and associated infrastructure, including service stations.

References

Asset number

HLC14

Asset name

Commemorative

Grid reference

TL 3997 6267

Subtopic

Historic landscape

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

Cambridge City Crematorium

Low

References

Asset number

HLC15

Asset name

Ornamental enclosure

Grid reference

TL 3193 6692

Subtopic

Historic landscape

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Low

Description

This type has been identified in two parts of the study area, covering part
of the former wider grounds of Hinchingbrooke House in Huntingdon, and
a small part of the wider grounds of Conington Hall.

References

Asset number

HLC16

Asset name

Communications railway

Grid reference

TL 2220 6838

Subtopic

Historic landscape

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Description

East Coast main line

Low

References
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Asset number

HLC17

Asset name

Military base

Grid reference

TL 2062 6981

Subtopic

Historic landscape

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Description

RAF Brampton

Value

Low

References

Asset number

HLC18

Asset name

Hinchingbrooke House
ornamental landscape

Grid reference

TL 2261 7152

Subtopic

Historic landscape

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Medium

Description

The surviving ornamental landscape surrounding the 16th century
Hinchingbrooke House

References

Asset number

HLC19

Asset name

Huntingdon historic core

Grid reference

TL 2393 7159

Subtopic

Historic landscape

EH reference

HER reference

Designation

None

Value

Medium

Description

Historic core of the town of Huntingdon, which has its origins in the AngloSaxon and medieval periods.

References
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